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KINO DISTRICT
A developer’s job is to create a vision, provide the financial mechanism required to complete it and, most importantly, select the
right people to refine and execute not only the vision’s overall concept, but its discrete parts. I’m proud to lead an immensely
qualified team comprised of a unique mix of national, regional and Tucson-based firms. Our team is long on skill and experience,
including significant familiarity with the South portion of the Kino Sports and Entertainment Complex and its recently completed
Phase I expansion (the “Kino South Complex”). Combining design expertise, multifaceted construction experience, financial
structuring acumen, local project experience, athletic facilities management, local and travel youth sports programming and a
comprehensive understanding of sports and entertainment-related facilities development, Knott Development’s plan to
complete development of the Kino South Complex provides an opportunity to exceed Pima County’s (the “County”)
community engagement and economic development aspirations. I am most grateful for the skill, creativity, professionalism,
dedication and cooperation our team has demonstrated in crafting the development and operations business plan before you.

OUR GOVERNING APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT
Based on the founding principles of the construction and development business my family began in 1908, Knott Development
operates from an “outside-in” perspective. This methodology represents a deliberate approach that avoids inward-focus bias and
the presentation of preordained development concepts. Our focus, instead, becomes a systematic and immersive analysis of
what facility uses and needs are relevant to both our client partners and the customers they serve. The crucial step is making a
creative leap to discover a unique combination of facilities that meets a client’s existing and projected demands, but that
simultaneously provides a direct line of sight to end-user needs. This process, which avoids the pitfall of a siloed emphasis on
products versus services, can be summed up with one simple question - What does your development plan need to accomplish?

APPLYING OUR APPROACH
In applying our development approach, we first analyzed the existing programming managed by the County at the Kino South
Complex as well that maintained at the North portion of the Kino Sports and Entertainment Complex (the “Kino North
Complex”). In extending our examination of the Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex uses and demonstrated needs,
in-depth discussions with local youth and adult recreational sports programs, local business leaders and developers as well as
non-profit service organizations formed the basis of our customer-focused analysis. Within our evaluations, we then layered sitewide design and operational considerations intended to meet the County’s economic and community goals. Enveloping these
development facets, however, was the concept of serving the entire Southern Arizona region - creating a mix of uses tailored to
meet site-specific development goals, but that would likewise generate off-site opportunities as an economic development
catalyst to supplement, not replace, existing successes and continuing efforts.

CREATING A PREMIER SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

The combination of the Kino South Complex’s and Kino North Complex’s existing facilities, County-desired minimum
enhancements and Knott Development’s community and end-user analysis made clear the pertinent facility design and
operations concepts required of a successful site expansion and operations plan. Kino District will become, from inception, the
premier sports and entertainment complex in Southern Arizona, simultaneously providing economic development and
community enhancement opportunities for the County, the City of Tucson (the “City”) and the entire Southern Arizona region.
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From the local recreational sports
perspective, the relocation of the Junior
Roadrunners youth hockey association, Little
Howlers learn to play hockey program, the
Tucson Adult Hockey League, to the
expansion of the Kachinas girls hockey
program, the Kino District Iceplex takes a
thriving hockey community and immerses it
within an 86,00 square foot facility and an
overall sports and entertainment ecosystem
covering all seasons of sport.

With eight basketball gyms, up to
16 volleyball courts and eight
indoor lacrosse surfaces covering
146,000 square feet, the Kino
District Field House represents a
consolidation of indoor recreational
sports activities within a convenient
campus setting, jettisoning the
current and unavoidable system of
fragmented practice/game location
challenges for programs, parents
and athletes.

Supplementing the development’s
composition and athletic
programming, the 6,000-seat Kino
District Arena provides an,
attractive, convenient and linked
venue for concerts, touring
productions ands other large scale
events.
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Providing an 8,000-seat layout and
amenities composition that includes the
Stadium Event Plaza, Kino District Stadium
becomes Tucson’s home to outdoor
entertainment. With its capacity and
capabilities, outdoor festivals, concerts,
youth soccer and lacrosse tournaments and,
potentially, the relocation of FC Tucson
from the Kino North Complex create a
diverse programming mix to which
Southern Arizona residents and visitors will
flock.

Due to the combination of
increased facilities and
programming capacity provided by
Kino District and the programming
volume of Kino South Complex,
Kino District Parking Garage’s
2,000 covered parking spaces are a
much needed necessity. Situated
centrally between Kino District and
Kino South Complex, this facility
along with abundant covered
surface parking will fulfill the dualsite traffic demand.

With an e-sports and indoor action
sports facility, direct access to the
Loop as well as green and open
spaces for local artists and
performers rounding out the mix,
all together with local and national
restaurant concepts, retail and
hospitality amenities, Kino District
will serve as a unique community
sports and entertainment asset.
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PROVIDING CONSTRUCTION-BASED ECONOMIC STIMULUS

With it’s risk-mollifying development cycle, Kino District’s development phasing schedule spreads construction-oriented job
creation benefits across an extended development period. With anchor and supporting element completions scheduled from
2023-2027, the Southern Arizona region will economically benefit from a continuous sequence of construction activity. Beginning
in the summer of 2022, Kino District will significantly impact the local economy as each element is constructed.

INTEGRATING HEALTHY PRINCIPLES & SUPPORTING ACTIVE RECREATION

Throughout Kino District, and in combination with the existing Kino South Complex, residents and tourists, alike, will find an
abundance of site design, facility and activity composition, as well as conscious development choices made to promote the
healthy living ethos of the Southern Arizona region. Active lifestyles will find exciting options within Kino District: ice skating and
hockey at the Kino District Iceplex; basketball, volleyball, indoor lacrosse and other indoor fitness programming options at Kino
District Field House; cycling, walking and running on the Loop with Kino District becoming a hub of activity commencement or a
destination; local cuisine offered by healthy living and local resource-focused restaurants, including the Food Truck Court at the
Julian Wash Event Plaza; public gathering and recreational spaces, including splash pads, playgrounds and open green space;
and site design promoting walkability and exploration. Each element reflects and serves a unique cross-section of Pima County
residents and the year-round activity and lifestyles that drive recreation and tourism in Southern Arizona.

ATTRACTING NATIONAL & REGIONAL SPORTING EVENTS

From a facilities perspective, Kino District represents the best of breed “stay and play” sports-amenable development. With three
hotels, eight restaurant nodes, sports and entertainment venues, recreational and entertainment concepts, close proximity to
Tucson International Airport and attractions within the City, regional and national tournaments will find Kino District to be a
convenient, enjoyable and efficient tournament venue.
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Based on site plan and venue/amenity composition, Knott Development has already engaged with MyHockey Tournaments, the
largest Tier II hockey tournament sponsor in the United States, to bring eight nationally marketed ice hockey tournaments to
Kino District Iceplex annually. With its Tucson Junior Roadrunners partnership and tournament-experienced facility management
firm, Edge Sports Group, Knott Development has already initiated planning for regional and invitational hockey tournaments
that have garnered interest from West Coast, East Coast and Canadian programs seeking new tournaments outside of their
customary schedule. Meanwhile, Kino District Field House, in partnership with Edge Sports Group and 3Step Sports, will host 18
basketball, 16 volleyball and 10 indoor lacrosse nationally marketed tournaments each year.

SPURRING REGIONAL SPENDING FROM ATHLETIC TOURNAMENTS

Representative of Knott Development’s intent for, and execution of, community-wide benefits stemming from Kino District is the
regional spending associated with Kino District Iceplex and Kino District Field House tournaments. Due to Knott Development’s
relationships with MyHockey Tournaments, Edge Sports Group and 3Step Sports, Kino District-based youth sports tournaments
will foster a significant increase in region-wide spending as demonstrated by the summary below.

Annual Kino District tournament spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FORGING RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE REGIONAL HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

Both the timing of Kino District tournaments and the composition of its hotel properties are intended to benefit the regional
hospitality industry. First, during the 2-year period preceding Kino District Hotel operations, Kino District Iceplex and Kino
District Field House tournaments will generate a significant number of annual room nights from which other hotel venues within
the Southern Arizona region benefit. Even when fully developed, Kino District Hotels are comprised of an aggregate maximum
of 540 rooms, far less than the minimum room counts required by even the smallest Kino District tournament.
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While specifically designed to promote Kino District’s internal economic viability, Knott Development likewise intended these
self-imposed room count limitations in order to partner with, and benefit other, hotel properties within the region. Moreover, Kino
District Iceplex and Kino District Field House were designed to accommodate tournament volumes that eclipse the on-site
hospitality infrastructure. The combination of limited on-site hotel development and expansive tournament volumes ensures that
Kino District’s benefits are widely felt within the metropolitan Tucson area and, specifically, the City’s revitalized downtown area.

Annual off-site hotel demand projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

STIMULATING JOBS GROWTH FROM TOURNAMENT SPENDING

In addition to regional hotel impacts associated with Kino District’s dual-focused hospitality and tournament infrastructure, jobs
and earnings growth within the Southern Arizona region will benefit from Kino District tournament spending. The effects will be
felt far beyond Kino District’s boundaries as demonstrated by the long-term data provided by Knott Development’s economic
development projection partner, Emsi. Even when isolated to the hospitality and restaurant industries, Kino District’s impact on
the regional economy is substantial.
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ASSISTING & INDUCING ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT

Through a development coordination agreement with 4D Properties, an adjacent commercial developer, Knott Development
ensures that Kino District and the key, adjoining, privately-held properties are developed under a complimentary design aesthetic
to neighboring Kino District assets. Moreover, Knott Development and 4D Properties have jointly committed to the
complimentary development of the commercial,
retail and restaurant components of Kino District and
4D Properties’ Campbell Benson Development,
promoting a unified development vision across
multiple properties within the Benson Highway
corridor.
The economic development impact of Knott
Development’s coordination agreement with 4D
Properties, however, extends beyond the Campbell
Benson Development to Benson Highway’s south
side. With 4D Properties’ and its affiliates’ ownership
of the majority of the commercial properties within
the Irvington Road, Benson Highway and Kino
Parkway triangle corridor, the Campbell Benson
Development initiates a domino-like effect of
economic development south of Kino District. The
widespread impact of Knott Development’s
relationship with 4D Properties is evident in the
accompanying site plan inset, showing 4D Properties’
and its affiliates’ parcel control (marked in purple)
within the Benson Highway corridor.

CREATING A SUSTAINABLE, MIXED-USE, COMMUNITY-FRIENDLY SITE

Kino District embraces the Urban Land Institute’s promotion of factors that create bonds between people and their communities
- physical beauty, opportunities for social engagement and openness to all people. The architectural aesthetic, desert landscape,
connection to the Loop and campus layout designed by Knott Development provide a physically unique and appealing site. Kino
District’s facilities composition supports local youth and adult recreational sports, youth travel tournaments, local professional
sports, nationally touring concerts and shows. The Kino District development plan offers a vast array of social engagement
opportunities fostered by Kino District Iceplex (hockey and figure skating and non-skating ice sports), Kino District Field House
(volleyball, basketball, indoor lacrosse and other indoor sports as well as local/regional functions within its large event space),
Kino District Arena (concerts, touring shows and large-scale events) and Kino District Stadium (soccer, lacrosse, and rugby
events in addition to concerts and other outdoor entertainment bookings). Combined with its event opportunities, Kino District’s
access to and from the Loop, retail and dining amenities, commercial spaces including esports and indoor action sports, as well as
gathering and recreational open spaces, does not rely on a single activity or development aspect for year-round success.
Kino District’s facilities will be constructed in accordance with standards designed to meet a minimum LEED-Silver (uncertified)
classification. In addition to environmentally-friendly construction, Knott Development is respecting the desert landscape and
climate to make Kino District a leading example of developmental conservation. All of Kino District’s anchor elements will
incorporate active and/or passive water harvesting to support Kino District’s landscape plan. Knott Development will additionally
employ solar arrays throughout Kino District to largely offset site power consumption and provide visitor-friendly aesthetics.
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COORDINATING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Knott Development’s community outreach initiatives are designed to immerse Kino District’s facilities and programming
opportunities across an extended spectrum of the Southern Arizona community. Through its relationship with Chicanos Por La
Causa (“CPLC”), Knott Development’s ties to local business and non-profit leaders and organizations and its partnerships with
local youth and adult sports organizations, we have embarked on a community-wide effort to provide equal access to the
resources, benefits and opportunities associated with Kino District to members of the community who might otherwise be
excluded or marginalized. Whether an athlete, local restaurant or retailer, Kino District’s site composition, facilities and operations
have been designed to be community inclusive.
With CPLC as a community stakeholder partner, we will work to extend Kino District’s benefits beyond the site’s economic
potential. Knott Development will coordinate with CPLC to provide extensive and impactful outreach to the Latino community,
both surrounding Kino District and throughout the Southern Arizona region. Our goal is to create a trusting relationship with the
communities served by CPLC and respond to their needs in the development and expansion of Kino District’s programming.

As representative of this underlying concept, Knott Development has created the Athletics Inclusion Foundation from which it
will support youth sport development, access and programming within neighboring communities as well as the entire Southern
Arizona region. The Athletics Inclusion Foundation’s mandate is to provide financial support for economically disadvantaged,
visually-impaired, indigenous and minority youth as well as displaced teenagers and children within the foster care system to
participate in Kino District programming. Support recipients will receive grants covering the costs associated with program fees,
team fees, uniforms, practice sessions and equipment. The Athletics Inclusion Foundation’s community engagement and support
will also extend to children with disabilities and those with developmental disorders who could benefit from the creation of
customized programming within Kino District Iceplex and Kino District Field House.
To enhance the Athletic Inclusion Foundation’s connection to the local community, Knott Development has initially constituted
the foundation’s board of directors with several members of the Tucson community. The board will be supplemented by
members of my philanthropic network, consisting of out-of-market charitable organizations and leaders. With additional local
board members to be added, the Athletic Inclusion Foundation will not only become representative of the Southern Arizona
community, but will demonstrate a deep understanding of non-profit organization operations.
Indicative of Knott Development’s inclusionary and philanthropic goals for Kino District, the Athletics Inclusion Foundation has
already commenced programming outreach through the Junior Roadrunners youth hockey organization. In cooperation and
while providing guidance, the Athletics Inclusion Foundation has enabled the Junior Roadrunners to initiate program planning
and enter various stages of discussions with area organizations. Included among these are Arizona School for the Deaf and Blind,
Autism Society of Arizona, You Can Play Project, SAAVI, Youth on Their Own, Arizona Autism Academy and USA Hockey.
Under these and other burgeoning partnerships, in conjunction with its organizational and individual commitments to diversity,
the Athletics Inclusion Foundation aims to be a leading facilitator in Southern Arizona of access, representation and protections
for marginalized and under-represented communities in sports.
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EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES REGIONALLY

Although developed in partnership with the County, Knott Development’s goal from the outset of facilities design, local and
travel sports programming, community engagement, entertainment venue modeling and site composition planning, was to
create a mix of site uses that generated off-site opportunities and that would supplement existing economic development
initiatives and successes. Rather than replacing existing efforts and assets, Kino District is designed to serve as a catalyst of
further economic development for the benefit of the entire Southern Arizona region. Kino District fosters a myriad of economic
development opportunities, both within and beyond its physical boundaries. Even with substantial physical assets and recreational
and entertainment programming, the bulk of economic development activity attributable to Kino District will take place within
restaurants, hotels, retail stores and businesses situated in not only the County, but the City and across the Southern Arizona
region. In fact, over 90% of the economic impact generated by Kino District will be realized outside of Kino District’s physical
boundaries.The achievement of Knott Development’s goal is demonstrated in the 40-year, multifaceted regional benefits derived
from Kino District.

We are grateful for the opportunity to partner with the County as well as other municipal and private stakeholders and
organizations. Likewise, we are pleased to create a destination point for the residents of Southern Arizona and one that will
likewise entice more travel to the Tucson area.
Welcome to our vision for Kino District!

Frank Knott
Knott Development
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

MASTER DEVELOPER PARTNERSHIP AND
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
GENERAL OVERVIEW
GOVERNANCE OF THE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
The proposed Master Developer Partnership and Development Agreement (the “MDPA”) governs the public private
partnership envisioned by the County and Knott Development. The MDPA’s incorporates a multi-step process designed to
provide the County with multiple participation options and comfort that Kino District’s development plan is viable. To achieve its
multi-layered analysis to County participation in the Kino District public private partnership, the MDPA includes 5 steps that
must be taken to result in the County’s development plan participation. At each step, the County either does not have
commitment or financial liability or, alternatively, the MDPA provides the County with options. The MDPA’s goal is to permit the
County to make an informed, reasoned decision regarding its participation in the public private partnership structure.

PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE
STEP 1

With the MDPA’s execution, Knott Development will continue the predevelopment work that commenced under its existing
Predevelopment Services Agreement. Within this 10-12 month period of additional predevelopment activity (as described more
fully in the Development Phasing section of this Business Plan), Knott Development will finalize all development, construction
and operational aspects of Kino District. At the conclusion of the Predevelopment Phase, Knott Development will provide the
County with a report detailing the results of its predevelopment work to demonstrate the viability of Kino District and, most
importantly, the Anchor Elements.
PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE COSTS
The costs of the Predevelopment Phase are funded entirely by Knott Development, without any County financial participation.
In addition, pursuant to the terms of the existing Predevelopment Services Agreement, Knott Development will reimburse the
County for its expenses incurred for Knott Development to conduct the preliminary predevelopment work required under the
Predevelopment Services Agreement.
PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE DELIVERABLES
As a part of its Predevelopment Phase work, Knott Development will prepare a development financing, leasing and financial
structure review package. The Rating Review Package (as further described in the Development Phasing section of this Business
Plan) will be used by Knott Development and the County during the Determination Phase (Step 2 of the MDPA’s process and
more fully described in the Development Phasing section of this Business Plan) to meet with all applicable credit rating agencies
that then-currently issue credit ratings on the County’s debt, in particular its Certificates of Participation. Based on the Rating
Review Package and meetings with applicable credit rating agencies, Knott Development and the County will seek confirmation
from each rating agency that the County’s participation in Kino District will not affect its credit ratings.
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PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE REPORTING
During the Predevelopment Phase, Knott Development will provide the County with updates on the progress of its
predevelopment work. On September 6, 2021, November 6, 2021, January 6, 2022, March 6, 2022 and May 6, 2022, Knott
Development will issue a report to the County summarizing the current state and results of its predevelopment work.
PURPOSE OF PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE DELIVERABLES
The Ratings Review Package will be combined with the Development Overview required in the MDPA’s Determination Phase
(Step 2 of the MDPA’s process and more fully described below and in the Development Phasing section of this Business Plan.
The goal of the Rating Review Package, in combination with each other Determination Phase deliverable is to provide a
quantifiable source of documentation to the viability of Kino District. They, likewise, provide a measuring stick to determine
whether or not the County needs to make a choice of participating in the Kino District public private partnership.

NO COUNTY RISK OR COMMITMENT
At the conclusion of the Predevelopment Phase, the MDPA does not require the County to make a determination of its
participation in the Kino District public private partnership. As Knott Development moves to Step 2 of the MDPA’s process, the
County is without financial risk or prospective pubic private partnership commitments.

DETERMINATION PHASE
STEP 2

Following the conclusion of the Predevelopment Phase, the MDPA requires the County and Knott Development to proceed to
a 2-4 month review and discussion-oriented Determination Phase (as described more fully in the Development Phasing section of
this Business Plan). During the Determination Phase, the results of Knott Development’s predevelopment work will be subject to
benchmark reviews to determine not only Kino District’s financial viability, but the economic benefits and risks posed by the
County’s prospective participation therein.

DETERMINATION PHASE DELIVERABLES
In addition to detailing the development, construction and operational aspects of Kino District, the MDPA requires Knott
Development to compile a detailed economic and business Development Overview for the County’s review (as more fully
described within the Development Phasing section of this Business Plan). The Development Overview will include an update to
this Business Plan noting any changes in the site plan and including all finalized development aspects of Kino District. The
Development Review will also include all financial documentation for Kino District, including updated Anchor Element
programming contracts and budgets, Anchor Element and support element financial projections, proposed documentation that
would (subject to further Board of Supervisor approval) evidence the County’s anticipated participation in Kino District and
Knott Development’s financing documentation. The Development Overview will be combined with the Rating Review Package
and all other discrete aspect deliverables required of Knott Development in order to perform an analysis regarding the Lease
Participation Contingency.
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LEASE PARTICIPATION CONTINGENCY
In conjunction with the review of all Predevelopment Phase and Determination Phase materials provided by Knott Development,
the County’s decision to participate in the Kino District public private partnership is subject to certain financial contingencies.
First, Knott Development must demonstrate that the amount of Anchor Element cash flow generated to meet Kino District
Financing payments exceeds the amount of each debt service payment by a factor of 1.05. Second, the Development Overview
must show that at any time a Kino District Financing payment is scheduled, the ratio of total reserves to the current Kino District
Financing payment, whether from Facility Debt Service Reserves, the Primary Debt Service Reserve and/or parametric contracts
obtained by Knott Development (as each is more fully described in the Financial Risk Management section of this Business Plan),
must equal at lease 3.0. Lastly, the County and Knott Development must have received a confirmation from each applicable
credit rating agency that the County’s prospective participation in the Kino District public private partnership will not impair the
County’s ability to issue bonds, Certificates of Participation or other forms of debt.

PURPOSE OF DETERMINATION PHASE AND LEASE PARTICIPATION CONTINGENCY
The Determination Phase and the Lease Participation Contingency serve to provide the County with a further delineated and
demonstrable assessment of whether or not it will participate in the Kino District public private partnership. Within the
Determination Phase, but serving as an extra step in the MDPA’s process, the County and Knott Development proceed to the
results of the Lease Participation Contingency in order to make final decisions on the County’s continued participation.

NO COUNTY RISK OR COMMITMENT
Once the Lease Participation Contingency has been assessed, the County remains in the position of having taken no execution
risk with respect to the Kino District public private partnership. Regardless of the Lease Participation Contingency outcome and
the deliverables underlying that calculation, the County remains in the position of maintaining participation options.

FAILURE OF THE LEASE PARTICIPATION CONTINGENCY
STEP 3

Should Knott Development not pass the Lease Participation Contingency, it has 2 options available for Kino District’s
development. Knott Development may elect to extend the Determination Phase for an additional 6 months to reconfigure
aspects of Kino District sufficient to satisfy the Lease Participation Contingency. Or, alternatively, Knott Development may
choose to develop Kino District without the County’s participation other than in the form of the Master Ground Lease. Should
Knott Development extend the Determination Phase, the Lease Participation Contingency would have to be satisfied taking into
consideration any amendments to the development plan and Knott Development is required to submit a revised Development
Overview and Rating Review Package.
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SATISFACTION OF THE LEASE PARTICIPATION CONTINGENCY
STEP 4

Should Knott Development pass the Lease Participation Contingency, the County has 2 options available to it for consideration.
The County may elect to participate in the Kino District public private partnership, upon which decision Knott Development and
the County would submit all required documentation (i.e., Master Ground Lease, Operations Leases, Ownership Leases) for
Board of Supervisor approval.
Notwithstanding Knott Development’s satisfaction of the Lease Participation Contingency, the County may otherwise elect to
not participate in the Kino District public private partnership. In doing so, the County will be obligated to reimburse Knott
Development for its Predevelopment Phase and Determination Phase expenses plus a fee earned by Knott Development for
the work it performed in satisfying the Lease Participation Contingency. The aggregate amount of expense reimbursement and
Knott Development fee incurred by the County in this instance is capped at $10,500,000.
Should the County decline to participate in the Kino District public private partnership, the County would be obligated to enter
into the Master Ground Lease and Knott Development would be provided with a one year period within which to close on its
financing to develop and construct Kino District.

DEVELOPMENT PHASING DETERMINATION
STEP 5

Notwithstanding the County’s decision to participate in the Kino District public private partnership (assuming satisfaction of the
Lease Participation Contingency and the County’s determination to proceed with participation), Knott Development and the
County will then determine the development phasing of Kino District. The phasing determination will occur I conjunction with
the submission of public private partnership documents to the Board of Supervisors. The MDPA contains an existing and
staggered phasing plan from which Knott Development and the County will choose.

OVERALL COUNTY RISK AND COMMITMENT
Only after proceeding through the 5 steps of the MDPA’s process does the County take on a commitment to participate in the
Kino District public private partnership. Even with the satisfaction of the Lease Participation Contingency (which means the Kino
District development plan is both viable and accretive to the County), the County still maintains an option to decline
participation. In that case, the County’s risk is limited to payment of Knott Development’s expenses and fee.
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KINO DISTRICT ICEPLEX

KINO DISTRICT ICEPLEX

Kino District Iceplex (the “Iceplex”) will be the epicenter of ice-based sports in Southern Arizona. Consisting of 3 sheets of ice
and a full slate of related amenities comprising approximately 86,000 square feet, the Iceplex is a comprehensive hockey, figure
skating and ice sports recreational facility. The Iceplex will permit the further expansion of the local ice sports market, meet the
need for additional community-wide access to recreational athletics programming and satisfy the County’s desire to attract youth
travel sports tournaments for economic development purposes.
Serving as the home of the Tucson Junior Roadrunners youth hockey association (the “Junior Roadrunners”), the Kachinas girls’
hockey program (the “Kachinas”), the Little Howlers’ introductory hockey program (the “Little Howlers”) and the Tucson Adult
Hockey League (the “Adult Hockey League”), the Iceplex frees these organizations from existing facility constraints, while
enabling the efficient expansion of their respective programming to a rapidly-expanding hockey community. Supplementing local
programming while simultaneously aiding its economic development function, the Iceplex will host nationally marketed youth
hockey tournaments as well as self-sponsored regional multi-state invitational hockey tournaments, generating significant
business for both Kino District’s and Tucson’s hotels, retailers, restaurants and entertainment venues. Finally, from a communityoriented programming perspective, the Iceplex will feature multiple affordable, open skating sessions each week as well as skills
sessions for any adult or child to learn, enhance and enjoy the recreational benefits afforded by ice-based sports.
Complimenting its active spaces, the Iceplex contains a general concession stand as well as a gastro pub that is designed to
partner on a rotating basis with Tucson-based food trucks and local restaurants. From a services standpoint, the Iceplex will also
house Tucson’s most comprehensive, locally-based, full service pro shop, providing all hockey and figure skating equipment in
addition to team uniform and individual ice sports-focused apparel.
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As part of Kino District’s mission to serve all existing and potential athletes, Knott Development’s site-based charitable endeavor,
the Athletics Inclusion Foundation, will be active within Iceplex programming to ensure that local, underserved children have the
opportunity to enjoy Iceplex programming regardless of economic status, including, without limitation, minority and indigenous
youth, homeless teenagers and children within the foster care system. Through the foundation, Knott Development will work
with the Junior Roadrunners to provide specialized programming for visually-impaired children, children with disabilities and
those with developmental disorders. Joining Knott Development and the Athletics Inclusion Foundation in developing ice-based
opportunities for all members of the Southern Arizona community and assisting Knott Development with community outreach
will be CPLC.

The Iceplex promotes a sense of place and is unified with the central portion of Kino District via its Julian Wash-traversing
pedestrian/bicycle bridge and pathways along Tournament Way. Moreover, the Iceplex pedestrian/bicycle bridge connects
directly with the Loop, providing both a unified functionality and aesthetic with preexisting County amenities. Because of Kino
District’s layout, Iceplex patrons will enjoy a “park and walk” experience to enjoy retail and dining opportunities, either directly
across Tournament Way or those that are more centrally located adjacent to the Arena Event Plaza or the Stadium Event Plaza.

THE SUBSTANTIVE NEED
LACK OF FACILITY CAPACITY
During our extensive exploratory meetings with local user groups and their constituents, it was apparent that conflicting opinions
regarding demand for ice-based facilities within Southern Arizona had produced circular reasoning that inhibited the creation of
a well-designed solution. On one side, the perception existed that there must be insufficient demand for an additional facility
because only one rink exists - that at the Tucson Convention Center (the “TCC”). On the other hand, focus laid heavy on prior,
failed attempts to meet demand by developing an additional rink, somewhere in the region, but separate and distinct from the
TCC ice sheet.
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The result presents a “past is prologue” dilemma - existing facilities are inadequate to meet overwhelming demand, yet previous
and presently-conceptualized development plans would produce a complex, inefficient facilities mix at disparate physical sites
that would stymie full adoption due to frustrating programming logistics.
As a result, Southern Arizona’s sole source of recreational ice sports remains the TCC’s single ice sheet. The ice-time allocations
available from the TCC pale in comparison to even minimal levels of required programming, much less the service levels
required to match the local growth of hockey. For example, the Junior Roadrunners have seen their program grow more than
200% since the Tucson Roadrunners’ 2016 arrival. Moreover, according to USA Hockey’s 2019 growth metrics, Tucson ranks #1
among all NHL/AHL cities for both the growth in girls’ hockey and the all-important 8-and-under age bracket as well as #2 for
overall growth.
Capacity constraints, however, are not solely limited to youth hockey. The Adult Hockey League has expanded the number of
teams and games to provide players a twice-weekly playing opportunity. Recently, sufficient interest warranted the addition of a
spring season. Even with this expansion, demand outstrips roster availability due to a single available rink and insufficient ice-time
limiting the number of teams. As a result, in the absence of additional teams, prospective players from Tucson turn to the
Phoenix market. Similarly, existing Adult Hockey League members seeking more than two games per week travel to Phoenix to
supplement Southern Arizona’s finite capacity.
ABSENCE OF NECESSARY PROGRAMMING TIME
While the TCC’s physical limitations adversely impact the ability to meet the Junior Roadrunners’, Kachinas’, Little Howlers’ and
the Adult Hockey League’s respective facility demands, its scheduling priorities and limitations have an equally disruptive effect the lack of skills sessions where residents can learn and enhance necessary skills, whether in beginner or advanced programs.
Between servicing higher priority TCC tenants/clients and an understandable lack of customary programming, the prevailing
dearth of ice time for youth and adult group and private lessons, learn to skate and learn to play clinics as well as specialty hockey
clinics presents an additional circular problem. No skills programming means less growth in the Junior Roadrunners, Kachinas,
Little Howlers and Adult Hockey League membership. However, even if skills sessions existed, the incumbent youth and adult
programs are effectively capped by the physical constraints of a single rink. In fact, members universally cite multiple and
continuing examples of youth and adult players traveling to Phoenix for hockey-related programming than cannot exist within
Southern Arizona’s existing facilities. To boot, youth and adult hockey is forced to go on local hiatus with the arrival of the annual
Tucson Gem Show - in the middle of the hockey season! Lastly, upon the conclusion of the Tucson Roadrunners’ season, the
TCC ice sheet is drained, leaving Southern Arizona without a facility to provide offseason player development and tournaments,
yet another limiting factor in hockey’s growth in the region.
MISSED ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The effects associated with the lack of adequate facilities and programming to meet even current demands are not solely felt by
the Junior Roadrunners, Kachinas, Little Howlers and the Adult Hockey League. In fact, the facility and programming voids are
equally and silently detrimental to the County’s and the City’s economic development, community development and constituent
engagement initiatives. These result in a series of missed opportunities, the combination of which undermines the realization of
otherwise well-planned development and engagement goals.
To the extent sufficient facilities existed, the robust continued interest and growth associated with hockey lends itself to the
creation of part time, and even full time, jobs attributable to group lesson and private skills coaching opportunities. Likewise
detrimental to economic development is the inability to host youth hockey tournaments, thus unintentionally forfeiting far
reaching fiscal stimulus effects for local hotels, restaurants and retailers and the associated impact and use taxes paid to
government instrumentalities.
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In addition, the creation of a “house” league (non-travel, lower cost recreational hockey) would enable the casually interested
youth player to enjoy an additional recreational amenity, promoting community engagement and healthy living. Moreover, the
lack of facilities and programming eliminates the ability to create community-based initiatives for underserved constituencies to
become involved with, and benefit from, an enhanced level of offering and service. For example, absent more space and time,
hockey and its physical fitness and social benefits are available only to those that can afford primary and costly programming. In
an identical manner, specialized programming for the visually impaired, children and adults with physical disabilities and those
with developmental disorders is not possible at an appropriate scale.

DESIGNING & PROGRAMMING A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
ICEPLEX FACILITY COMPOSITION
The combination of insufficient facilities and the rapid growth of hockey within the Southern Arizona market provides a unique
opportunity to not only provide sufficient hockey-related facilities and programming, but to structure an additional portion of
Kino District that will enhance the travel sports focus of the existing Kino South Complex and assist the County with meeting its
economic development and community goals. To do so, the following considerations primarily drove the Iceplex design:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Level and depth of existing and attainable programming within the Southern Arizona market
Reasonable expansion capacity necessary for long term programming needs based on current market metrics
Facility capacity required to attract national tournament organizers
Requirements associated with physical and programming proficiency to expand ice sports to all members of the community
Integration of Iceplex with other facets of Kino District
Economic viability in both the short and long term

Based on our team’s multipoint analysis, a three-sheet layout was determined to be the solution to the Iceplex’s composition.

Iceplex first floor layout
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Iceplex mezzanine level, seating and gastro pub

ANCHOR PROGRAMMING - JUNIOR ROADRUNNERS
Due to their existing growth and a shared vision for the long-term development of youth hockey in Southern Arizona, the Junior
Roadrunners has entered into an exclusive relocation agreement with Knott Development. Under the agreement, the Junior
Roadrunners will take residence at the Iceplex in August, 2023.
During the past 5 years, the Junior Roadrunners have experienced 350% growth in all aspects of their programming, exceeding
250 local participating families. The program’s aggregate ice time demands quantify the underpinnings of a comprehensive
facility with multiple sheets of ice. The Junior Roadrunners average approximately 50 players (in the 12U, 14U, 16U and 18U age
brackets) to 100 players ( in the 6U, 8U and 10U age brackets) on the ice simultaneously. These levels are far in excess of USA
Hockey’s recommended concentration level for proper skill development. This type of player congestion is equivalent to holding
a basketball practice with 50 players on a single court or a baseball practice with 60 players on a single diamond. In this type of
setting, player development, enjoyment and participation levels materially suffer.
Using merely 20% of the ice time capacity required by the program, the Junior Roadrunners, upon Iceplex occupancy, will utilize
5x the time slots currently afforded to them at the TCC. This programming volume does not include or project any increase in
the Junior Roadrunners’ membership as a result of expanded ice availability. It likewise does not reflect additional interest from
families within the region based on skating and hockey clinics from which local and regional youth graduate to Junior
Roadrunners’ programming.
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ANCHOR PROGRAMMING - TUCSON ADULT HOCKEY LEAGUE
Due to their existing growth and a shared vision for the long-term development of adult hockey in Southern Arizona, the Tucson
Adult Hockey League (the “Adult League”) has entered into an exclusive relocation agreement with Knott Development. Under
the agreement, the Adult League will take residence at the Iceplex in August, 2023.
During the past 5 years, the Adult League has expanded by approximately 100%, far exceeding available local ice time. With a
significant backlog of players and the ability to significantly expand its programming, the Adult League is poised to greatly
expand its footprint within the Tucson adult recreational sports market. Representing a multi-hour, multi-day per week anchor
tenant, the Adult League will expand its game schedule by 2x and will participate in the sought-after mid-day pickup game
sessions to be offered by the Iceplex.
GIRLS’ HOCKEY PROGRAMMING
In addition to the youth programing offered by the Junior Roadrunners, the Iceplex is anticipated to become the home of a
Tucson-based branch of the Kachinas. A popular and respected girls’ hockey program, the Kachinas are managed by US
Olympian Lindsey Fry and are supported by the Arizona Coyotes. Given the Tucson market’s recent position as USA Hockey’s
#1 growth market for girls’ hockey, the expansion of the Kachinas will only serve to enhance the local market’s position within the
girls’ hockey community.
LOCAL RECREATIONAL SPORTS ADVISORY BOARD
As a result of the varied programming options available to the Iceplex and in order to design a broad spectrum of youth and
adult recreational sports programming, Knott Development has teamed with several local residents to form a local recreational
sports advisory board (the “Sports Advisory Board”). At present, the Sports Advisory Board consists of Jeremy Bow, Michelle
Malis and Ryan Johnson. Each member of the Sports Advisory Board is a member of the local youth and adult sports
programming market and has valuable insight to multiple organizations that are interested in locating their programming at the
Iceplex. During the MDPA’s predevelopment phase, Knott Development will be adding members to the Sports Advisory Board
in order to reach all variants of youth and adult recreational sport.

INTRODUCTORY HOCKEY PROGRAMMING
For the youngest members of the hockey community, the Iceplex is anticipated to become the home of an expanded Little
Howlers youth hockey program. The Little Howlers program is designed specifically for the young skater seeking an introduction
to hockey. Based on the support the program receives from the Arizona Coyotes, Little Howlers will continue to provide
interested youth with the opportunity to experience hockey on a more introductory and economical basis.
“HOUSE LEAGUE” YOUTH PROGRAMMING
While the Junior Roadrunners and Kachinas maintain successful and growing youth travel hockey programs, not every family
seeks the time and expense commitment associated with the travel hockey experience. In deference to family choice as well as
more cost-friendly programming, the Iceplex will create and maintain a youth-oriented, non-traveling house league (the “Iceplex
House League”). Consisting of Iceplex-only practices and games and organized by skill level and age, the Iceplex House League
will offer a competitive, supportive environment for the casually-interested youth player with a more affordable recreation
offering in a logistically accessible recreational sports setting.
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PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - OPEN SKATES
Although hockey may be wildly popular in Tucson, Iceplex management recognizes that not everyone seeks a competitive on-ice
experience. In an effort to provide an enjoyable recreation option, the Iceplex will offer open skating sessions. Scheduled multiple
days per week at convenient hours, open skates offer a per-session affordable cost without league or recurring fee structures.
Created as a more social, community-based programming option, offerings will include all-ages public skates, 12 and under only
children’s skates, 18 and under young adult skates, adults date night skates, high school date night skates and college open skates.

PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - BROOM BALL
As a part of a comprehensive community facility, Knott Development and Iceplex management recognize the need for nonskating variants of ice-based sports. In partial fulfillment of this need, Iceplex will offer per-session broom ball games. Public
broom ball games require zero equipment or experience and offer an alternate ice sports experience that everyone in the
community can enjoy. Structured as drop-in sessions, broom ball games will be offered in multiple age groups as well as a family
package to provide the best experience for participants.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - BROOM BALL LEAGUES
In an extension of drop-in broom ball games, the Iceplex will create broom ball leagues. Organized into youth, teen, college and
adult leagues, this publicly available programming represents a more organized version of broom ball. With no equipment or
experience required, the accessibility and engagement offered in these public leagues provides families, church groups,
businesses and friends to come together for an exciting and enjoyable recreational experience.
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PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - FIGURE SKATING
For the figure skating enthusiast, the Iceplex will offer early morning as well as mid-day freestyle open figure skating sessions.
Limited solely to figure skating, these public sessions are designed for all skaters, from beginner to the advanced. On a drop-in,
per-session basis, freestyle skates will afford all levels of figure skaters the opportunity and space to practice and refine their skills.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - ICE BUMPER CARS
Extending the facility’s recreational aspects to indoor amusement, the Iceplex will offer ice bumper car rides. Better described as
a mechanized inner-tube, ice bumper cars offer a unique indoor experience for all ages above 8. Organized as both private
rentals in addition to public sessions, ice bumper cars are well suited for corporate team meetings, youth birthday parties,
organizational events or any other informal gathering.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - ADULT PICK UP HOCKEY
Due to the enthusiasm generated by the Adult League, the Iceplex will offer daily, drop-in, adult only pick up hockey game
programming. Adult pick up hockey will be scheduled each weekday during and around the traditional lunch hour, providing 2
separate one-hour time slots from which to play. In addition to weekday times, the Iceplex will likewise offer adult pick up hockey
on many weekends.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - YOUTH PICK UP HOCKEY
During the after-school, weekend hours and throughout the summer, the Iceplex will compliment adult pick up hockey by
offering a youth version. Broken into age-restricted groupings, youth pick up hockey provides an opportunity to extend hockey
activities, continue skill development or simply enjoy a game on an ad hoc basis.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - STICK AND SHOOT
For players, either in a formal program (i.e., Junior Roadrunners, Kachinas, Adult League, youth house league), or just practicing
in between learn to play sessions, the Iceplex will provide open time specifically geared towards open-ice hockey. Styled as “stick
and shoots,” the sessions are completely informal, permit players to work at their own pace on skating, shooting, puck handling or
any other aspect of their game. Each stick and shoot session will be offered in one of 4 groupings - 12 and under, 13 to 18, adult
only, and open format.
PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - LEARN TO SKATE & LEARN TO PLAY
The Iceplex will offer the full range of learn to skate and learn to play clinics and lessons. Public in nature, these sessions are
geared to the novice or first time youth/adult skater or player and are organized into multiple session packages based on
programming guidelines recommended by US Figure Skating and USA Hockey.
PRIVATE LESSON AND SKILL SESSION PROGRAMMING
Within the Iceplex’s figure skating and hockey programming, private lessons and group skills sessions will be offered. Although
open to the public, these sessions may carry prerequisites related to skating ability or playing experience. All private lesson and
skills sessions will be taught by coaches accredited by US Figure Skating or USA Hockey, as applicable.
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING - SKATE TO SUCCESS
As an interactive method of community outreach, Knott Development and Iceplex management will offer a recreational
program called “Skate to Success.” Skate to Success will partner with the Athletics Inclusion Foundation, local businesses and
school districts surrounding Kino District. This effort will provide children with a skating opportunity who might not otherwise
experience the recreational and health benefits of ice skating. Each month from September through March, the Iceplex will
arrange transportation and host up to 100 children from the Tucson Unified and Sunnyside School Districts (with more districts
to be added over time). Each student will be outfitted with skates and a helmet before receiving instruction from Iceplex
coaching staff as well as players and coaches from the University of Arizona Ice Cats. After each skate, students will receive lunch
and a Skate to Success welcome packet which includes a Skate to Success long-sleeved jersey shirt and Ice Cats’ branded school
folders. The Skate to Success program will be free of charge to participating school districts.
ALTERNATE PROGRAMMING SUPPORT
Programming at the Iceplex will be further supported by the Athletics Inclusion Foundation’s involvement with the Junior
Roadrunners. The Athletics Inclusion Foundation will provide support to children from economically-challenged circumstances
and assist the Junior Roadrunners in an expansion of their programming to other underserved portions of the Southern Arizona
community. To date Knott Development and the Junior Roadrunners have worked to design alternate programming and the
Athletic Inclusion Foundation’s outreach capabilities to impact Iceplex programming and community interaction - serving a wide
range of Southern Arizona youth and families, including blind and visually impaired athletes, autistic and disabled athletes,
disadvantaged and displaced youth, minority and indigenous athletes. As a result of these efforts, the Junior Roadrunners are in
various stages of discussions with multiple local and regional organizations to secure partnerships to be supported by the Junior
Roadrunners and the Athletics Inclusion Foundation. The chart below summarizes the current progress made by the Junior
Roadrunners through their partnership with Knott Development and the Athletics Inclusion Foundation.
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DEAF AND BLIND

AUTISM SOCIETY OF
SOUTHERN AZ
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PROJECT

AZ AUTISM ACADEMY
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DAVIS MONTHAN AFB
FAMILY READINESS

BANNER MEDICAL
CENTER

YOUTH ON THEIR OWN

USA HOCKEY
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NATIONAL HOCKEY TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
While the Iceplex will have a
significant impact on youth
and adult hockey as well as
recreational opportunities for
the community at large, its
three rink design provides
sufficient capacity for national
youth hockey tournaments.
This capability will materially
benefit Kino District’s other
elements (hotels, retail,
restaurants, entertainment
venues) in addition to
benefitting the same group of
businesses throughout
Tucson’s downtown area and
the Southern Arizona region.
To realize the benefits of this
design, Knott Development
has partnered with MyHockey
Tournaments from Chicago,
the premier USA Hockey Tier
II youth hockey tournament
organizer. In addition to its 70
tournaments in 16 cities across
12 states, MyHockey
Tournaments created and
maintains the preeminent youth hockey national ranking service. MyHockey Rankings is used by USA Hockey to determine atlarge bids and seedings for national championship events, and ranks all North American hockey teams. Within their ranking
system, MyHockey Tournaments is able to provide tournaments comprised of competitive brackets, avoiding teams from the
same region from traveling far distances only to play against a home locale organization, and ensuring that traveling teams and
their coaches/parents do not view any tournament as a wasted trip. This methodology provides national interest in each
sponsored tournament and results in guaranteed, weekend long, ice time contracts for the sponsoring rink.
During the 2023-2024 season, the Iceplex will host three nationally marketed tournaments organized by MyHockey Tournaments.
For each hockey season thereafter, the Iceplex will host eight such nationally marketed tournaments. Nationally marketed
tournaments held at facilities composed in a similar manner to the Iceplex are attended by, on average, 42 teams, generating an
impressive local economy direct spending profile.
Notes Regarding National Hockey Tournament Calculations:

• Assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics related to dining, retail, attractions, transportation and
miscellaneous spending, to maintain conservative projections, have been taken directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor
Court Sports Tourism Facility study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.
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Notes Regarding National Hockey Tournament Calculations (Continued):

• Hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service hotels

developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area. Knott Development has purposely designed Kino District’s
hotel facilities to meet only part of each tournament’s demand, ensuring that Kino District is a catalyst, not a replacement, for existing
hotels and that Iceplex tournaments drive tourist traffic to other areas, specifically Tucson’s downtown area, to enhance preexisting and
continuing development efforts.

• The table above represents the direct local spending projected to be generated by one national hockey tournament hosted at the Iceplex

with pricing and spending assumed to increase 2% annually, provided, however, that in the chart below and, specifically, during 2023-2025,
as tournament programming is implemented to its intended total number of events this results in a substantially higher growth rate solely
due to the scheduled addition of tournaments.

• The following chart demonstrates, by decade of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, the aggregate direct

spending within the regional economy generated by each year’s Iceplex-hosted national hockey tournaments as projected by the foregoing
spending profile.

Annual national hockey tournament spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix that accompanies this Business Plan

REGIONAL/INVITATION TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
In addition to nationally marketed tournaments, the Iceplex will organize and promote regional/invitation tournaments consisting
of teams from the Southwestern and Western regions with select invitations to teams from distant regions. For regional/invitation
tournaments, the focus is on participation by limited age brackets where not all 8U to 16U brackets participate. Due to the agespecific nature of each tournament, the Iceplex will be able to host multiple events during the primary tournament season as well
as preseason tune-up tournaments. While smaller than their nationally marketed brethren, each regional/invitation tournament of
28 teams will produce significant local economy spending. The Iceplex will host two regional/invitation tournaments in each of
the 2023-2024 and 2024-2025 seasons, five tournaments in each of the 2025-2026 and 2026-2027 seasons, eight tournaments in
each of the 2027-2028 and 2028-2029 seasons and 10 regional/invitation tournaments each year beginning with the 2029-2030
season. In fact, Knott Development and the Junior Roadrunners have already received letters expressing interest in attending the
Iceplex’s regional/invitation tournaments from hockey programs in Virginia, Maryland, Texas and Saskatchewan.
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Notes Regarding Regional/Invitation Hockey Tournament Calculations:

• Assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics related to dining, retail, attractions, transportation and
miscellaneous spending, to maintain conservative projections, have been taken directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor
Court Sports Tourism Facility study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.

• Hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service hotels

developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area. Knott Development has purposely designed Kino District’s
hotel facilities to meet only part of each tournament’s demand, ensuring that Kino District is a catalyst, not a replacement, for existing
hotels and that Iceplex tournaments drive tourist traffic to other ares, specifically Tucson’s downtown area, to enhance preexisting and
continuing development efforts.

• The table above represents the direct local spending projected to be generated by one regional/invitation hockey tournament hosted at

the Iceplex with pricing and spending assumed to increase 2% annually, provided, however, that in the charts below and, specifically, during
2023-2030, as tournament programming is implemented to its intended total number of events this results in a substantially higher growth
rate solely due to the scheduled addition of tournaments.

• The following chart demonstrates, by decade of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, the aggregate direct

spending within the regional economy generated by each year’s Iceplex-hosted regional/invitation hockey tournaments as projected by the
foregoing spending profile.
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Annual regional/invitation hockey tournament projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Knott Development has retained Edge Sports Group to provide overall management of the Iceplex and its programming. Based
in Wellesley, Massachusetts, Edge Sports Group is a developer and operator of community-focused athletic facilities that include
various combinations of ice rinks, indoor and outdoor turf fields, competition and general swimming facilities, tennis courts,
basketball courts, volleyball courts, personal training facilities, restaurants, retail, sports equipment and team stores, physical
therapy and strength and conditioning services. With over 25 years of experience in sports and recreation design, development
and operation, Edge Sports manages in excess of 630,000 square feet of playing surface and tenant space with over 4.3 million
annual facility guests.
To provide local hockey market and community knowledge, the Iceplex will retain the services of Tucson resident Jeremy Bow,
currently the President of the Junior Roadrunners. The combination of Edge Sports Group’s experience, on-site staff to manage
facility operations and Mr. Bow’s unique knowledge of, experience with and relationships within the Southern Arizona youth
sports community will provide the Iceplex with a desirable combination of program management capabilities, operational
experience and relevant market knowledge.
The Iceplex will hire 55 people for both full and part time jobs. Given the staffing requirements particular to facilities such as the
Iceplex, the majority of jobs are part time, provided, however, it is expected that one or more part time employees will occupy
more than one time slot for Zamboni and Information Desk positions, resulting in the creation of a full time equivalent position
for one or more information desk and Zamboni jobs. The title, employment level and wages associated with each job to be filled
by the Iceplex are below:
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CAPITAL PLANNING AND MAINTENANCE
To proactively address capital maintenance costs, Knott Development will retain Sightlines, a nationally recognized facilities
condition assessment and indexing consultant. Sightlines will provide Knott Development, the County and Iceplex management
with multiyear projections of the anticipated Iceplex capital expenditure schedule upon opening. Thereafter, on a periodic basis
(usually every five years), Sightlines will produce an updated facilities condition assessment and index in order that Iceplex
management, Knott Development and the County can appropriately plan for additional reserves from cash flow to address
capital expenditures on both a proactive and measured basis.
Notwithstanding Iceplex management’s responsibility for all aspects of Iceplex routine and capital maintenance expenditures,
Knott Development realizes that circumstances arise where unexpected capital expenditures outstrip planning and reserves.
These can manifest themselves in the form of catastrophic and immediate systems failure as well as due to premature system
end of life events. Either circumstance has the propensity to eclipse ongoing and accumulated maintenance reserves. To
proactively plan for these events, Knott Development incorporates additional funding capacity within its capitalization structure.
Pursuant to its agreement with Iceplex management, Knott Development’s contribution of emergency funds towards Iceplex
capital expenditures results in an adjustment to the Iceplex debt service rate. Recovery of its emergency contributions is obtained
over an extended period. In this manner, the unexpected and unavoidable systems failure has a remedial financial mechanism, but
one that does not impair the operations or financial wherewithal of Iceplex operations and the resulting servicing of Kino District
Financing. Moreover, it saves from material interruption the cash flow to the County and Knott Development.
CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS
It is the combination of skating, non-skating and tournament programming that provides an ice sports facility such as the Iceplex
with an advantage. This is true from both an operational and a financial perspective. In short, well-designed and diversified facility
programming leads to paid ice time hours which, correspondingly, drives cash flow which leads to long term operational and
financial stability.
As opposed to past regional efforts, the Iceplex is programmed and operates differently. Instead of hoping a small number of
users are capable of economically supporting the facility, Knott Development, Iceplex management and anchor programming
partners engaged in a process that drove programming design in order to cater to local, regional and national markets. It is a
model than ensures substantial facility use and financial stability upon opening. This is due to a focus on the most important
barometer of any well-managed ice sports facility - paid ice time hours., whether by organizational contract or a la carte (i.e.
session-based) program attendance. The Iceplex is long on both revenue sources given its diverse programming.
With the Junior Roadrunners and the Adult Hockey League already committed to the Iceplex, contractual programming is
ahead of schedule. During the MDPA’s predevelopment phase, Knott Development will be announcing additional contract users
such as national summer camp sponsors and a national prospect youth hockey league.
While a majority of paid ice time hours are expected to be absorbed by contract users, equally important are public and sessionbased programming options. Given their non-contract status, it becomes vital to design, schedule and predict consistently
achievable attendance. In order to accurately project public and session-based attendance, Knott Development and Iceplex
management engaged in an analysis of non-traditional ice sports facility markets, including one that is specifically relevant Flagstaff. Given its smaller population in comparison to greater Tucson, Flagstaff’s public and session-based programming
attendance served as one of the baseline proxies for the formulation of the Iceplex business model. For instance, in order to meet
hourly revenue requirements, we assume no more than 20 participants at a public open skating session - substantially similar to
attendance figures in Flagstaff, and which draws from a significantly smaller pool of actual and potential participants. Using a
similar analysis and predictive framework for all permutations of session-based programming, Iceplex management and Knott
Development constructed a business model that ensured financial stability assuming limited attendance volumes across noncontract programming.
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Based on our existing user commitments and modest assumptions for non-contract, session-based usage, a focus on overall
hourly use (as opposed to the number of ice sheets within the Iceplex) clearly demonstrates the Iceplex’s viability. In any calendar
year, there are approximately 17,500 hours of Iceplex programmable time. In order to achieve cash flow positive status, depending
on the final development costs, only 8,500 to 10,000 paid hours are required (a 48-57% utilization/occupancy rate). Presently, the
Iceplex has committed contract users and reasonably achievable levels of public and session-based hourly use approaching
13,000 hours.
When usage rates are combined with concession and gastro pub, pro shop, advertising and sponsorship revenues, the Iceplex will
generate significant cash flow and financial benefits for the County under Knott Development’s public private partnership
structure.
Notes Regarding Cash Flow Projections:

• Programming consists of revenues from all ice programming and is assumed to grow 5% annually for the first three years to absorb pentup market demand and three percent annually thereafter, provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a substantially
higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• Concessions, Gastro Pub and Pro Shop revenues are assumed to grow 3% annually, provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half
year leading to a substantially higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• Unless tied to revenue, expenses are assumed to grow at 2% annually with the exception of insurance which is presumed to increase at 3%,
provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a substantially higher growth rate leading into 2024.

Annual Iceplex operational cash flow projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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KINO DISTRICT FIELD HOUSE

KINO DISTRICT FIELD HOUSE

Kino District Field House (the “Field House”), in a similar fashion to the Iceplex’s focus of centralizing ice-based sports, will serve
as the epicenter of indoor sports in Southern Arizona. Consisting of 8 full-sized basketball gymnasiums comprising
approximately 130,000 square feet, designed in a unique 4-over-4 stacked arrangement that permits conversion into up to 16
volleyball courts, eight indoor lacrosse surfaces and a myriad of other youth and adult sports programming layouts, the Field
House represents a consolidation of indoor recreational sports and fitness activities within a convenient campus setting.
The Field House will be home to Zona Volleyball, a respected Tucson-based travel youth volleyball programs. With freedom
from current facility capacity constraints, Zona Volleyball will add adult leagues, year-round clinics and summer camps. Knott
Development and its athletic facility management partner, Edge Sports Group, are cultivating relationships with other local
sports programs to consolidate their activities within the Field House. From a community-oriented programming perspective, the
Field House will feature multiple low cost, open athletic programming in a variety of indoor sports each week, providing all adults,
children and families to enjoy an indoor athletic experience without the financial and time burden associated with more
formalized leagues and sports programming. Complimenting its active spaces, the Field House contains a 20,000 square foot
event space suitable for a variety of functions as well as use during tournaments.
As part of Kino District’s mission to serve all existing and potential athletes, Knott Development’s Kino District-based charitable
endeavor, the Athletics Inclusion Foundation, will be active within Field House programming to ensure that local, underserved
children have the opportunity to enjoy Field House programming regardless of economic status, including, without limitation,
minority and indigenous youth, homeless teenagers and children within the foster care system. Through the foundation, Knott
Development will work with other local community organizations to establish specialized programming that can take advantage
of the Field House’s flexible athletic spaces for the benefit of visually-impaired children, children with disabilities and those with
developmental disorders. As a part of this community outreach, Knott Development and the Athletics Inclusion Foundation are
working with CPLC and, separately, are working to establish a relationship with the Coronado Division of Special Olympic
Arizona. In both cases, our goal is to develop programming unique to both constituencies and that is materially supportive to
their respective missions.
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Within Kino District’s overall site plan, the Field House maintains a physical and emotional connection with other portions of Kino
District through its intermodal, pedestrian and bicycle-friendly bridge leading to Kino District Arena and the Arena Event Plaza
as well as pedestrian and bicycle access to the Iceplex. The Field House’s sense of place is enhanced through the unified Kino
District hardscape and softscape designed by Knott Development’s local partner, The Planning Center, that promotes walkability
for Field House patrons and, likewise, easy access to and from the Loop.

THE SUBSTANTIVE NEED
FRAGMENTED FACILITY MARKET
During our exploration of the local market to expand the Field House beyond merely a tournament venue, it was apparent that
the Southern Arizona region suffered from a similar facilities dysfunction found in many metropolitan areas - insufficient and
fragmented space for indoor sports organizations. Typically, basketball and volleyball (as major indoor sports) as well as other
organized indoor sports leagues and indoor training for outdoor sports, utilize multiple facilities for practices, games and events,
often in disparate locations. While the use of multiple facilities satisfies the need for space, ultimately the logistics for both the
organization and its members proves cumbersome from a logistics and convenience perspective. Zona Volleyball was a perfect
example of this unfortunate phenomenon, spanning multiple sites to accommodate a growing program with insufficient court
space within which to execute on membership opportunities. Based on Knott Development’s and Edge Sports Group’s
experience, as well as communications with other prospective local user groups, there exists a wide variety of basketball and other
indoor sports organizations clamoring for a facility offering expanded, consolidated space to manage weekly schedules and
provide families with a one-site experience.
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CREATING AN INDOOR SPORTS SOLUTION
FIELD HOUSE DESIGN AND COMPOSITION
The combination of insufficient and fragmented facilities within the Southern Arizona indoor sports market provides a unique
opportunity to not only provide a facility capable of high volume, multiple sport programming, but to structure an additional
component of Kino District to likewise compliment and enhance the travel sports capabilities of the existing Kino South
Complex while satisfying the County’s economic development and community goals. To do so, the following considerations
primarily drove the Field House design:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Variation and depth of programming existing within the Southern Arizona market
Reasonable expansion capacity necessary for long term anchor programming needs
Facility capacity required to attract national basketball, volleyball and indoor lacrosse tournament organizers
Physical and programming proficiency requirements to expand indoor athletic opportunities to all members of the community
Integration of Field House with other facets of Kino District
Economic viability in both the short and long term

Based on our team’s multipoint analysis, the stacked-court facility was determined to be the solution.

Field House first floor layout with integrated event space adjacent to court facilities
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Field House second floor layout

ANCHOR PROGRAMING
Because of its capacity to grow existing programs and expand its offerings to include adult leagues, summer camps and yearround clinics, Knott Development has partnered with Zona Volleyball, a local club-level volleyball program in existence for over
two decades. Zona Volleyball will relocate its programming from smaller, insufficient venues to the Field House upon opening,
bringing substantial, pent-up user demand to fill significant time slots within the Field House’s weekly schedule.
In addition to Zona Volleyball, Knott Development and Edge Sports Group, facility manager of the Field House, are working to
finalize agreements with multiple basketball programs that will complete the anchor programming aspects of the Field House
weekly schedule.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING
Due to the Field House’s composition and its capacity to host a wide variety of indoor sports, community access programming
will be, and remain, a priority aspect of operations. Because the it maintains the ability to split a single gymnasium into two and to
isolate gymnasiums from each other, the Field House will be able to offer large and small sized programming options.
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LOCAL RECREATIONAL SPORTS ADVISORY BOARD
As a result of the varied programming options available to the Field House and in order to reach a broad spectrum of youth and
adult recreational sports programming, Knott Development has teamed with several local residents to form the Sports Advisory
Board. At present, the Sports Advisory Board consists of Jeremy Bow, Michelle Malis and Ryan Johnson. Each member of the
Sports Advisory Board is a member of the local youth and adult sports programming market and has valuable insight to, and
relationships with, multiple organizations that are interested in locating their programming at the Field House. During the
MDPA’s predevelopment phase, Knott Development will be adding members to the Sports Advisory Board in order to reach all
variants of youth and adult recreational sport.

YOUTH BASKETBALL ORGANIZATION PROGRAMMING
With the assistance of members of the Sports Advisory Board, Knott Development is engaging with several local youth
basketball programs regarding relocation to the Field House. In each case, the programs require more consistent and centralized
facilities within which to operate. Knott Development anticipates releasing more information regarding these additional anchor
programs during the MDPA’s predevelopment phase.

“HOUSE LEAGUE” YOUTH BASKETBALL PROGRAMMING
While local organizations maintain successful and growing youth basketball programs, not every family seeks the time and
expense commitment associated with the formalized youth basketball experience. In deference to family choice as well as more
cost-friendly programming, the Field House will create and maintain a youth-oriented, non-traveling house league (the “House
Youth Basketball League”). Consisting of Field House-only practices and games and organized by age, the House Youth
Basketball League will offer a competitive, supportive environment for the casually-interest youth player with a more affordable
recreation offering in a logistically accessible recreational sports setting.

“HOUSE LEAGUE” ADULT BASKETBALL PROGRAMMING
In addition to the House Youth Basketball League, the Field House will offer men’s and women’s adult-oriented house basketball
league (the “House Adult Basketball League”). The House Adult Basketball League will be organized based on skill level and will
afford participants a multiple game per week experience. As Knott Development begins the MDPA’s predevelopment phase, we
will be engaging with the local community to assess the programming needs and building the House Adult Basketball League
schedule.

PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - YOUTH “PICK-UP BASKETBALL
The Field House will offer multiple weekly sessions of drop-in, youth only pick-up basketball programming (“Youth Pick-Up
Basketball”). Scheduled during the after school hours and on multiple days throughout the week during the summer, Youth PickUp Basketball provides and athletic and social event for youth and parents in a convenient location. As we enter the MDPA’s
predevelopment phase, Knott Development will be engaging with the local community to assess the programming needs and
building the Youth Pick-Up Basketball schedule.
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Field House interior rendering in its basketball configuration

PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - ADULT “PICK-UP” BASKETBALL
The Field House will offer multiple weekly sessions of drop-in, adult only pick-up basketball programming (“Adult Pick-Up
Basketball”). Adult Pick-Up Basketball will be scheduled each weekday during and around the traditional lunch hour, providing 2
separate one-hour time slots from within which to play. In addition to weekday times, Adult Pick-Up Basketball will be offered on
weekday evenings and on many weekends.

PUBLIC SESSION PROGRAMMING - ADULT “PICK-UP” BASKETBALL
The Field House will offer multiple weekly sessions of drop-in, adult only pick-up basketball programming (“Adult Pick-Up
Basketball”). Adult Pick-Up Basketball will be scheduled each weekday during and around the traditional lunch hour, providing 2
separate one-hour time slots from within which to play. In addition to weekday times, Adult Pick-Up Basketball will be offered on
weekday evenings and on many weekends.

PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - SOCCER TRAINING
Because the Field House will be equipped with indoor turf to convert any of its 8 courts into an outdoor sport training surface,
Knott Development is in discussions with several soccer organizations to use the Field House as an off-season training facility.
Field House access provides these organizations with a means to expand their relationship with players, offer additional skills
training and conditioning and otherwise provide an alternate programming venue to recruit new players and families.
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PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - LACROSSE TRAINING
In much the same manner as with soccer organizations, the Field House offers a resource for local youth lacrosse programs to
expand their training offerings. Due to the indoor lacrosse tournaments hosted at the Field House, complete indoor surfaces
(including turf and side boards) are available for a myriad of indoor programming options. As Knott Development moves into
the MDPA’s predevelopment phase, we will be engaging with local youth lacrosse programs to formalize session arrangements.
In addition to skills and conditioning sessions, Knott Development will be engaging through local programs to create a summerbased indoor lacrosse league consisting of both local, regional and Phoenix-area teams. The optionality afforded youth lacrosse
organizations to extend their “season” with players will prove valuable in expanding the sport locally and in offering families an
additional recreational opportunity.

PUBLIC PROGRAMMING - PICKLE BALL
Pursuant to discussions with the County, the Field House will coordinate with the Stadium District to expand the number of
publicly available pickle ball courts. As an indoor option, the Field House’s ability to split basketball surfaces into multiple pickle
ball courts will be an exciting addition to the growth of the sport locally. In conjunction with its County-linked programming, Field
House management will also offer pickle ball tournaments and is in the process of creating pickle ball “leagues” to expand the
offerings available to the Southern Arizona market.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - YOUTH TEQ BALL
As a part of a formalized relationship with one or more youth soccer organizations, the Field House will be equipped with Teq
Ball equipment in order to create youth skills sessions and leagues. While one or more leagues will be created with partnering
soccer organizations, the Field House will likewise create its own “house league” for informal Teq Ball matches and will offer dropin Teq Ball sessions. Because of its ability to segment each court surface into 2-4 smaller areas via curtain systems, the Field
House is able to provide a unique recreational experience that demonstrates the flexible nature of the facility’s design.

PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - ADULT VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES
In conjunction with Zona Volleyball, the Field House will offer “house leagues” for adult recreational volleyball (“Adult House
League Volleyball”). Offered during the evening each week, Adult House League Volleyball will provide an opportunity for
members of the community seeking an additional recreation outlet, looking to try volleyball for the first time or looking to get
back into a the game they love. As an adjunct programming option, the Field House and Zona Volleyball will offer skills and
training sessions for newcomers to the game and for those formerly experienced players seeking to tune up their current game.
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PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - PERSONAL TRAINING
Since announcing the Iceplex and Field House as a part of our development plan, Knott Development has been approached by
personal trainers in the Tucson area seeking segmented court space to conduct private personal training classes and sessions.
Due to the Field House’s flexible nature, both conventional and turf surfaces are available for a mix of personal training options.
As Knott Development commences the MDPA’s predevelopment phase, we will formalize arrangements with existing contacts
and, through the Sports Advisory Board, initiate discussions with additional training programs.

PRIVATE PROGRAMMING - YOGA AND PILATES
Similar to discussions with personal trainers, Knott Development has been approached by Yoga and Pilates instructors in the
region seeking space within the Field House. As an additional offering, these programming variants help to diversity the Field
House’s revenue base and facility utility to a wide range of prospective customers.

NATIONAL TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
While the Field House will have a significant impact on local volleyball and basketball programming as well as indoor sports
recreational programming for the community at large, its design and capacity provides a robust environment for nationally
marketed tournaments, including basketball, volleyball and indoor lacrosse. This capability and the size of tournaments brought
to bear by Knott Development and its partners will not only materially benefit Kino District’s other elements (hotels, retailers,
restaurants, and entertainment venues), but will benefit the Tucson area in general, specifically the City’s downtown area.
To realize the benefits of the Field House design, Knott Development and Edge Sports Group have partnered with 3Step Sports,
the largest youth sports event operator in the United States. 3Step Sports manages over 800 events across 35 states in seven
sports. Based on the tournaments to be organized by 3Step Sports at the Field House, a minimum of approximately 640 and a
maximum of approximately 960 hotel rooms are required. Kino District’s development plan with limited on-site hotel rooms was
purposely conceived to provide off-site economic development opportunities to the advantage of Tucson’s existing hotels,
particularly those within the City’s downtown area. With only a maximum of 540 rooms planned across three hotel assets within
Kino District, the Tucson area and downtown hoteliers will materially benefit from each Field House tournament.
In addition to downtown Tucson hotel benefits, guests of non-Kino District hotels will seek dining and entertainment options not
available within Kino District. With approximately 2,400 to 3,600 guests per tournament, the entire Tucson and Southern Arizona
region will benefit from Field House tournament programming.
The benefits afforded market participants external to Kino District will have a significant impact on all areas of the County’s and
the City’s economic development goals. From hotel room bed surcharges to sales tax, there is no area of the local economy that
is not materially touched by large-scale tournament traffic.
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
During the last half of 2023
following its opening, 3Step
Sports will host nine nationally
marketed basketball
tournaments at the Field
House. Beginning in 2024, 18
such tournaments will be
resident annually at the Field
House. Nationally marketed
tournaments held at facilities
composed in a similar manner
to the Field House are
attended by, on average, 96
teams, generating an
impressive local economy
direct spending profile.

Notes Regarding National Basketball Tournament Calculations:

• Assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics related to dining, retail, attractions, transportation and
miscellaneous spending, to maintain conservative projections, have been taken directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor
Court Sports Tourism Facility study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.

• Hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service hotels

developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area. Knott Development has purposely designed Kino District’s
hotel facilities to meet only part of each tournament’s demand, ensuring that Kino District is a catalyst, not a replacement, for existing
hotels and that Field House tournaments drive tourist traffic to other areas, specifically Tucson’s downtown area, to enhance preexisting
and continuing development efforts.

• The table above represents the direct local spending projected to be generated by one Field House national basketball tournament with
pricing and spending assumed to increase 2% annually, provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a substantially
higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• The following chart demonstrates, by decade of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, the aggregate direct

spending within the regional economy generated by each year’s Field House-hosted national basketball tournaments as projected by the
foregoing spending profile.
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Annual national basketball tournament spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
During the last half of 2023 following its opening, 3Step Sports will host eight nationally marketed volleyball tournaments at the
Field House. Beginning in 2024, 16 such tournaments will be resident annually at the Field House. Nationally marketed
tournaments held at facilities composed in a similar manner to the Field House are attended by, on average, 120 teams,
generating an impressive local economy direct spending profile.
The volleyball tournaments
organized by 3Step Sports and
hosted at the Field House are
not Arizona Region-affiliated
tournaments such as those
hosted by Sporting Chance
Center and the TCC Arena.
Knott Development has
purposely designed the
tournament offerings to be
resident within the Field
House so that they do not
compete with existing
tournament programming
within the region.
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Notes Regarding National Volleyball Tournament Calculations:

• Assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics related to dining, retail, attractions, transportation and
miscellaneous spending, to maintain conservative projections, have been taken directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor
Court Sports Tourism Facility study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.

• Hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service hotels

developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area. Knott Development has purposely designed Kino District’s
hotel facilities to meet only part of each tournament’s demand, ensuring that Kino District is a catalyst, not a replacement, for existing
hotels and that Field House tournaments drive tourist traffic to other areas, specifically Tucson’s downtown area, to enhance preexisting
and continuing development efforts.

• The table above represents the direct local spending projected to be generated by one Field House national volleyball tournament with
pricing and spending assumed to increase 2% annually, provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a substantially
higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• The following chart demonstrates, by decade of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, the aggregate direct

spending within the regional economy generated by each year’s Field House-hosted national volleyball tournaments as projected by the
foregoing spending profile.

Annual national volleyball tournament spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

NATIONAL INDOOR LACROSSE TOURNAMENT PROGRAMMING
During the last half of 2023 following its opening, 3Step Sports will host five nationally marketed indoor lacrosse tournaments at
the Field House. Beginning in 2024, 10 such tournaments will be resident annually at the Field House. Nationally marketed
tournaments held at facilities composed in a similar manner to the Field House are attended by, on average, 80 teams,
generating an impressive local economy direct spending profile.
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Notes Regarding National Indoor LacrosseTournament Calculations:

• Assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics related to dining, retail, attractions, transportation and
miscellaneous spending, to maintain conservative projections, have been taken directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor
Court Sports Tourism Facility study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.

• Hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service hotels

developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area. Knott Development has purposely designed Kino District’s
hotel facilities to meet only part of each tournament’s demand, ensuring that Kino District is a catalyst, not a replacement, for existing
hotels and that Field House tournaments drive tourist traffic to other areas, specifically Tucson’s downtown area, to enhance preexisting
and continuing development efforts.

• The table above represents the direct local spending projected to be generated by one Field House national indoor lacrosse tournament
with pricing and spending assumed to increase 2% annually, provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a
substantially higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• The following chart demonstrates, by decade of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, the aggregate direct
spending within the regional economy generated by each year’s Field House-hosted national indoor lacrosse tournaments as projected by
the foregoing spending profile.
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Annual national indoor lacrosse tournament spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Knott Development has retained Edge Sports Group to provide overall management of the Field House and its programming.
Based in Wellesley, Massachusetts, Edge Sports Group is a developer and operator of community-focused athletic facilities that
include various combinations of ice rinks, indoor and outdoor turf fields, competition and general swimming facilities, tennis
courts, basketball courts, volleyball courts, personal training facilities, restaurants, retail, sports equipment and team stores,
physical therapy and strength and conditioning services. With over 25 years of experience in sports and recreation design,
development and operation, Edge Sports manages in excess of 630,000 square feet of playing surface and tenant space with
over 4.3 million annual facility guests.
The Field House will hire 33 people for both full and part time jobs. Given the staffing requirements particular to facilities such as
the Field House, the majority of jobs are part time, provided, however, it is expected that one or more part time employees will
occupy more than one time slot for certain positions, resulting in the creation of a full time equivalent position for one or more
Information Desk jobs. The title, employment level and wages associated with each job to be filled by the Field House are set
forth on the following page.
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CAPITAL PLANNING AND MAINTENANCE
To proactively address capital maintenance costs, Knott Development will retain Sightlines, a nationally recognized facilities
condition assessment and indexing consultant. Sightlines will provide Knott Development, the County and Field House
management with multiyear projections of the anticipated Field House capital expenditure schedule upon opening. Thereafter,
on a periodic basis (usually every five years), Sightlines will produce an updated facilities condition assessment and index in order
that Field House management, Knott Development and the County can appropriately plan for additional reserves from cash
flow to address capital expenditures on both a proactive and measured basis.
Notwithstanding Field House management’s responsibility for all aspects of Field House routine and capital maintenance
expenditures, Knott Development realizes that circumstances arise where unexpected capital expenditures outstrip planning and
reserves. These can manifest themselves in the form of catastrophic and immediate systems failure as well as due to premature
system end of life events. Either circumstance has the propensity to eclipse ongoing and accumulated maintenance reserves. To
proactively plan for these events, Knott Development incorporates additional funding capacity within its capitalization structure.
Pursuant to its agreement with Field House management, Knott Development’s contribution of emergency funds towards Field
House capital expenditures results in an adjustment to the Field House debt service rate. Recovery of its emergency
contributions is obtained over an extended period. In this manner, the unexpected and unavoidable systems failure has a remedial
financial mechanism, but one that does not impair the operations or financial wherewithal of Field House operations and the
resulting servicing of Kino District Financing. Moreover, it saves from material interruption the cash flow to the County and Knott
Development.

CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS
Pursuant to the existing programming needs of Zona Volleyball, the pent-up demand for indoor sports facilities within Southern
Arizona, the inclusion of nationally marketed basketball, volleyball and indoor lacrosse tournaments, the current development of
alternate programming, frequent community-based programming and the pending addition of other local and regionally-based
user groups, Knott Development and Edge Sports Group have already allocated in excess of 60% of annual court time. When
combined with concession, facility naming rights, commissions from “stay to play” tournament hotel arrangements, court
sponsorship and advertisement revenues, the Field House will generate significant cash flow and financial benefits for the County
under Knott Development’s cash flow sharing agreement - distributing 55% of Field House net cash flow to the County in
addition to its payment of all jurisdictional property taxes, without discount or abatement.

Notes Regarding Cash Flow Projections:

• Programming consists of revenues from all Field House programming and is assumed to grow 3% annually, provided, however, that 2023 is
an operational half year leading to a substantially higher growth rate leading into 2024.

• Advertising revenues consist of facility naming rights, per-gym naming rights and common area advertisements.
• Concession revenues are assumed to grow 3% annually.
• Unless tied to revenue, expenses are assumed to grow at 2% annually with the exception of insurance which is presumed to increase at 3%,
provided, however, that 2023 is an operational half year leading to a substantially higher growth rate leading into 2024.
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Annual Field House operational cash flow projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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KINO DISTRICT ARENA

KINO DISTRICT ARENA

Kino District Arena (“Arena”) is a 6,000-seat multipurpose event facility with a maximum projected capacity of 8,000 for center
stage events. Designed as a state-of-the-art facility, the Arena will include the necessary infrastructure capacity to handle modern
touring productions, indoor athletic events and staged speaking events.
To further its position as Kino District’s center point, tied to the Arena by design is a sprawling event plaza (“Arena Event Plaza”).
Centrally situated between all anchor elements, within walking distance of Kino District’s commercial and hospitality components
and accessible via the Loop, the Arena Event Plaza promises to become an epicenter of activity. Incorporating splash pads,
public spaces, proximity to the Kino South Complex, and an eventual connection to the Kino North Complex, the Arena Event
Plaza promotes the essence of Kino District – community gathering tied to an active, healthy lifestyle. Mirroring the accessible,
open space aesthetic and sense of place permeating throughout Kino District, the Arena Event Plaza will inspire informal
gatherings as well hosting public musical performances and art displays.

KINO DISTRICT ARENA RATIONALE
Knott Development is aware that the presence of the Tucson Convention Center Arena (“TCC Arena”), may engender a
viewpoint that the Arena represents a superfluous addition to the local market. While potentially feasible on its face, a closer
examination renders that conclusion premature. The TCC Arena’s existing functionality, the desirability for, and utility of, a fully
composed sports and entertainment-focused lifestyle development and the opportunity to cross and co-market both facilities
provides a compelling rationale.
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Aerial view of the Arena Event Plaza from the southern portion of Kino District Commercial

TCC ARENA FUNCTIONALITY
The TCC Arena faces several obstacles to modern functionality, regardless of prior upgrades. Among these are an amenitychallenged atmosphere and production constraints. Functionality constraints are, however, only natural for a facility of the TCC
Arena’s age, design and physical connection to the Tucson Convention Center complex. The TCC Arena, as compared to the
Arena, is and will continue to be stymied in recruiting many of the modern touring productions. This remains so, despite the
renovations and upgrades to the convention and performing arts assets associated with other areas of the Tucson Convention
Center complex (and which are not applicable to the TCC Arena). The consequence is that the Tucson and overall Southern
Arizona markets suffer from a lack of arena-oriented entertainment options.
The disparity between the Arena and the TCC Arena represents a market gap that can be successfully filled by both venues.
Due to its production and attendance amenities (i.e., rigging and production flexibility, multiple seating configurations, diverse
seating types, facility layout and Kino District location) the Arena will attract a different segment of the touring and production
events industry. The Arena does not need to cannibalize the TCC Arena’s ability to attract its current, and targeted, events and
productions. Due to the capabilities difference existing between the facilities, there lies an opportunity for both the Arena and
the TCC Arena to form a recruitment and scheduling partnership in order to diversify entertainment options for the community,
expand their market penetration, avoid conflicts and achieve robust occupancy levels. To accomplish this, Knott Development
will seek to engage with the City, Rio Nuevo and TCC Arena management. Our focus will be, as it is with each element of Kino
District, creating joint opportunities whereby both facilities not only thrive, but create an enhanced scope of service to the local
and regional markets.
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KINO DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT COMPOSITION
In addition to filling an existing market gap, the Arena fulfills an aspect of Kino District’s development composition. From the
entertainment and athletics standpoints, the Arena adds an important layer to Kino District’s overall configuration and
programming. With Kino District’s unique facility integration plan, a multipurpose entertainment facility such as the Arena
provides balance to other amenities and functions.
With the infrastructure offered by the Iceplex and the Field House, the Arena represents the perfect compliment. The Arena
serves as a viable athletic venue and surface for the expansion of Kino District’s ability to draw athletic events. For example,
national basketball, volleyball, Futsal, e-sports and other large-scale tournaments require both minor and major venues to
manage team, bracket and schedule loads. Moreover, the ability to differentiate final and championship tournament rounds
within an arena setting satisfies tournament sponsors’ need for attendance volume capability. As was noted in our May 18, 2021
letter to the County Administrator, the Iceplex can be converted into 4 basketball or volleyball courts as well as 3 Futsal or indoor
lacrosse surfaces. When combined with the Arena as a championship venue, the total athletic surfaces available within Kino
District include 12 basketball courts, 20 volleyball courts, 11 indoor lacrosse fields and 4 Futsal surfaces. The athletic tournament
scale and diversity enabled by the Arena will set Kino District apart from other major metropolitan tournament complexes.
Simultaneously with the enhancement of Kino District’s athletic tourism-based programming, the Arena likewise augments the
development’s consumer experience. With the ability to showcase tournament events and touring productions, the Arena adds
to the site-available entertainment options. With its Kino District central location and proximity to surrounding athletic facilities,
the Arena serves as a valuable resource for all Kino Sports & Entertainment Complex visitors, local or tourist. Finally, the Arena
provides a unique local, regional and tourist draw for Kino District commercial and hospitality assets. Whether a dining or retail
establishment or an on-site hotel, the Arena promotes the inherent all-inclusive concept associated with lifestyle developments.

Arena configuration for major e-sports events
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KINO DISTRICT - TCC ARENA MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
In conjunction with the Arena’s and the TCC Arena’s ability to partner on the type and schedule of touring productions, there
exists an opportunity to cross market and co-market the facilities. In each case, both the volume of, and attendance at, events
produces prodigious long-term results from the collaboration.
As demonstrated in the Kino District Iceplex, Kino District Field House and Economic Development sections of this Business Plan,
Kino District will significantly increase tourism within the region. One specific beneficiary will be the downtown Tucson area as
hotel room nights linked to Kino District tournament event are delivered. Fostering in excess of 50,000 hotel room nights
annually, Kino District will generate an entirely new audience for TCC Arena events. Coordination between the Arena and TCC
Arena ownership and management will ensure that TCC Arena events coincide with Iceplex, Field House and Arena-based
tournaments to provide post-athletic entertainment. Conversely, as the TCC Arena serves as host for TCC Arena-specific or
convention-related events (i.e., the Tucson Gem Show), cross marketing between the facilities enhances their respective
operational and economic development opportunity.
In tandem with cross marketing efforts, co-marketing the Arena and the TCC Arena will expand the breadth of event
opportunities for the region’s benefit. In this manner, the Arena would serve to compliment the Tucson Convention Center
complex’s recruitment of convention and other multiple facility convention and event organizers. Collaboration between the
facility management groups and the promotion of a dual arena city environment would materially increase the volume of tourism
and economic development impact for the region. As Knott Development proceeds into the predevelopment phase under the
MDPA, we look forward to exploring all of the marketing partnership options available between the Arena and the TCC Arena.

Per year downtown hotel demand projections can be found in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Knott Development is in substantive discussions and negotiations with an experienced management group to manage the Arena
(“Arena Management”). Based on the present status of negotiations, Arena Management is expected to lease the Arena on a
triple net basis. Under the contemplated lease, Arena Management will be responsible for all revenue generation, facility repair
and maintenance as well as operating expenses. In return, Arena Management will retain all Arena revenues except for a lease
payment to Knott Development that is comprised of the Arena’s portion of the Kino District Financing, applicable Arena
property taxes and a lease fee to be shared by Knott Development and the County. Knott Development will conclude
negotiations with Arena Management during the predevelopment phase under the MDPA.
As a representation of the lease payment to Knott Development, below are decade-based cash flow projections representing
prospective payments by Arena Management under its triple net lease. Per year cash flow projections for the lease payment can
be found in the Financial Appendix that accompanies this Business Plan.

CAPITAL MAINTENANCE PLANNING
To proactively address capital maintenance costs, Knott Development will retain Sightlines, a nationally recognized facilities
condition assessment and indexing consultant. Sightlines will provide Knott Development, the County and Arena Management
with multiyear projections of the anticipated Arena capital expenditure schedule upon opening. Thereafter, on a periodic basis
(usually every five years), Sightlines will produce an updated facilities condition assessment and index in order that Arena
Management, Knott Development and the County can appropriately plan for additional reserves from cash flow to address
capital expenditures on both a proactive and measured basis.
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Arena configuration for major basketball events

Notwithstanding Arena Management’s responsibility for all aspects of Arena routine and capital maintenance expenditures,
Knott Development realizes that circumstances arise where unexpected capital expenditures outstrip planning and reserves.
These can manifest themselves in the form of catastrophic and immediate systems failure as well as due to premature system
end of life events. Either circumstance has the propensity to eclipse ongoing and accumulated maintenance reserves. To
proactively plan for these events, Knott Development incorporates additional funding capacity within its capitalization structure.
Pursuant to its lease with Arena Management, Knott Development’s contribution of emergency funds towards Arena capital
expenditures results in an adjustment to the Arena lease rate. Recovery of its emergency contributions is obtained over an
extended period. In this manner, the unexpected and unavoidable systems failure has a remedial financial mechanism, but one
that does not impair the operations or financial wherewithal of Arena operations and the resulting servicing of Kino District
Financing. Moreover, it saves from interruption the cash flow to the County and Knott Development.
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KINO DISTRICT STADIUM

KINO DISTRICT STADIUM

Kino District Stadium (the “Stadium”) is an 8,000-seat, outdoor, multipurpose facility with a maximum projected capacity of
10,000 for surface-enabled events. The Stadium is designed as a state-of-the-art multipurpose facility, capable of handling
outdoor festivals and concerts, multiple sporting events and modern outdoor touring production.
Knott Development anticipates coordinating with the Stadium District and team ownership in order that the Stadium becomes
the home of FC Tucson. In a similar vein, Knott Development will be working with Stadium Management to finalize a co-hosting
arrangement with the Stadium District to expand Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex rugby and soccer
programming while adding professional and amateur lacrosse to the Stadium’s offerings. Adding to the Stadium’s coordination
efforts, Knott Development and Stadium Management anticipate working with the Stadium District to determine other Kino
North Complex events that would benefit from relocation in order to better expand and match the Stadium District’s sportsrelated programming at existing facilities.
Similar to the Iceplex, Field House and Arena, the Stadium empties into both dining and retail components of Kino District
Commercial and incorporates a Stadium-specific event plaza for community and event gatherings. In addition to its adjacent
dining and retail amenities, the Stadium is well integrated with the rest of Kino District. Designed as a walkable attraction from all
other Kino District elements, the Stadium and the Julian Wash Event Plaza sit adjacent to a convenient junction of the Loop, and
the Campbell Benson Development. As a result, linkage between the Stadium and Kino District support elements is promoted
between Kino District, private and abutting developments, existing County amenities and community gathering spaces.
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STADIUM DESIGN AND COMPOSITION
With the volume of tournament guests anticipated within Kino District and those attending events at Kino South Complex, a
fully-composed site and programming plan requires entertainment options. Once more, for residents, Knott Development
envisioned a destination site that accommodated a need for additional entertainment options on a weekly basis as both a
compliment and alternative to other available market offerings. Lastly, a unique facility integration plan required an outdoor
multipurpose facility to balance other amenities and functions of the overall Kino District development.
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FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Knott Development is in substantive discussions and negotiations with an experienced management group to manage the
Stadium (“Stadium Management”). Based on the present status of negotiations, Stadium Management is expected to lease the
Stadium on a triple net basis. Under the contemplated lease, Stadium Management will be responsible for all revenue
generation, facility repair and maintenance as well as operating expenses. In return, Stadium Management will retain all Stadium
revenues except for a lease payment to Knott Development that is comprised of the Stadium’s portion of the Kino District
Financing, applicable Stadium property taxes and a lease fee to be shared by Knott Development and the County. Knott
Development will conclude negotiations with Stadium Management during the MDPA’s predevelopment phase.
As a representation of the lease payment to Knott Development, below are decade-based cash flow projections representing
prospective payments by Stadium Management under its triple net lease. Per year cash flow projections for the lease payment
can be found in the Financial Appendix that accompanies this Business Plan.
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Annual Stadium operational cash flow projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

CAPITAL MAINTENANCE PLANNING
To proactively address capital maintenance costs, Knott Development will retain Sightlines, a nationally recognized facilities
condition assessment and indexing consultant. Sightlines will provide Knott Development, the County and Stadium
Management with multiyear projections of the anticipated Stadium capital expenditure schedule upon opening. Thereafter, on a
periodic basis (usually every 5 years), Sightlines will produce an updated facilities condition assessment and index in order that
Stadium Management, Knott Development and the County can appropriately plan for additional reserves from cash flow to
address capital expenditures on both a proactive and measured basis. Notwithstanding Stadium Management’s responsibility for
all aspects of Stadium routine and capital maintenance expenditures, Knott Development realizes that circumstances arise where
unexpected capital expenditures outstrip planning and reserves. These can manifest themselves in the form of catastrophic and
immediate systems failure as well as due to premature system end of life events. To proactively plan for these events, Knott
Development incorporates additional funding capacity within its capitalization structure. Pursuant to its lease with Stadium
Management, Knott Development’s contribution of emergency funds towards Stadium capital expenditures results in an
adjustment to the Stadium lease rate. Recovery of its emergency contributions is obtained over an extended period. In this
manner, the unexpected and unavoidable systems failure has a remedial financial mechanism, but one that does not impair the
operations or financial wherewithal of Stadium operations and the resulting servicing of Kino District Financing. Moreover, it
saves from interruption the cash flow to the County and Knott Development.
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KINO DISTRICT PARKING GARAGE

KINO DISTRICT PARKING GARAGE

KINO DISTRICT PARKING PLAN
KINO DISTRICT PARKING GARAGE
Kino District Parking Garage (the “Parking Garage”) is a stand-alone facility servicing both Kino District and Kino South
Complex. With 2,000 stalls and engineered to accommodate additional capacity if site attendance patterns dictate, the Parking
Garage will enable the Kino District parking plan to efficiently (along with substantial surface parking) manage major event traffic
loads, even with simultaneous events at other Kino District’s anchor facilities (Iceplex, Field House, Arena and Stadium) and Kino
South Complex. Knott Development’s site design for Kino District promotes walkable access from the Parking Garage to all
other Kino District elements as well as Kino South Complex amenities. In keeping with Kino District’s environmentally sustainable
design, the Parking Garage will incorporate solar parking canopies on its elevated level generating power sufficient for all Parking
Garage consumption requirements as well as diverting excess power to other Kino District anchor elements.
Included with the development and construction of the Parking Garage will be Knott Development’s contribution of a minimum
of $5 million from the Kino District Financing to assist the County with the development and construction of a limited use
underpass beneath I-10, connecting Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex. Once final development and construction
costs for the underpass are finalized, Knott Development will add as much of the total underpass costs to its Parking Garage
financing as is permissible. Payments within the Parking Garage’s lease structure will cover the costs associated with providing
Knott Development’s contribution.
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KINO DISTRICT PARKING ECONOMIC MODEL
The Parking Garage economic model is premised on a weekend-only charging system. The proposed fee structure would be
employed across Kino District and the Kino South Complex in order to avoid consumers utilizing free lots to the detriment of the
Parking Garage’s financial performance. Under this methodology, all parking stalls, including the Parking Garage, will be free of
charge on weekdays. With parking charges only incurred on weekends, local customers will be less impacted than under a daily
pricing model. Given the attendance volume for Iceplex and Field House tournaments, in addition to that of Kino South
Complex, a substantial portion of parking fees will be absorbed by visitors. For the local consumer, the optics of the weekend
charging system are more palatable. Furthermore, for those local residents that incur weekend charges, an understanding is
expected of the need to incur a modest parking fee during high traffic periods in order to pay for enhanced facilities and
infrastructure.
In this model, Knott Development projects a fee structure of $3 for every two hours of parking on Saturdays and Sundays within
Kino District or Kino South Complex. Assumptions include a use rate of 85% of Parking Garage capacity given its dual use by
Kino District and Kino South Complex. For surface stalls, a usage rate of 75% of surface capacity was utilized to account for the
ebb and flow of events within Kino District on any given weekend.
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Annual Parking Garage operational cash flow projections appear in the Financial Appendix
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SUPPORT ELEMENTS

KINO DISTRICT SUPPORT ELEMENTS
Unlike athletics-only focused developments, Kino District incorporates all of the amenities and support functions necessary to
promote a community-based, “play and stay” lifestyle district, whether enjoyed by residents or tourists. At the same time, Kino
District’s support elements are not designed to capture the entirety of economic benefit created by its anchor elements. Instead,
Knott Development intentionally designed Kino District to create significant site-external value for the regional economy.
Kino District includes retail, dining, hospitality and commercial aspects that create a unique sense of place. Enhancing Kino
District’s community ambiance are multiple green spaces, splash pads, community-oriented gathering spaces and multiple
connections to the Loop. As a result, the physical structure and landscape integrate both functionally and aesthetically, creating
an overall shared identity.

KINO DISTRICT ARENA EVENT PLAZA

Serving as the community focal point of Kino District, the Arena Event Plaza is the metaphorical bridge to all activities and
amenities within Kino District. From it, all areas of Kino District can be easily traversed via foot or bicycle. Including an active
splash pad, green space, picnic areas and walking paths, the Arena Event Plaza is the community gathering space before, after or
instead of attending an event or visiting one of Kino District’s restaurants or shops. As an added community feature, the Arena
Event Plaza contains an open area adjacent to the Arena and its neighboring restaurants where visitors and diners will enjoy local
bands, artists and performers as they add to the ambiance created by this intimate space. For outdoor enthusiasts, the Arena
Event Plaza serves as a resting and recharging point during running, biking or walking sessions on the Loop, just steps away from
multiple access points.
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KINO DISTRICT ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
In addition to entertainment options available at the Arena and Stadium, Kino District integrates family-friendly, indoor
entertainment options in keeping with its focus as a lifestyle entertainment district. Located directly adjacent to the Arena Event
Plaza, the Kino District Entertainment Center (the “Entertainment Center”) includes an e-sports venue and an action sports
facility. The combination of these entertainment options caters to both residents and tourists, alike, looking for a non-attendancebased event and operates as a unique draw for Kino District’s dining and retail establishments. The Entertainment Center,
comprising 50,000 square feet on each of two stories, will be split into a 20,000 square foot (e-sports) and a 30,000 square foot
(action sports) footprint. This physical arrangement permits Knott Development’s action sports partners floor to roof space
within which to operate challenging and exhilarating attractions for all ages. Whereas our e-sports partners are able to occupy a
single level partition within which to grow over time to encompass dual level operations. Knott Development is working with
Edge Sports Group (Iceplex and Field House management) and its partner Select Contracts, a leader in the leisure and
recreation development industry, to design and operate the action sports portion of the Entertainment Center. For the e-sports
portion of the Entertainment Center, Knott Development has been in discussions with several industry partners. The
Entertainment Center will be co-developed by Knott Development and industry partners pursuant to a sub-ground lease under
the Master Ground Lease with its final composition announced during the MDPA’s predevelopment phase.

KINO DISTRICT STADIUM EVENT PLAZA
Directly aside the Stadium sits the Kino District Stadium Event Plaza (the “Stadium Event Plaza”), offering an external landscape
complimenting the Arena Event Plaza. Set as a hardscape, the Stadium Event Plaza serves as a gathering space before and after
Stadium events, a stage for local musicians and performers or, perhaps, a unique creative node for craft and book shows.
Architecturally linked to the Arena Event Plaza, the Stadium Event Plaza provides open space to balance Kino District and a
connection between its anchor elements and amenities.

Site plan inset showing the Stadium Event Plaza (No 24) and its extension opposite Kino District Commercial (No.’s 25-28)
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Rendering of the Stadium Event Plaza

KINO DISTRICT COMMERCIAL
In addition to the anchor elements to be developed within Kino District, adding to the lifestyle center aesthetic will be a
combination of restaurant, retail, hospitality and commercial spaces (“Kino District Commercial”). Kino District Commercial will
be co-developed by Knott Development and industry partners pursuant to a sub-ground lease under the Master Ground Lease.
KINO DISTRICT DINING
Due to its location within the City of Gastronomy, Kino District’s amenities include an array of dining choices. From national
brands to local, chef-driven eateries, Kino District will cater to the local foodie, business traveler seeking to experience Tucson’s
rich culinary heritage to the tired travel sports family looking for something family-friendly and familiar. With eight different
restaurant locations across four nodes of activity and varying between 4,500 square feet and 10,000 square feet of gross
restaurant-designated spaces, Knott Development has positioned dining areas within walking distance of each anchor element to
enhance Kino District’s active atmosphere. Due to the extensive number of travel tournaments hosted at the Iceplex and Field
House as well as events managed at the Arena, Stadium, Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex, Knott Development
intends to include a mix of family-friendly franchised brands capable of handling large, multiple service rotations. However,
because the restaurant space shells are customizable within their footprints, Knott Development will broaden dining options by
recruiting a number of popular local eateries to open secondary locations, allocating at least 25-30% of aggregate restaurant
space to local establishments.
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Inset view of a portion of Kino District Commercial located on the Arena Event Plaza. In this view dining components of Kino District
are shown in the design format to be utilized by Knott Development for all dining and retail aspects of Kino District Commercial.

KINO DISTRICT HOTELS
As an adjunct amenity to the travel tournament volumes hosted at the Iceplex and Field House and due to the tourist
attendance at events managed by the Arena, Stadium, Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex, Kino District will include
three hotel properties (“Kino District Hotels”). In doing so, Knott Development accomplishes several development-related goals.
First, provide tourist and tournament participants with limited service hotel accommodations within walking distance of athletic
events as well as dining, retail (both inside Kino District and within the adjacent Campbell Benson Development) and
entertainment options. Second, within their walkable proximity to dining and entertainment options, Kino District Hotels become
a viable and desired option for Tucson International Airport arrivals. Third, with approximately 140-170 rooms for each of the two
site-internal Kino District Hotels and 200 rooms for the peripheral Kino District Hotel (adjacent to the Field House), Kino
District balances accommodations access within the development. Moreover, the development plan doesn’t recklessly
overextend the ability to fill rooms throughout the year and provides significant tournament overflow access to the City’s
downtown area, thus spreading Kino District’s economic benefits across the region.
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While the site-interior Kino District Hotels will be developed in tandem with anchor elements, the periphery Kino District Hotel
will be developed in conjunction with the alterations to the I-10/Kino Parkway and I-10/Country Club Road interchanges.
Because this ADOT project will result in more developable land under the Master Ground Lease, delayed development of this
Kino District Hotel permits stabilization of the site-interior hotels as Kino District’s tournament and tourist volumes expand. Kino
District Hotels will be co-developed by Knott Development and industry partners pursuant to a sub-ground lease under the
Master Ground Lease.

KINO DISTRICT MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING
Intended for development following the completion of all anchor facilities and other supporting elements, the Kino District
Medical Office Building (the “Medical Office Building”) is the perfect compliment to Kino District’s, Kino South Complex’s and
Kino North Complex’s facilities and programming. Designed for specific private practice clients of Phoenix Commercial
Advisors, Knott Development’s commercial brokerage partner, that require highway visibility and nearby medical centers, the
Medical Office Building location is an ideal setting for this robust athletic service practice. The Medical Office Building will be
co-developed by Knott Development and industry partners pursuant to a sub-ground lease under the Master Ground Lease.

KINO DISTRICT MULTIFAMILY
Based on its development coordination
agreement with 4D Properties, Knott
Development plans to co-develop with industry
partners a 200-250 unit apartment complex to
augment the redevelopment of the Benson
Highway corridor (“Kino District Multifamily”).
Supported by retail and commercial
establishments within the Campbell Benson
Development, Kino District Multifamily will enjoy
physical and aesthetic linkages to Kino District
and the Loop via a pedestrian/bicycle-friendly
bridge crossing the Julian Wash and leading to,
among other amenities, the Julian Wash Event
Plaza, Stadium and ease of access to Kino South
Complex.

KINO DISTRICT LOOP ENHANCEMENT
Although not an amenity created by Knott Development, Kino District enhances both access to, and the functionality of, the
Loop within its boundaries. Taking advantage of its sweeping path through Kino District, Knott Development’s landscape
architecture plan accentuates the Loop, providing an inviting walking, running and biking pathway from which to access all
portions of Kino District. Additionally, multiple bridges set across the Julian Wash establish internal access points to facilities and
amenities as well as linking Kino District and the Benson Highway Corridor through the adjacent Campbell Benson amenities as
well as linking Kino District and the Benson Highway Corridor through the adjacent Campbell Benson Development. With its
Kino District-internal transformation, Knott Development enhances the Loop from a community use asset to an experience and
focal point.
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Rendering of the enhanced Loop within Kino District and the Iceplex Pedestrian Bridge

KINO DISTRICT JULIAN WASH EVENT PLAZA
To provide local, revolving and interesting food
options to Kino District visitors as well as
accentuating the Julian Wash and the Loop, Knott
Development has created the Kino District Julian
Wash Event Plaza (the “Julian Wash Event Plaza”).
Replete with community spaces, the Julian Wash
Event Plaza includes a splash pad, playground and
open green space. In addition to open space
amenities, the Julian Wash Plaza features the Kino
District Food Truck Court where local food truck
purveyors will rotate on a weekly basis, providing
another link to the rich culinary scene within the
Southern Arizona region and promoting local
businesses. Given its Loop-adjacent location,
pedestrian/bicycle access and proximity to the
Stadium, Kino South Complex, Kino District
Multifamily and the Campbell Benson Development
via a pedestrian/bicycle bridge, the Julian Wash
Event Plaza represents a unique activity node.

Site plan inset of the Julian Wash Event Plaza (No.’s 29
and 31) with connections to the Loop (No. 30) via a
pedestrian/bicycle bridge (not shown, but adjacent to the
splash pad) connecting the event plaza to the Campbell
Benson Development and Kino District Multifamily.
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KINO DISTRICT DESIGN GUIDELINES
Knott Development recognizes the importance of establishing clear design standards and guidelines that respond to the values
of the County and direct cohesive development over the multiple phases of construction. Due to Knott Development’s control
over the anchor elements and, at a minimum, the majority of supporting elements, Kino District will avoid the long-suffering
problem of multi-developer design risk. Even so, Knott Development will establish its own design guidelines for implementation
within Kino District (the “Kino District Design Guidelines”). As a part of that process, the formulation and implementation of the
Kino District Design Guidelines will not remain solely with Knott Development, but will be subject to oversight and guidance by
the Development Committee and the existing requirements for review by the Architectural Review Board established pursuant
to the adoption of the City’s PAD 18: Kino Health Campus Plus Minor Amendments.
The Kino District Design Guidelines will be meant to translate aspirations into three-dimensional form. As part of the
development of Kino District, Knott Development will create a comprehensive and clear set of guidelines that set a theme for
the overall site (including Kino South Complex) to carry through all future development, especially any portion of the
development aspects of Kino District that are not developed directly by Knott Development, but through third party developers.
The ultimate goal of this process is to create a unified lifestyle district with a sense of place and arrival. This tone will be exciting,
dynamic and create an atmosphere that represents community pride, healthy living, diversity and togetherness all in the unique
context of the Southern Arizona region and the Sonoran Desert.
The Kino District Guidelines will address “Overall Vision” (Goal - i.e., a vibrant sports complex that celebrates the unique local
identity within the Sonoran Desert), “Approach” (Strategy - i.e., utilize vernacular forms, materials and building practices for
sustainable desert construction) and “Objectives” (Measurable Steps - i.e., specify copper tones for architectural cladding, native
vegetation within landscape or locally sourced building materials). Knott Development’s team has the unique ability to ensure
that the themes set are not only applied to Kino District, but also to the prove property surrounding it via its development
coordination agreement with 4D Properties, creating a cohesive district as envisioned by the County.
Knott Development anticipates that the Kino District Guidelines will address function and aesthetics. At a minimum, the Kino
District Design Guidelines will include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project vision, approach and objectives
Precedent review of successful local development projects (historic and contemporary)
Architecture
Streetscape
Promenades, plazas and patios
Landscape guidelines
Drainage and rainwater harvesting guidelines
Multimodal accommodation and encouragement
County low impact development
Traffic calming
Public art
Signage

Because Knott Development may engage with third-party developers for the development of some aspects of Kino District - for
example, portions of Kino District Commercial, Kino District Hotels and Kino District Multifamily - it is vitally important to ensure
that the themes and quality standards established by Knott Development are carried through to other development principals.
To the extent that Knott Development engages with third-party developers, it will be through the use of sub-ground leases within
the Master Ground Lease which will contain covenants, conditions and restrictions subjecting such developers to the Kino
District Design Guidelines. In this manner, Knott Development and the County can be assured that the original vision of the
community and the highest quality standards are carried through the entire life of Kino District.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACT
Although developed in partnership the County, Knott Development’s goal from the outset of facilities design, local and travel
sports programming, community inclusion planning, entertainment venue modeling and site composition planning, was to create
a mix of site uses to generate off-site opportunities that would supplement existing economic development initiatives and
successes. Rather than replacing existing efforts and assets, Kino District is designed to serve as an additional catalyst of
economic development for the benefit of the entire Southern Arizona region.
Representative of Knott Development’s intent and execution is not just the myriad of economic development benefits created
by Kino District, but the focus of economic opportunity delivery. Over 90% of the economic impact generated by Kino District
will be realized outside of Kino District’s physical boundaries.

External Benefits from Tournament-Generated Spending
External Earnings Benefits from Tournament-Generated Spending
External Benefits Generated by New Property Taxes
Earnings Benefits from Kino District Facility Operations

8%

22%

7%

92% External
Economic Impact
62%

Driving this accomplishment is a refined approach to site development. Foregoing a more traditional, limited focus on sitespecific metrics such as site property taxes and employment figures, Knott Development approached Kino District’s physical and
operational composition with a dual emphasis on site self-sufficiency and pushing economic benefit outward. To do so, Kino
District is formulated to provide opportunities stemming from its anchor and support element composition, regional-oriented
spending from athletic tournaments, jobs creation and enhanced earnings regionally due to spending associated with Kino
District events, and fostering the development of adjacent properties. All the while, Kino District still generates significant
community employment and earnings benefits from site operations. This multifaceted approach results in Kino District achieving
financial self-sufficiency while spurring economic development activity across multiple regionally-impacting facets. In turn, Kino
District-stimulated economic development benefits create further anchor element programming and Kino District commercial
opportunities from increased tourism activity and an a more activated local customer base.
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OPPORTUNITIES FROM SITE COMPOSITION
KINO DISTRICT HOSPITALITY COMPOSITION
The development of Kino District Hotels serves the hospitality demand generated by tournaments hosted at the Iceplex and
Field House, travel associated with the Arena and Stadium as well as the hospitality demands associated with the existing Kino
South Complex and Kino North Complex. The Kino District Hotels, however, have been designed in a manner consistent with
both a purposeful delivery following opening of all anchor facilities and generating intentional overflow traffic to the City’s
downtown area. Both development aspects serve to benefit existing hotel properties within the region.
The two interior Kino District Hotels (adjacent to the Stadium) are scheduled to open in May, 2025 and the third, peripheral
hotel - adjacent to the Field House - will not open until at least June, 2027. In contrast, both the Iceplex and Field House
commence travel tournament activities in June and July of 2023, respectively. During the period preceding Kino District Hotel
operations, Iceplex and Field House tournaments will generate a significant number of room nights annually from which other
hotel venues within the region benefit. Specifically, and due to the development activity, amenities and investments made within
the City’s downtown area, Knott Development will work with downtown-based hotel ownership and management groups to
quarter tournament attendees during this period. As reflected in the chart below, from June 2023 through May 2025, the City’s
downtown area will materially benefit from the addition of approximately 240,000 room nights.
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Following the opening of Kino District Hotels, Kino District events will continue to generate significant room night bookings to
other hotels within the region, specifically those within the City’s downtown area. Even when fully developed, the three Kino
District Hotels are designed as limited service hotels, comprised of approximately 140-170 rooms for each of the Stadiumadjacent Kino District Hotel and 200 rooms for the Field House-adjacent Kino District Hotel. While specifically designed to
promote economic viability within the Kino District site, itself, Knott Development likewise intended these self-imposed room
limitations in order to partner with and benefit other hotel properties within the region. In a similar manner to Knott
Development’s Kino District Hotel room targets, the Iceplex and Field House designs, aside from accommodating local
recreational sports and community programs, were purposely intended to maximize tournament volumes in order to eclipse the
on-site hospitality infrastructure. The combination of limited on-site hotel development and expansive tournament volumes
ensures that Kino District’s benefits are widely felt within the metropolitan Tucson area and, specifically the City’s downtown area.
As shown by the following tables, room night overflow from Kino District tournaments is significant. Assuming 20% of Kino
District Hotel rooms are used for non-tournament guests (and excluding the impact of same weekend tournaments), an annual
average of approximately 57,000 room nights are anticipated for off-site occupancy with a 40-year total of approximately
2,300,000 room nights required of partnering, off-site hotels.
Notes to non-Kino District hotel room demand calculations:

• 2023-2024 reflects 100% off-site hotel room allocation.
• 2025 figures include 100% off-site room allocation for 50% of that year’s tournament room volume to account for Kino District Hotels
opening in May, 2025. The remaining 2025 tournament room volume calculations are adjusted to reflect 20% of Kino District Hotel rooms
being used for non-tournament guests.

• To keep projections conservative, it is assumed for these calculations that all three Kino District Hotels are in operation as of May, 2025
(meaning all 540 rooms are available) even though the Field House-adjacent hotel will not enter service until at least 2027.

Annual off-site hotel demand projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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KINO DISTRICT RESTAURANT COMPOSITION
In addition to the conscious choice of regionally-benefitting, limited hospitality assets, so too has Knott Development limited the
amount of restaurant space within Kino District. While Kino District’s amenities will include an array of dining choices from
national brands to local, chef-driven eateries, Knott Development’s goal is to provide sufficient variety and choice to Kino District
visitors while not overwhelming the Tucson market with a flood of hyper-located restaurants that cannibalize other restaurant
sectors. From national brands to local purveyors, Kino District’s goal is to simultaneously cater to the local foodie, business
traveler seeking to experience part of Tucson’s rich culinary heritage to the tired travel sports family looking for something familyfriendly and familiar, while simultaneously providing an apparatus that promotes Southern Arizona’s vibrant restaurant industry.
Kino District’s dining options are limited to eight shells within four distinct nodes of activity. Varying between 4,500 square feet
and 10,000 square feet, however, the gross volume of dining options purposely limits the site’s ability to serve all of its and the
existing Kino South Complex’s visitors. Given the large number of travel tournaments hosted at the Iceplex, the Field House and
Kino South Complex, Knott Development’s plans do include a short-list mix of family-friendly franchised brands capable of
handling large, multiple service rotations. Even so, the combination of Kino District’s planned partnerships with Tucson’s
downtown area and other regional hotel operators, dining options in areas outside Kino District will materially benefit from large
volumes of tournament attendees staying at off-site hotels. To further promote the diversity of Southern Arizona’s culinary scene,
Knott Development anticipates working with Visit Tucson, Sun Corridor and local and regional restaurant associations to develop
working relationships that benefit Kino District as well as other established dining sectors and market participants.
In tandem with its promotion of off-site restaurants, Knott Development will seek to broaden Kino District’s dining options by
recruiting a number of small, popular eateries to open additional locations or new concepts. For local restaurants, however,
establishing and maintaining a full-fledged storefront may prove financially burdensome (usually leading to more extensive, riskladen landlord tenant improvements). Because part of Kino District’s restaurant nodes include contiguous shell footprints, Knott
Development will offer local operators desirous of smaller footprints specific, planned options within larger shell components. By
providing a smaller area, dining choices become diversified leading to Kino District visitor satisfaction and operator financial
burdens are lessened. This combination leads to successful local business expansion. In order to achieve its recruitment goal,
Knott Development will, in part, work with CPLC to identify experienced restaurant operators within the Latino community and,
where needed, CPLC’s affiliated SBA lending programs can assist these established businesses.
Lastly, and in respect of the expansive Tucson-based food
truck community, Knott Development has created the Julian
Wash Event Plaza, within which area food trucks will be the
singular dining option, surrounded by covered dining areas as
well as open green space, splash pads and playgrounds (the
“Food Truck Court”). Located on the south side of the
Stadium adjacent to the Loop and within walking distance of
the existing Kino South Complex, the Julian Wash Plaza will
have a periodic rotation of local food truck purveyors. Due to
its rotating composition, the Julian Wash Plaza will promote
Tucson’s vibrant food truck market. In turn, this will lead to
further adoption by residents and tourists who will find their
favorite operator and ultimately patronize it in other foodcentric portions of the City, establishing a unique growth
pattern for another segment of Southern Arizona’s culinary
marketplace.

Julian Wash Event Plaza, including the Food Truck Court (No. 31),
playground/splash pad/green space (No. 29) and the Loop (No. 30)
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KINO DISTRICT ENTERTAINMENT COMPOSITION
In keeping with its lifestyle center focus, Kino District offers entertainment options outside of those available at the Arena and
Stadium. While Arena and Stadium entertainment focuses on sports and touring production offerings, the Entertainment Center
provides a limited focus. Including an e-sports venue and an action sports facility, the Entertainment Center offers travelers a
time-abbreviated entertainment experience compared to options available within the Southern Arizona region, particularly those
within the City’s downtown area. As a limited space venue, the Entertainment Center does not capture the entirety of visitors’
time and attention. In this manner, Kino District provides a periodic alternative for residents and a defined entertainment option
for tournament visitors and Kino District Hotel guests - all without overwhelming the local market. To distinguish the
Entertainment Center from other options available within the City’s downtown area and the Southern Arizona region, Knott
Development plans to work with Visit Tucson and Sun Corridor and other local entertainment industry groups to cross promote
the vitality of all entertainment options within the market. By doing so, local entertainment venues will have direct access to the
large-scale tourist volume associated with Iceplex and Field House tournaments.

OPPORTUNITIES FROM TOURNAMENT SPENDING
BROAD-BASED LOCAL MARKET SPENDING
As noted within the Kino District Iceplex and Kino District Field House sections of this Business Plan, tournament spending within
the local economy associated with regional/invitation hockey tournaments and national hockey, basketball, volleyball and indoor
lacrosse tournaments is extreme. In part, the anticipated spending volume is based upon the unique physical composition of the
Iceplex and Field House, both of which are specifically designed to accommodate large-scale tournament events, generating
significant guest volumes.

Annual Kino District tournament attendance projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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In addition, the diversified, lifestyle center focus of Kino District makes for an attractive tournament setting, incorporating a “stay
where you play” mentality that enables large volume tournaments to thrive. While these aspects of Kino District’s site plan
contribute to its economic viability, Knott Development’s purposeful limitation of facilities and amenities within Kino District
promotes spending within multiple Southern Arizona market segments, causing a long-term ripple effect across the entire region.
Kino District is projected to generate in excess of $3.2 billion in local economy spending (including spending within Kino District)
over a 40-year period with an average of $81.5 million per year.

Annual Kino District tournament aggregate spending projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
Notes Regarding Aggregate Tournament Spending Calculations:

• Calculations per category represent an aggregation, without adjustment, of the same categories included within the per-tournament direct
spending tables set forth in the Kino District Iceplex and Kino District Field House sections of this Business Plan.

• Embedded assumptions of number of guests per player and daily spending metrics underlying aggregate spending calculations have been
taken, in order to maintain a conservative posture, directly from the 2016 Pima Multi-Purpose and Indoor Court Sports Tourism Facility
study commissioned by the County and as prepared by Sport Facility Advisory.

• Embedded hotel rate figures are based on an informal survey of local hotel rates and those rates likely to be charged by limited service
hotels developed within Kino District and those within the City’s downtown area.

• The material difference between the 2023-2032 and 2033-2042 decade figures represents the half year of operations and tournaments in

2023 based on the opening of the Iceplex and Field House in June and July of 2023, respectively, and the progression to a full year of
tournament activity in 2024.

IMPACT ON JOBS CREATION, REGIONAL EARNINGS & TPI
The ripple effect caused by Kino District-based tournament spending within the Southern Arizona market extends beyond the
direct support of recipient businesses within and outside of Kino District. As is the case with all economic development spending,
but at an enhanced level due to the impact-fostering Kino District site plan and facilities design, significant jobs creation results.
For economic development analysis purposes, jobs creation customarily splits into four categories of impact - initial effect, direct
effect, indirect effect and induced effect - representing the ripple across a metropolitan statistical market. This layered impact has
far reaching and long-term positive effects.
Initial effect refers to primary jobs created as a direct result of spending within a segment of the local economy, whether those are
referenced as a specific number of jobs created at a facility or, alternatively, as a result of new spending introduced to the regional
economy, for example, tournaments at the Iceplex and Field House (referred to in this Business Plan as “Primary Jobs”).
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Direct effect refers to secondary jobs created as a result of the creation of Primary Jobs. This level of job creation occurs when
businesses creating Primary Jobs engage in inter-industry spending to meet the growth resulting from Primary Jobs (referred to
in this Business Plan as “Direct Jobs”).
Indirect effect refers to a third level of jobs creation stimulated by the subsequent ripple effect in supply chains supporting
businesses creating Primary Jobs - a change in the supply chain of the supply chain, so to speak (referred to in this Business Plan
as “Indirect Jobs”).
Finally, induced effect refers to a fourth level of jobs creation emanating from the impact of new earnings received by those
receiving Primary Jobs, Direct Jobs and Indirect Jobs and represents the income effects on inter-industry trade (referred to in
this Business Plan as “Induced Jobs”). Induced Job earnings enter the local economy as employees from businesses benefitting
from Primary Jobs, Direct Jobs and Indirect Jobs spend their paychecks within the region on food, clothing and other goods and
services.
Based on the level of spending generated by Kino District tournaments, the entire Southern Arizona economy, including local
governments, benefits. Taking the two largest categories of tournament impact, hotel and restaurant spending, based on
modeling provided to Knott Development by Emsi, Kino District tournaments will generate significant jobs creation, increases to
regional earnings and state and local sales and use taxes.
For example, Iceplex-hosted hockey tournaments will generate, merely from hotel and restaurant spending, a total of 6,700 jobs,
$219.17 million of additional earnings and a $44.2 million increase in taxes on productions and imports over the term of Knott
Development’s public private partnership with the County. These figures represent growth in the overall Tucson metropolitan
statistical market, demonstrating benefits to businesses in all areas, including the City and the remainder of Southern Arizona.
When combined with direct spending in the retail, transportation, attractions and miscellaneous market categories (although not
tracked for this presentation per the notes below), the impact of Iceplex tournament spending within the Southern Arizona
regional economy is staggering.
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Notes Regarding Iceplex Tournament Direct Spending Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi economic market impact scenario model.
• Change in earnings calculations represents the total change in earnings within the market resulting from the creation of Primary Jobs and

its progression through Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations is based primarily on the Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs and its impact on Direct
Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in taxes on production and imports (“TPI”) consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and
gross receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and services. Special assessments are also included. TPI is one of the four
components of gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• The material difference between the 2023-2032 and 2033-2042 decade figures represents the half year of tournaments in 2023 based on
the opening of the Iceplex in June of 2023 and the progression to a full year of tournament activity in 2024-2025.
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Similar to the direct spending associated with Iceplex-based tournaments, Field House-hosted tournaments in basketball,
volleyball and indoor lacrosse generate significant jobs, earnings and tax benefits throughout the Southern Arizona region.
However, because of the facility’s composition and the size of its hosted tournaments, Field House direct spending impacts dwarf
those associated with Iceplex tournaments.
For example, basketball, volleyball and indoor lacrosse tournaments will generate, from only hotel and restaurant spending, a total
of approximately 31,000 jobs, $940 million in increased regional earnings and a $184 million increase in TPI over the term of
Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County. These figures represent growth in the overall Tucson
metropolitan statistical market and are not limited to Kino District businesses, demonstrating benefits to all regional areas,
including the City and the remainder of Southern Arizona. When combined with direct spending in the retail, transportation,
attractions and miscellaneous market categories (although not tracked for this presentation, please see the notes below), the
impact of Kino District tournament spending within the Southern Arizona regional economy is astonishing.
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Notes Regarding Field House Tournament Direct Spending Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi economic market impact scenario model.
• Change in earnings calculations represents the total change in earnings within the market resulting from the creation of Primary Jobs and

its progression through Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations is based primarily on the Quarterly
Census of Employment and Wages from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs and its impact on Direct
Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross receipts taxes - and Federal

excise taxes on goods and services. Special assessments are also included. TPI is one of the four components of gross regional product.
Emsi data underlying these calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• The material difference between the 2023-2032 and 2033-2042 decade figures represents the half year of tournaments in 2023 based on
the opening of the Field House in July of 2023 and the progression to a full year of tournament activity in 2024-2025.
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SPURRING AND COMPLIMENTING ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT
BENSON HIGHWAY CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT
In June, 2020 Knott Development entered into an exclusive development coordination agreement with the primary, private,
adjacent landowner, 4D Properties, concerning its planned commercial development along the north side of Benson Highway
between Kino Parkway and Irvington Road (the “Benson Highway Corridor”), more formally known as Campbell Benson (the
“Campbell Benson Development”). Through its agreement with 4D Properties, Knott Development is supporting and ensuring
that the Benson Highway Corridor experiences significant redevelopment activity.
Knott Development and 4D Properties have made several commitments benefitting the area’s redevelopment. The parties have
agreed to develop Kino District and the Campbell Benson Development with a unified aesthetic to enhance the redevelopment
of the Benson Highway Corridor. Likewise, the parties have committed to ensure that the commercial, retail and dining
components of Kino District and the Campbell Benson Development compliment one another, including signage, hardscape
and softscape. Integral to the agreement’s genesis was the desire to create a “one site” aesthetic, supporting the Campbell
Benson Development and contributing to 4D Properties efforts to revitalize the Benson Highway Corridor.
In addition to visual linkage, Knott Development has agreed to participate in a shared parking arrangement should City parking
regulations impose additional requirements on 4D Properties. With this additional support, Knott Development is enabling 4D
Properties’ development flexibility, ensuring the most beneficial composition of the Campbell Benson Development, the overall
success of Kino District and the redevelopment of the Benson Highway Corridor.

BENSON HIGHWAY TRIANGLE
Consistent with its goal of having Kino District
become a catalyst for economic development, the
effects associated with Knott Development’s
coordination agreement with 4D Properties are not
limited to the Benson Highway Corridor. Due to 4D
Properties affiliates’ significant property holdings,
revitalization of the Benson Highway Corridor will be
extensive. With ownership of a majority of
commercial parcels within the triangle created by
Benson Highway, Irvington Road and Campbell
Avenue (the “Benson Highway Triangle”),
completion of the Campbell Benson Development
will initiate a redevelopment of the Benson Highway
Triangle, thus further extending the benefits
associated with the development of Kino District.
To the right, and marked in purple, is an inset of the
Kino District site plan, showing the 4D Properties
controlled parcels within the Benson Highway
Corridor and the Benson Highway Triangle. The
breadth of the Benson Highway Triangle evidences
the wide-ranging impact associated with its
redevelopment in conjunction with the development
of Kino District.
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ON-SITE JOBS CREATION
In alignment with its regional jobs creation impact, Kino District likewise creates a substantial number of both short and longterm employment opportunities for County, City and Southern Arizona residents. Due to the concentration of local firms within
its development team, Knott Development’s addition of construction jobs to the regional economy will be pronounced. And, as
each anchor and support element reaches completion, construction jobs are replaced by a substantial number of permanent jobs.
Combined with the regional earnings growth associated with on-site jobs and increase in TPI, Kino District’s economic impact on
the regional economy will be material.

Notes Regarding Aggregate Job Creation Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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SITE-SPECIFIC JOBS CREATION
CIVIL SITE WORK CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 370 on-site construction jobs during Kino District’s civil construction phase. This level of jobs creation, aside from
having a direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced
from tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 207 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the civil construction jobs)
by approximately $9.24 million and increasing TPI by approximately $1.5 million.

Notes Regarding Civil Construction Job Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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ICEPLEX CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 275 on-site construction jobs during Iceplex construction activities. This level of jobs creation, aside from having a
direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from
tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 226 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Iceplex construction
jobs) by approximately $10 million and increasing TPI by approximately $1.63 million.

Notes Regarding Iceplex Construction Job Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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FIELD HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 290 on-site construction jobs during Field House construction activities. This level of jobs creation, aside from
having a direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced
from tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 239 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Field House
construction jobs) by approximately $10.6 million and increasing TPI by approximately $1.72 million.

Notes Regarding Field House Construction Job
Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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ARENA CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 325 on-site construction jobs during Arena construction activities. This level of jobs creation, aside from having a
direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from
tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 267 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Arena construction jobs)
by approximately $11.9 million and increasing TPI by approximately $1.93 million.

Notes Regarding Arena Construction Job Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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STADIUM CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 360 on-site construction jobs during Stadium construction activities. This level of jobs creation, aside from having
a direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from
tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 295 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Stadium construction
jobs) by approximately $13.14 million and increasing TPI by approximately $2.14 million.

Notes Regarding Stadium Construction Job Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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PARKING GARAGE CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 85 on-site construction jobs during Parking Garage construction activities. This level of jobs creation, aside from
having a direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced
from tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job
levels, adding 70 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Parking Garage
construction jobs) by approximately $3.1 million and increasing TPI by approximately $504,000.

Notes Regarding Garage Construction Job Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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SUPPORT ELEMENT CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to current construction logistics modeling, Knott Development’s design builder, Hensel Phelps Construction, projects
the creation of 745 on-site construction jobs during the construction of Kino District’s support elements (i.e., hotels, commercial
sites, medical office building, etc). This level of jobs creation, aside from having a direct effect on the lives of those directly
employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from tournament spending impacts. The chart below
demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these construction job levels, adding 611 additional jobs to the regional
market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the support element construction jobs) by approximately $27.2 million and
increasing TPI by approximately $4.44 million.
Notes Regarding Support Element Construction Job
Calculations:

• Initial Jobs figures represent Hensel Phelps

Construction’s experience in building similarly
constructed facilities and the number of construction
jobs created related thereto.

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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ICEPLEX OPERATIONS
As noted in the Iceplex section of this Business Plan, Knott Development and Edge Sports Group anticipate creating, between
full time and part time positions, approximately 55 jobs for Iceplex management. This level of jobs creation, aside from having a
direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from
tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these Iceplex hiring levels,
adding 10 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of the Iceplex jobs) by approximately
$475,000 and increasing TPI by approximately $151,500.

Notes Regarding Iceplex Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• To account for the existence of part time jobs, for

purposes of these calculations it is assumed then two
part time jobs equal one full time job, resulting an an
assumed addition of 30 “full time” jobs (25 full time jobs
calculated off of 50 part time jobs and 5 true full time
jobs).

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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FIELD HOUSE OPERATIONS
As noted in the Field House section of this Business Plan, Knott Development and Edge Sports Group anticipate creating,
between full time and part time positions, approximately 33 jobs for Field House management. This level of jobs creation, aside
from having a direct effect on the lives of those directly employed, causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be
experienced from tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these
Field House hiring levels, adding 6 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings (outside of Field House
jobs) by approximately $285,000 and increasing TPI by approximately $91,000.

Notes Regarding Field House Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• To account for the existence of part time jobs, for

purposes of these calculations it is assumed then two
part time jobs equal one full time job, resulting an an
assumed addition of 18 “full time” jobs (15 full time jobs
calculated off of 30 part time jobs and 3 true full time
jobs).

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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ARENA AND STADIUM OPERATIONS
As noted in the Arena and Stadium sections of this Business Plan, Knott Development, Arena Management and Stadium
Management anticipate creating, between full time and part time positions, approximately 117 jobs for the joint management of
the Arena and the Stadium. This level of jobs creation causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from
tournament spending impacts. The chart below demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these Arena and Stadium
hiring levels, adding 46 additional jobs to the regional market, increasing market area earnings by approximately $2.7 million and
increasing TPI by approximately $341,000.

Notes Regarding Arena and Stadium Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• To account for the existence of part time jobs, for

purposes of these calculations it is assumed then two
part time jobs equal one full time job, resulting an an
assumed addition of 67 “full time” jobs (50 full time jobs
calculated off of 100 part time jobs and 17 true full time
jobs).

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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HOTEL OPERATIONS
Pursuant to the limited service style and room composition layout of each of the Kino District Hotels, Knott Development
anticipates the creation of approximately 150 jobs for the management and operation of all Kino District Hotels. This level of jobs
creation causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from tournament spending impacts. The chart below
demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these Kino District Hotel hiring levels, adding 99 additional jobs to the
regional market, increasing market area earnings by approximately $4.24 million and increasing TPI by approximately $2.73
million.

Notes Regarding Kino District Hotel Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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RESTAURANT OPERATIONS
Based on 51,500 square feet of restaurant space within the Kino District site plan, Knott Development anticipates the creation of
approximately 2,684 jobs for the management and operation of all restaurants within Kino District Commercial. This level of jobs
creation causes a ripple effect similar in nature to that to be experienced from tournament spending impacts. The chart below
demonstrates the widespread effects associated with these Kino District restaurant hiring levels, adding 994 additional jobs to the
regional market, increasing market area earnings by approximately $43.65 million and increasing TPI by approximately $16.1
million.
Notes Regarding Restaurant Job Impact Calculations:

• All calculations presented are derived from the Emsi
economic market impact scenario model.

• All restaurant square footage is blended together using

industry averages to calculate front and back of house
jobs assumptions, due to non-final selection of locationspecific brand occupancy and per-restaurant table/
seating counts, with all locations assumed to be full
service restaurants due to County restrictions for Kino
District.

• Change in earnings calculations represents the total

change in earnings within the market resulting from the
creation of Primary Jobs and its progression through
Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced Jobs. Emsi data
underlying calculations is based primarily on the
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

• Jobs created calculations represent the total number of

jobs created as the result of the creation of Primary Jobs
and its impact on Direct Jobs, Indirect Jobs and Induced
Jobs. Emsi data underlying calculations incorporates
data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

• Change in TPI consists of tax liabilities - primarily non-

personal property taxes, licenses, and sales and gross
receipts taxes - and Federal excise taxes on goods and
services. Special assessments are also included. Taxes on
production and imports is one of the four components of
gross regional product. Emsi data underlying these
calculations incorporates data from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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BALANCED REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
Through the creation of Kino District on-site construction and operational jobs, a disproportionately larger number of jobs is
created throughout Southern Arizona. When, however, on-site jobs are combined with regional spending generated by Kino
District tournaments, regional job creation demonstrates the extensive benefits of Kino District’s site design, element
composition and facility programming. For each job created within Kino District’s boundaries (whether part time or full time),
another 7.6 jobs are created in the Southern Arizona Region.
Kino District Jobs
Regional Direct Jobs
Regional Induced Jobs

21%
3%

External Primary Jobs
Regional Indirect Jobs

12%

88% Jobs Created
Externally

10%

54%

Similar to jobs growth, the rise in regional personal earnings resulting from Kino District on-site jobs and tournament-generated
spending is impressive. For each dollar of on-site job earnings, another $5.36 results within Southern Arizona, demonstrating that
Kino District is representative of a “development for all” concept.
Kino District Personal Earnings
Regional Direct Personal Earnings
Regional Induced Personal Earnings

26%

4%

External Primary Personal Earnings
Regional Indirect Personal Earnings

16%

84% External Personal
Earnings Growth
12%

42%
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PROPERTY TAX EXPANSION
Kino District anchor elements pay all applicable property taxes without discount or abatement. Currently, the property on which
Kino District will be developed constitutes a zero tax base for the County, the City and all other taxing jurisdictions. As a result,
the development and operation of the Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage provide all taxing jurisdictions
with a significant augmentation of property taxes, including the following 40-year projected property tax receipts for each anchor
element, calculated per primary and secondary taxing source applicable to the Kino District property. Please note that property
tax projections for Kino District’s support elements have not been presently calculated, but will be provided in further updates to
this Business Plan. Support element property taxes will be additive to the projections currently set forth in this Business Plan.

Annual Kino District Anchor Element property tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

Notes Regarding Property Tax Projections:

• Projections based on current year primary and secondary property tax rates for the premises on which Kino District will be developed. All
current primary and secondary property tax rates were provided by Pima County.

• Current primary and secondary tax rates are assumed to increase from their current value each year by 2%.
• Accrual of property tax liabilities is assumed not to occur until the opening of each Kino District element.
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USE TAX EXPANSION
As a direct result of the introduction of Kino District-hosted tournaments at the Iceplex and Field House, multiple taxing
jurisdictions benefit from the materially increased use of hotel assets and expansion of retail sales. With respect to taxes on hotel
rates, the City, Pima County Stadium District, Regional Transportation Authority, Visit Tucson and Pima County Attractions and
Tourism each receive substantial financial benefits from Kino District events. In addition, due to Knott Development’s
commitment to work with downtown area hotel operators to accommodate Iceplex and Field House tournament visitors, the
City further benefits from an influx of hotel guests that will generate enhanced volumes of hotel surcharge taxes. From the retail
and restaurant perspective (and not including taxes on transportation and miscellaneous tournament spending), based on the
location of tournament guests within incorporated Pima County, each of the County, the City and Rio Nuevo stand to benefit
from an increase in sales tax collections.

Annual hotel surcharge tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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Annual tournament hotel tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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Annual tournament hotel tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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Annual tournament sales tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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Annual tournament sales tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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Rio Nuevo sales tax collections are only projected through 2035, the statutory expiration year of Rio Nuevo’s existence. For purposes of these
projections, it is assumed that all required state minimum collections from applicable sales taxes are met prior to the generation of qualifying
sales taxes generated from Kino District tournament hotel, restaurant and retail spending.

Annual tournament sales tax projections appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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ATHLETICS INCLUSION FOUNDATION

ATHLETICS INCLUSION FOUNDATION
Knott Development has created the Athletics Inclusion Foundation (the “Foundation”) from which it will support youth sport
development, access and programming within neighboring communities as well as the entire Southern Arizona region. The
Foundation’s mandate is to provide financial support for economically disadvantaged, visually-impaired, indigenous and minority
youth as well as displaced teenagers and children within the foster care system to participate in Kino District programming.
Community engagement and support will also extend to children with disabilities and those with developmental disorders who
could benefit from the creation of customized programming within the Iceplex and the Field House.

GRANT STRUCTURE
The Foundation’s grant structure applies to programming housed within the Iceplex and Field House. Support recipients will
receive grants covering the costs associated with program fees, team fees, uniforms, practice sessions and equipment
(“Foundation Grants”). Because a youth athlete’s best experience is not derived from one, isolated season or event, Foundation
Grants will be structured to permit a recipient to participate on a team or within a programming set for a minimum period of two
to three years. Once the initial Foundation Grant has expired, recipients are eligible to renew their participation in their chosen
activity under a new Foundation Grant. With a long-term outlook and focus on the positive physical and mental health impacts
participation in organized athletic activities (whether team or simply skill session-based) has on child development, the
Foundation is committed to ensuring not just a new experience for the children it serves, but extended participatory benefits.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT
Foundation Grants applicable to Iceplex programming will be focused on providing access to Junior Roadrunners’ youth hockey
house league and travel team programming as well as skills programs to be offered at the Iceplex. The initial application of
Foundation Grants to Field House programming will be centered on programming offered by Zona Volleyball, but will extend to
other organizations as Knott Development formalizes facility use agreements with other youth sports organizations. In order to
provide a broad array of children with Foundation Grants and, thus, expand the community access and involvement aspects of
Kino District, Knott Development and the Foundation will be working on a multi-track engagement effort.
With respect to Iceplex programming access, the Foundation has already commenced programming outreach through the
Junior Roadrunners organization. In cooperation, and while providing guidance, Knott Development and the Foundation have
enabled the Junior Roadrunners to initiate program planning and to enter various stages of discussions with area organizations.
Included among these are Arizona School for the Deaf and Blind, Autism Society of Arizona, You Can Play Project, SAAVI,
Youth on Their Own, Arizona Autism Academy and USA Hockey.
In order to expand the Foundation’s community outreach and engagement, Knott Development’s relationship with CPLC
extends to active participation in program planning and adoption. CPLC will assist with the Foundation’s introduction to the
regional Latino and Spanish-speaking community and in the design and development of Iceplex and Field House programming
access options most beneficial to all of its constituents. By embracing unique opportunities in which the Foundation can support
CPLC-served communities, the combination of Kino District’s facilities and Foundation-sponsored programming access will
have a profound impact in the Southern Arizona region. To ensure long-term viability of benefits to the broader community,
CPLC has agreed to join the Foundation’s board of directors with David Adame, its President, as their board representative.
In tandem with its institutional and nonprofit outreach, the Foundation will work with County and City instrumentalities to
address athletic programming access on a broad basis throughout Southern Arizona. Whether working with regional school
systems, municipal foster care agencies or other governmental service agencies, Knott Development and the Foundation
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seek to create pathways to inclusion for all underserved youth within the community. The development of programming access
and, if necessary, customized support programs will be performed on a discrete basis to ensure community members with
differing needs are provided with a unique solution to address existing under-representation within youth sports.
Finally, as one member of a broad community of support options, the Foundation will forge partnerships with other nonprofit
groups within the Southern Arizona region. This effort serves to both cover a larger spectrum of children in need and to leverage
joint resources and capabilities to further enhance the overall impact of each individual group. For example, Knott Development
has already discussed partnering opportunities with the Oro Valley Sports Alliance, a local privately-organized nonprofit
organization, focused on providing underprivileged youth with sports equipment to enable league participation. As a further
aspect of its guidance to the Foundation, Knott Development will work with CPLC to identify additional local charitable
organizations to create partnerships for the mutual benefit of their respective constituents. Finally, Knott Development and the
Foundation will seek to develop programming and access at the Iceplex and Field House with the Coronado division of Special
Olympics Arizona.
Under these and other burgeoning partnerships, in conjunction with its organizational and individual commitments to diversity,
the Foundation aims to be a leading facilitator in Southern Arizona of access, representation and protections for marginalized
and under-represented communities in sports.

LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
To enhance the Foundation’s connection to the local community, Knott Development has constituted the Foundation’s board of
directors with several members of the Tucson community. Local board membership is currently comprised of Jeremy Bow,
David Adame, Ryan DeJoe, Elaine Becherer, Patrick DeConcini, Clint Mabie, Danny Plattner and Linda Morales. During the
Predevelopment Phase and on a continuing basis, Mr. Knott will seek additional local representatives to join the board of
directors to further the Foundation’s mission. To further link the Foundation to the local community, Knott Development has
recruited a local resident to lead the organization in tandem with the board of directors. Jeremy Bow, currently the President of
the Junior Roadrunners, will join the Foundation as its Executive Director in July, 2021. Knott Development and Mr. Knott have
been working with Mr. Bow for over 2 years in formulating the Iceplex’s youth hockey programming and Mr. Bow has
demonstrated his advocacy for the underserved and well-connected and respected within the community.
In addition to local leadership, the Foundation will become part of a network of similarly-focused charitable organizations created
by Knott Development. Currently, Knott Development is in the planning stages of several athletic-focused lifestyle
developments. In each jurisdiction, Knott Development will create a variation of the Foundation to support local, underrepresented youth. In order to provide supplemental philanthropic guidance and resources to each local organization, Mr. Knott
has formed an parent version of non-profit organization comprised of organizations and individual leaders from a wide array of
foundations and charitable organizations. Among the skill sets included in this national support network are youth sports athletic
directors, foundation executive directors, economic development experts, and regional/national charitable organizations. From
this well of expertise, each local version of the Foundation will draw organizational, operational and programming guidance. The
executive director of the Foundation will become a member of this umbrella organization.

ORGANIZATIONAL FUNDING
The Foundation will have two contribution classes, Administrative Donations and Mission Donations. Administrative Donations
are funded exclusively by Mr. Knott and Knott Development and are allocable solely to the Foundation’s operational and
administrative expenses. Mission Donations will be sought from third party individuals, corporations and foundations and will be
solely allocated to Foundation Grants. This segregated donation structure is designed to provide transparency and ensure that
Mission Donations are utilized solely for Foundation Grants. Mr. Knott and Knott Development will make the first Mission
Donation upon the commencement of Iceplex construction.
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TRANSPORTATION + INFRASTRUCTURE

TRANSPORTATION & INFRASTRUCTURE
KINO DISTRICT TRANSPORTATION
The Kino District site plan defines an internal multimodal circulation system and site access. Off-site improvements on Kino
Parkway and Benson Highway will address the impacts of Kino District on traffic operations and safety, as well as improvements
to enhance access via transit and bicycles as well as for pedestrians. In developing its infrastructure plan, Knott Development and
its team prepared a traffic assessment to establish preliminary capacity requirements for the internal circulation system and
access points on Kino Parkway and Benson Highway as well as bicycle and pedestrian connectivity and accommodations for
shared ride operations on site. The proposed roadway cross sections and intersection lane configurations and controls are based
on expected traffic demand during larger events at the Arena, Stadium and Kino South Complex. As part of the initial
development implementation phase, Knott Development will prepare and submit a traffic study to the City and the County to
formalize the site transportation network and needed off-site improvements to mitigate adverse impacts to the surrounding
system and enhance access. The study will define the master transportation plan for Kino District’s development build-out as well
as the system elements that will be implemented during the initial development phase. The traffic study will be updated with the
progression of each development phase.
KINO DISTRICT ACCESS
Multimodal access to Kino District and the Kino South Complex, as well as connectivity to the surrounding roadway network, will
include the following elements:

• Site access with the initial development phase will include the existing limited access driveway (no left turn out) on Benson

Highway and a new, main Tournament Way driveway connecting with Kino Parkway. Tournament Way will encompass five
lanes at the Kino Parkway intersection (two lanes entering, three lanes exiting) and will be signalized. Additional intersection
improvements will include extending the southbound left turn storage on Kino Parkway, an exclusive right turn lane on the
northbound approach, and provisions for the addition of future transit stops with bus pullouts.

• Based on the initial concept prepared by ADOT for the planned reconstruction of the I-10/Kino Parkway interchange, it is
expected that a right-in/right-out driveway will be added at the northwestern end of the development’s Kino Parkway
boundary, with approval from ADOT. Knott Development will cooperate with ADOT as a part of the Kino District traffic
study to be prepared.

• To provide better access from Benson Highway, Knott Development has planned for the addition of a new signalized
intersection between Kino Parkway and Irvington Road that could be implemented as the Campbell Benson Development
proceeds.

• The existing bridge across the Julian Wash at the current entry to the Kino South Complex and the new Tournament Way

bridge and pedestrian bridge connecting Kino District Multifamily and the Julian Wash Event Plaza will provide broad
intermodal connectivity between Kino District and the Campbell Benson Development. Additional bridges will connect the
Iceplex and Field House with the rest of Kino District, as well as the Loop.
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KINO DISTRICT CIRCULATION
Kino District’s internal roadway network includes Tournament Way, which will connect Kino District with Kino South Complex,
providing multimodal access and emergency service access to Kino District’s various facilities, venues and parking areas.
Additional roadways will connect Tournament Way to the Field House and the surface parking north of the Arena. The internal
circulatory roadways will include bicycle lanes and sidewalks, as well as roadway lighting. Crossings for pedestrians and at the
Loop will be designated with enhanced illumination, signage/markings and pavement to provide a high level of safety. Drop-off
and pickup areas for use by shared ride services and others will be provided near the Arena and the Stadium.
EVENT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
It is anticipated that traffic management will be required during large or simultaneous events. Knott Development and Kino
District facility management teams will coordinate with the County and the City to implement traffic management strategies to
handle high levels of traffic demand safely and efficiently. Example strategies include implementing event signal operations on
Kino Parkway and Benson Highway, implementation of a shuttle to Kino North Complex and the use of off-duty police for traffic
control.

Rendering of one intersection of the Loop and the Kino District access road between the Iceplex and Arena

KINO DISTRICT PARKING PLAN
Kino District’s development plan includes parking areas designated for Kino District Commercial, Kino District Hotels and Kino
District Multifamily as well as anchor elements (Iceplex, Field House, Arena and Stadium). The table below summarizes the
parking supply for each land use and its availability during weekday, weekend and event uses.
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Field House Multimodal Bridge
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KINO DISTRICT PARKING MANAGEMENT
Knott Development will coordinate with the County and the City to ensure there is sufficient parking available for simultaneous
or large events and has developed a shared parking model to evaluate parking supply and demand as part of advance event
planning. The table below illustrates the application of the shared parking model to a multiple event scenario. This model will be
updated on an ongoing basis to reflect current factors affecting parking demand.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE LINKAGE FOCUS
As a development site split by an ephemeral wash, Kino District’s infrastructure plan requires a comprehensive focus on linkage
between facilities and experiences. As a result, several types of physical linkage are implemented. Due to the site’s promotion of
pedestrian and bicycle access in its architectural layout and linkage to the Loop, all modes of site access are multimodal. Auto,
pedestrian and bicycle access is not merely accommodated but encouraged. In order to provide additional methods of access
between facilities, Kino District features several pedestrian/bicycle bridges crossing the Julian Wash. These include a bridge to
foster linkage between Kino District, the Campbell Benson Development and the Benson Highway Corridor. Finally, to better
link Kino District, Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex, as described in the Kino District Parking Garage section of this
Business Plan, Knott Development will provide funding for the County’s construction of an underpass beneath I-10.

Iceplex Pedestrian Bridge

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS
Our civil designs and operational planning for Kino District’s facilities, in particular the Iceplex, take into account the unique
environmental sustainability challenges posed by Southern Arizona’s climate. For example, a unique and primary sustainability
consideration involves Iceplex water usage. For comparison, in the Northeast and Midwest, similar facilities could be expected to
initially utilize approximately 45,000 gallons of water to create 3 ice sheets and an aggregate of 9,000 gallons per day for
resurfacing. Based on the local environment and long-term aridification concerns throughout the Southwest, from the outset our
team was cognizant of the need for consumption mitigation efforts. While the initial water volume required to install our ice
sheets is unavoidable, alleviation of daily and annual operational water demands through passive and active conservation
techniques will be achieved.
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Water reduction efforts begin with our capture of runoff. Kino District’s civil design was devised to retain 100% of storm water
runoff generated by the entire 90 acre site. In addition to site-generated runoff, Kino District’s retention system will tie into the
County’s existing infrastructure to offload any available excess storm water captured throughout the remaining portions of the
Kino Sports & Entertainment Complex. To further reduce reliance on aquifer-sourced resurfacing water, and using our system’s
connection to County apparatus, Kino District will draw from local reclaimed water production sources. Utilizing special filtration
systems, the Iceplex will convert all retained and reclaimed water to ice resurfacing volume. Knott Development’s widespread
deployment of photovoltaic parking canopy systems throughout Kino District will offset the significant energy resources needed
to operate the filtration systems.
In addition to providing power for filtration systems, Kino District’s solar canopy system (the “Kino District Array”) is designed to
meet all site-general, non-facility power requirements while providing supplemental power to each of the Anchor Elements. The
Kino District Array will include the battery storage capacity required to capture all unused day-time generation for use during the
evening hours.

CAD drawing of one of the canopies within the Kino District Solar Array
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DEVELOPMENT PHASING

DEVELOPMENT PHASING
Kino District’s development development phasing combines four concepts. First, to efficiently develop Kino District’s anchor and
support elements in a manner, and on a schedule, that optimizes the operational and financial stability of each element. Second,
to utilize the Knott Development-Hensel Phelps design-build mechanism to construct Kino District’s anchor elements based on
an active trending cost analysis basis, tightly integrating design with preconstruction planning to achieve cost efficiencies. Third,
to avoid the financial pitfall of empty facility space and dead time slots by engaging in program recruitment prior to jointly
assuming lease structure liability with the County to assure facility self-sufficiency from opening day. Fourth, to utilize Knott
Development’s and CTL Capital’s structured finance expertise to design a financing and public private partnership lease
structure that not only mitigates, but avoids, municipal credit rating impacts.
In order to successfully integrate these concepts into a phasing plan, Knott Development will engage in a three-part
development phasing strategy: a predevelopment phase, a determination phase and a development/construction phase. In doing
so, Knott Development assumes all predevelopment financial risk, avoids placing the County in a position of participating in a
“build it and see what comes” scenario, and rounds out the structured finance-oriented umbrella of long-term risk protection for
the benefit of Kino District, the County and Knott Development.

PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE
Upon the execution of the MDPA, Knott Development and its team will begin a predevelopment period during which site plan,
civil engineering and design, site investigation work and architectural design efforts on the Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium
and Parking Garage continue (the “Predevelopment Phase”). During the Predevelopment Phase’s 10-12 month period, Knott
Development will, in addition to obtaining all initial permits for site plan approval and civil construction, further refine anchor
element architectural plans to solidify construction budgets, utilize the refined cost analysis to reduce Kino District’s financing
needs, and obtain additional anchor element usage commitments to further demonstrate Kino District’s financial viability.
PREDEVELOPMENT PHASE WORK
In order to maintain the commencement timing associated with Knott Development’s existing anchor programming agreements
and the attendant opening dates for the Iceplex and Field House, as well as preparing the entire site for civil construction on a
cost-efficient basis, all site plan approvals and civil construction design and permitting will be completed during the
Predevelopment Phase. Completing this work will provide a more accurate assessment of the overall development and
construction budgets from which the Kino District Financing and lease structure emanate.
Presently, on a high level anticipatory basis, the construction cost budgets maintained by Knott Development and its design
builder, Hensel Phelps, are subject to significant contingencies both as to time-based market cost escalation projections as well as
labor and materials commitment costs projections. While those contingencies are necessary from a conceptual planning
perspective, the Predevelopment Phase period offers a substantial time period within which to whittle down contingencies to a
more reasoned position. In order to do so, Knott Development, Hensel Phelps, JLG Architects and DFDG Architecture will
refine the design, scope and cost of each anchor element by completing the schematic design phase of each anchor element and
the design development phase with respect to the Iceplex, Field House and Arena. This work will enable Hensel Phelps and
Knott Development to more accurately create a total project budget, including more realistic contingency levels, from which the
overall Kino District Financing, and the anchor element lease structure, is based.
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In addition to development and construction related refinements, Knott Development will use the Predevelopment Phase in
order to round out the use agreements associated with all anchor elements. This work includes executing final agreements with
all anchor and tournament programming for the Iceplex and the Field House, triple net management leases for the Arena and
Stadium and management agreements for the Parking Garage. For the limited remaining programming time available at the
Iceplex and the Field House, Knott Development and its management teams will likewise come to agreement with prospective
local and national athletic programming clients to augment the committed mix of programming for both facilities. This aspect of
the Predevelopment Phase achieves two self-fulfilling operational benefits - closing out limited programming vacancies which
increases facility operational cash flow - both of which serve to financially bolster Kino District and its ability to service the Kino
District Financing, providing an extra layer of financial risk mitigation and avoiding a “build it and see who comes” proposition.
Knott Development will work with the County to meet and review the Kino District development plan with representatives of
neighboring residential and business areas, the City, the City of South Tucson, Rio Nuevo, University of Arizona, Banner Medical
Center, Visit Tucson, Sun Corridor and other local governmental instrumentalities and agencies, public and private regional
stakeholders identified by the County and Knott Development (“Stakeholder Meetings”). Knott Development will utilize
Stakeholder Meetings to review and discuss Kino District’s components, how they relate to regional stakeholders and to
demonstrate the region-wide benefits associated with the development of Kino District. Mr. Knott and his team will conduct
Stakeholder Meetings at least once per calendar month during the Predevelopment Phase.
As an additional part of its Predevelopment Phase work, Knott Development will prepare a development financing, leasing and
financial structure review package (the “Rating Review Package”). The Rating Review Package will be used by Knott
Development and the County during the Determination Phase to meet with all applicable credit rating agencies (“Applicable
Rating Agencies”) that then-currently issue credit ratings on the County’s debt issues, in particular its Certificates of
Participation.
Knott Development will compile a detailed economic and business overview for the County for review following the conclusion
of the Predevelopment Phase (the “Development Overview”). The Development Overview will include an update to this
Business Plan incorporating all development, construction, operational and community related aspects of the final plan for the
development of Kino District, including all refined construction and development budgets, facility operating budgets, use
agreements for each anchor element, lease structure documentation and associated financial metrics as well as the final Kino
District Financing documentation. As described below, the County and Knott Development, including their advisors, will
conduct an in-depth review of the Development Overview in order to determine the inclusion of the County in the anchor
element lease structure and the development phasing to be implemented.
Knott Development will self-fund its work during the Predevelopment Phase. The County is not responsible for the up-front
funding any of the Predevelopment Phase costs. Knott Development’s Predevelopment Phase costs will be recovered through
the Kino District Financing or, in the alternative, from the County during the Determination Phase as described below.

DETERMINATION PHASE
At the conclusion of the Predevelopment Phase and upon the delivery of the Development Overview, Knott Development and
the County will commence a two to four month analysis to determine whether the County will participate in the anchor element
leasing structure and, if so, the phasing for the development and construction of Kino District (the “Determination Phase”).
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SATISFACTION OF ANCHOR ELEMENT LEASE STRUCTURE CONTINGENCIES
The initial component of the County’s and Knott Development’s determination rests with Knott Development’s adherence to
certain financial metrics related to the financial viability of the anchor elements, the final amount of the Kino District Financing
and the lease obligation risks assumed by the County within the anchor element lease structure - the satisfaction of which
mitigate credit rating risk for the County.
In addition, Knott Development and the County will meet with the Applicable Rating Agencies to present and review the Rating
Review Package. To fully satisfy the contingencies set forth in the Master Developer Partnership and Development Agreement,
Knott Development must receive written confirmation from each Applicable Rating Agency that the anchor element leasing
structure will neither result in a downgrade of certain of the County’s then-existing debt obligations nor cause an Applicable
Rating Agency to withdraw a rating on certain, a then-existing County debt obligations.
To the extent Knott Development satisfies the metrics set forth in the Master Developer Partnership and Development
Agreement, it is anticipated that the County will participate in the Anchor Element lease structure and a final construction
phasing determination will be made.
To the extent that Knott Development does not satisfy the required anchor element metrics, it will have a choice to either extend
the Determination Phase for a 6 month period within which it may satisfy the financial metrics or, in the alternative, Knott
Development may continue the development of Kino District on its own and without the County’s participation. If it decides to
continue without the County’s participation, Knott Development will remain obligated to contribute to the funding requirements
of the Kino Complex Underpass and will provide the County with the opportunity to manage the Parking Garage.
Even if Knott Development satisfies the metrics set forth in the Master Developer Partnership and Development Agreement,
the County will retain an option to not participate in the anchor element lease structure. If the County so determines, Knott
Development will continue with the development of Kino District. However, due to the satisfaction of the anchor element
metrics, the County will reimburse Knott Development for all of its Predevelopment Phase costs plus a fee for its work during the
Predevelopment Phase, subject to a cap of $10.5 million. In addition, Knott Development will be released from its commitment
to contribute to the funding requirements of the Kino Complex Underpass and the County will not have an opportunity to
manage the Parking Garage.
DEVELOPMENT PHASING DETERMINATION
If the County participates in the anchor element lease structure, the second portion of the Determination Phase will be
addressed. Based on the Development Overview, the County and Knott Development will determine the implementation of
construction phasing of the Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage as well as all support elements. Presently,
Knott Development is working on a development phasing schedule premised on both current anchor programming timing
agreements as well as site-benefitting timing as reflected below. In addition to Knott Development’s primary development
phasing plan, the County and Knott Development may mutually determine to adopt a staggered phasing plan to split the
development process and incurrence of anchor element lease structure risk into two parts.
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
The primary development phasing plan to be considered by the County and Knott Development is the adoption of the phasing
plan depicted below for all anchor and support elements. If so chosen, Knott Development will close on the remaining portion of
the Kino District Financing and will commence civil construction with phased direction to the construction of all anchor and
support elements (the “Existing Development Phasing Plan”).
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ICEPLEX EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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FIELD HOUSE EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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ARENA EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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STADIUM EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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PARKING GARAGE EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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SUPPORT ELEMENTS EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
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SUPPORT ELEMENTS EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN (continued)
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STAGGERED DEVELOPMENT PHASING PLAN
As an alternative to the Existing Development Phasing Plan, Knott Development and the County may amend the Existing
Development Phasing Plan to reflect the following staggered development phasing. First, development and construction of all of
Kino District’s infrastructure components, and the development and construction of the Iceplex, the Field House, the Arena and
all portions of Kino District Commercial tied to those anchor elements and, at the timing option of Knott Development, the
development and construction of the Entertainment Center, any or all of the Kino District Hotels, the Medical Office Building
and/or Kino District Multifamily (the “Initial Alternate Phase”). Second, development and construction of the Stadium and the
Parking Garage and all remaining components of Kino District Commercial tied to those anchor elements and the development
and construction of all support elements not scheduled for construction during the Initial Alternate Phase (the “Secondary
Alternate Phase”). The timing of the Initial Alternate Phase and the Secondary Alternate Phase will be mutually agreed to by the
County and Knott Development as the final portion of the Determination Phase.
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PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP STRUCTURE
KINO DISTRICT PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW
In order to develop Kino District, Knott Development and the County will enter into a public private partnership. The Kino
District public private partnership involves the ground lease by Knott Development of the County’s land and the development of
Kino District’s anchor elements - Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage (the “Anchor Elements”) based on
pass-through commercial leases for each such building involving the County and Knott Development.
As a result of the ground lease, the County will collect market-rate ground rent for a period of 40 years. Pursuant to the passthrough leases, the County will retain 55% of the net cash flow generated over 40 years by the Anchor Elements. At the end of
the ground lease, Knott Development’s rights to Kino District expire and all Anchor Elements automatically revert to County
ownership and operation.
With respect to Kino District’s support elements (i.e. hotels and buildings containing restaurants and retail establishments), their
development is independent of the County. At the conclusion of Knott Development’s ground lease, the County has sole
discretion to continue leasing support element land to Knott Development, sell the land to Knott Development or another
purchaser or redevelop the parcels based on the County’s current needs.
The Kino District public private partnership does not involve the County engaging in any form of public financing. All funding
for development and construction costs associated with Kino District is provided by Knott Development. Similarly, the public
private partnership structure does not provide Knott Development with any property or other tax discounts or deferments.

MASTER GROUND LEASE
The Kino District public private partnership is premised on a master ground lease of the subject property from the County to
Knott Development (the “Master Ground Lease”). The Master Ground Lease will be for a term of 40 years. Under the Master
Ground Lease, Knott Development is responsible for all management and operation of the property, pays the County ground
rent and assumes all property maintenance responsibilities.
The specific terms of the Master Ground Lease will be negotiated by the County and Knott Development during the MDPA’s
10-12 month predevelopment phase. Subject to the terms of the MDPA, the final form of the Master Ground Lease would be
presented to the Board of Supervisors for approval at the conclusion of the MDPA’s predevelopment phase.

SUBLEASE OF ANCHOR ELEMENT PARCELS
Under the Master Ground Lease, Knott Development will have the authority to sublease portions of the County’s property to
building-specific development entities owned by Knott Development (“KD Ownership”) used to develop the Anchor Elements
(each a “Sub-Ground Lease”). The Sub-Ground Leases do not involve the County and are required as a part of Knott
Development’s financing. Notwithstanding Knott Development’s ability to enter into Sub-Ground Leases, under the Master
Ground Lease County staff retains the right to review and approve each such Sub-Ground Lease.
Sub-Ground Leases will be entered into simultaneously with the execution of the Master Ground Lease.
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LEASE OF ANCHOR ELEMENTS
Simultaneously with the execution of the Sub-Ground Leases, each of the Anchor Elements will be leased to the County by KD
Ownership (each an “Ownership Lease”). Ownership Leases will convey all rights, responsibilities and control over each Anchor
Element from KD Ownership to the County under what is known as a triple net lease. Ownership Leases are for a term of 40
years, expiring at the same time as the Master Ground Lease. Ownership Leases are not executed until Knott Development has
satisfied the terms and conditions of the MDPA and only following the County’s decision under the MDPA to participate in the
Kino District public private partnership.
At the same time the Ownership Leases are executed, the County will sub-lease each Anchor Element (each an “Operating
Lease”) to facility operations entities owned by Knott Development (“KD Operations”). Under the Operating Leases, control
and management of the Anchor Elements are transferred to KD Operations. The Operating Leases are for a term of 40 years
and expire simultaneously with the Master Ground Lease. The Operating Leases are only signed following Knott Development’s
satisfaction of the MDPA’s terms and conditions and the County’s acceptance of the Kino District public private partnership.
The combination of an Ownership Lease and an Operating Lease for each of the Anchor Elements is the mechanism for
efficiently distributing to the County 55% of the annual net cash flow generated by each Anchor Element.

PAYMENT UNDER THE OPERATING LEASES
Pursuant to each Operating Lease, KD Operations will pay to the County rent equal to 100% of the monthly net cash flow
generated by each Anchor Element. Payments to the County are due by KD Operations at the end of each calendar month
during the term of the Operating Leases.

PAYMENT UNDER THE COUNTY LEASES
On a quarterly basis, the County will make a rent payment to KD Ownership under the Ownership Leases. The source of the
County’s quarterly rent payments are the 3 preceding monthly rent payments made to the County by KD Operations under the
Operating Leases. The County’s quarterly rent payments consist of 3 parts, base rent, secondary rent and additional rent. Base
rent is an amount equal to the current Kino District Financing payment. Secondary Rent is an amount equal to the ground rent
due by KD Ownership under the Sub-Ground Leases. Additional Rent is an amount equal to 45% of the remaining net cash flow
received by the County under the Operations Lease.
After making its rent payments under the Ownership Leases, the County is left with 55% of the net cash flow generated by the
Anchor Elements. At all times, the public private partnership is designed and structured so that the County’s rent payments
come from net cash flow generated by the Anchor Elements and not from County funds.

PAYMENTS UNDER THE SUB-GROUND LEASES
Upon receipt of the County’s rent payments pursuant to the Ownership Leases, KD Ownership makes a ground rent payment to
Knott Development. Each ground rent payment consists of 100% of the rent collected from the County.
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PAYMENTS UNDER THE MASTER GROUND LEASE
Upon receipt of Sub-Ground Lease payments from KD Ownership, Knott Development makes a payment to the County equal
to the currently due ground rent under the Master Ground Lease.

KINO DISTRICT FINANCING PAYMENTS
On a semi-annual basis, Knott Development makes payment on the Kino District Financing utilizing the remaining portion of the
Sub-Ground Lease payments made by KD Ownership. The Kino District public private partnership is designed and structured to
leave Knott Development (after making all Master Ground Lease and Kino District Financing payments) with 45% of the net
cash flow generated by the Anchor Elements.

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS
The following tables demonstrate the utility and effectiveness of the Kino District public private partnership. The first table
reflects the cash flows under the Operations Leases. The second table reflects the cash flows within the County Leases.

OPERATIONS LEASE CASH FLOWS
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OWNERSHIP LEASE CASH FLOWS

KINO DISTRICT FINANCING
GENERAL TERMS OF THE KINO DISTRICT FINANCING
Knott Development’s financing for the development of Kino District is provided by CTL Capital. Pursuant to a $418 million
maximum commitment issued in July, 2020 and based on then-conceptual civil and architectural designs, all site design and
infrastructure as well as facility design and construction is fully capitalized (the “Kino District Financing”). Pursuant to the Kino
District Financing, the County is neither a participant to, nor a guarantor of, the Kino District Financing. In the same respect, the
property being leased to Knott Development by the County under the Master Ground Lease is not subject to any lien or other
form of Kino District Financing encumbrance. The Kino District Financing is solely repaid through the commercial pass-through
lease structure employed by Knott Development and is based on the financial performance of the Iceplex, Field House, Arena,
Stadium, Parking Garage. The Kino District Financing has a stated term of 30 years, provided, however, Knott Development is
working with CTL Capital and County staff to implement certain additional aspects to the Kino District Financing to materially
reduce the term based on the protective reserve structure described more fully in the Financial Risk Management section of this
Business Plan. The full scope and implementation of such additional aspects to the Kino District Financing will be presented to
County staff and the Board of Supervisors at the the conclusion of, the MDPA’’s predevelopment phase.
PHASED CLOSING OF THE KINO DISTRICT FINANCING
The first phase of the Kino District Financing will close following the MDPA’s execution. In the period following the MDPA’s
execution, Knott Development will satisfy all MDPA predevelopment phase requirements. Subject to Knott Development’s
compliance with predevelopment phase requirements, the County’s approval of the public private partnership structure and the
execution of the Master Ground Lease, the County Leases and the Operational Leases, the final portion of the Kino District
Financing will close. and construction of Kino District’s anchor and support elements will commence in accordance with the
MDPA’s development phasing schedule. section, it is assumed for the sake of timing assumptions that all development and
construction takes place in accordance with the base schedule set forth in the Development Phasing section of this Business
Plan.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
As is the case with any well-structured development financial model, the mitigation of attendant risks to the satisfaction of debt
service is paramount. This is especially true within a public private partnership setting where potential credit rating risk to a
municipal partner exists. To efficiently and comprehensively manage debt service risks associated with Kino District’s anchor
elements (Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium, Parking Garage), Knott Development employs a layered and overlapping set of
risk mitigation strategies (the “Risk Mitigation Structure”) to accomplish nine goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Design facility programming to avoid program-linkage risks;
Implement a construction model that uniquely removes cost and delivery risks to facility financial performance;
Utilize a lease structure to stagger multi-level payment obligations to mitigate immediate and unforeseen financial pressures;
Time debt service commencement to anchor element completion;
Create a risk-mollifying financial administrative structure to seamlessly link financial obligations without risk-fostering gaps.
Ensure the self-sufficiency of each anchor element to satisfy its portion of the Kino District Financing;
Use the excess financial capacity of one anchor element to satisfy any other portion of the Kino District Financing;
Create and maintain a penultimate financial reserve to alleviate unexpected or systemic events; and
Access the financial markets to remove discrete, annualized risks associated with unanticipated business interruptions.

While each individual component provides discrete risk mitigation to Kino District’s financial performance, it is the blended
nature of all Risk Mitigation Structure layers that potently protects against financial performance interruptions and credit rating
impacts.

Layer 9

Layer 1

Layer 8

Layer 2

Kino District Financing
Risk Mitigation

Layer 7

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 6
Layer 5
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DIVERSIFICATION OF PROGRAMMING RISK
LAYER 1

In a multi-facility development such as Kino District, facility linkage from the design and programming perspectives serves an
important role. In distinct ways, design and programming marry, assisting in the creation of a central development theme. In the
case of Kino District, an athletics-focused lifestyle development. Taken to a programming extreme, however, facility linkage
(where one facility is dependent on another for its programming and financial existence) has the potential to pose systemic
financial risk for the viability of a development. Demonstrating the opposite effect based on advance facility programming
design, Anchor Elements avoid the creation of facility programming linkage that fosters financial risks. Due to their respective
functionality and user bases, each Anchor Element provides a district programming function. In no case is an Anchor Element
reliant on another to provide its core programming revenue. To the contrary, each Anchor Element is intentionally designed with
independent, sustainable programming while offering program-bolstering opportunities to other Anchor Elements. In each case,
without creating negative impact reliance.
ICEPLEX
The Iceplex does not rely upon any other Anchor Element to provide its recreational hockey/skating and tournament hockey
programming. All core programming required to meet its contribution obligations towards the Kino District Financing is
maintained within the Iceplex. Although, the Arena is potentially capable of providing supplementary facility support to the
Iceplex, it is solely on a business-enhancing basis. For example, certain hockey tournaments or events (such as USA Hockey
national championship tournaments, college hockey tournaments or prospect showcases) that could be recruited by the Iceplex
may require an additional sheet of ice for contests or larger venues for final rounds. In this manner, the Arena is potentially
capable of providing temporary auxilIary and relevant physical capacity which augments both the Iceplex’s and Arena’s business
models - permitting the Iceplex to temporarily expand its footprint on an as-needed basis and, for the Arena, adding
supplementary revenue-generating events to its own existing, core touring production and Field House-oriented programming.
Because these opportunities represent linkage for the purpose of augmentation as opposed to programming viability, the facility
relationship does not inextricably tie core programming between the two facilities.
ARENA
In a similar manner, the Arena makes its financial contribution towards the Kino District Financing through hosting touring
productions and other live events. The Arena is not dependent on any other Anchor Element to maintain its core programming.
However, the Field House provides additional revenue opportunities in the form of an additional and/or championship venue for
volleyball, basketball, indoor soccer, indoor lacrosse, Futsal and other indoor tournaments hosted at the Field House. In
conjunction with a temporary conversion of Iceplex rinks into non-ice athletic surfaces, the Arena augments the tournament
hosting capabilities of these other Anchor Elements. The Arena’s capabilities supplement the programming of other Anchor
Elements, but do not require them for financial wherewithal.

FIELD HOUSE
The Field House’s unique, multi-sport programming is designed to independently meet its Kino District Financing contribution
obligations. In addition, and in a manner akin to the relationship between the Iceplex and the Arena, however, the Field House
simultaneously provides utility to the Iceplex and the Arena.
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Due to the flexible nature of its floor plan and its integrated event space, the Field House offers opportunities for Iceplex
tournament and event overflow and expansion. For instance, in the case of widely attended and more prominent tournaments
where overflow staging and additional tournament amenity space are required, the Field House can serve as an auxiliary
tournament component. Even with its own heavy tournament schedule, the Field House offers flexible options to remedy any
non-contest space limitations associated with the Iceplex’s physical capacity and design. As a result, the Field House’s capacity
and capabilities permit the Iceplex to add revenue and attendance volume to its core programming, while creating additional,
non-core revenue-generating opportunities for the Field House. This creates complimentary linkage without risk-producing
programming reliance.
Similarly, the Field House is capable of supporting large-scale events hosted at the Arena. Where additional staging or amenity
space is required in support of events spanning multiple days and requiring general administrative, gathering or event operations
space, Arena management will be able to work with Field House management and the Operations Committee to supplement its
physical capacity. As is the case with the Iceplex, while the Field House is not required for the Arena’s core programming, it serves
as an event-specific enhancement that provides additional breadth to the Arena’s functionality without a cumbersome programrelated financial link between the facilities.
STADIUM
While the Stadium and the Arena serve somewhat similar functions - hosting larger sporting, touring productions and large-scale
events - its still maintains unique programming capable of sustaining its obligations under the Kino District Financing. Its
capabilities within the context of the Kino North Complex and the Kino South Complex reflect its utility. It provides opportunities
for other Anchor Elements as well as site-wide facilities. In each case, adding value to the entirety of Kino District without
creating a risk of excessive linkage to other Kino District anchor elements.
In addition to being the potential home of FC Tucson professional soccer, the Stadium serves as an outdoor variant destination
for touring productions, professional sports exhibitions and tournaments as well as concerts and other outdoor-based events. But,
because of its design functionality, the Stadium also provides opportunities to supplement existing County facilities. For example,
due to its proximity to the Kino South Complex, the Stadium can provide recruiting incentives for more prominent national long
field sports tournaments. In this manner, the Stadium supplements the tournament capabilities of the Kino South Complex, filling
existing opportunity gaps and ascribing additional value to the County’s existing facilities. In each case, neither the Arena nor the
Kino South Complex is burdened with the core programming requirements of the Stadium, but offers complimentary and
supplementary features that enhance the business model of the other facility.

COST & DELIVERY RISK MITIGATION
LAYER 2

Irrespective of a sound business and financial models, and even with a risk mitigating independent facility programming design,
the initial risk facing a public private partnership development is timely and on-budget facilities completion. In the case of Kino
District, this dual level risk is more pronounced due to the date certain commencement of Kino District Financing debt service
payments and the operational timing requirements associated with Knott Development’s existing anchor tenant agreements. As
a result, and more accentuated compared to a speculative development project, completion and cost risks must be mollified.
From a cost of completion standpoint, under Knott Development’s design build agreement structure, Hensel Phelps works under
a firm guaranteed maximum price contract (a “FGMP”). Contrary to more commonplace guaranteed maximum price contracts,
Knott Development’s FGMP results in zero change order costs unless Knott Development drives a design or construction
alteration outside the scope of work defined in the design build agreement. Put more simply, Hensel Phelps takes the financial
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completion risk that their project cost estimation is correct. As a FGMP backstop, Knott Development obtains an
indemnification agreement from Hensel Phelps as to all changes in costs within the FGMP and relies on their substantial balance
sheet equity and unrestricted cash balance to satisfy the FGMP and the indemnification, should it ever be triggered. The
practical effect of Knott Development’s FGMP design build structure is that unless Knott Development, itself, drives a design or
construction alteration outside of the design build scope of work, a cost-coverage shortage never exists.
Because Knott Development has already secured a substantial number of Anchor Element facility use agreements that include
commencement timing provisions, completion delay risk forms the basis of another potential financial disruption. In addition to
covering the costs to complete, Knott Development’s design build agreements with Hensel Phelps also provide for date certain
substantial and final completion of each facility. In each anchor element’s case, Knott Development’s design build structure
incorporates completion timing guaranties with substantial liquidated damages covered by the Hensel Phelps indemnification
agreement. The liquidated damages component of the completion timing guaranties are calculated to meet any Kino District
Financing payment obligations that simultaneously accrue during a completion delay and interrupt planned and necessary
anchor element revenue streams.
Knott Development’s design build structure ensures that facility operations are not delayed in the face of Kino District Financing
debt service timing obligations. As a result, facility cash flows responsible for the payment of the Kino District Financing begin as
planned.

STAGGERED PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS
LAYER 3

As more fully described in the Public Private Partnership Structure section of this Business Plan, Kino District’s anchor elements
are subject to a tiered lease structure to create a public private partnership. Because each of the Iceplex, Field House, Arena,
Stadium and Parking Garage are subject to not only their own distinct programming and business models, but unique variances
in their internal cash flows, a potential timing conflict exists. Should lease structure payment timing requirements be too
proximate, the resulting overlap of financial obligations associated with each level of the lease structure, and ultimately Kino
District Financing payment requirements, are susceptible to embedded risk.

EMBEDDED TIMING RISKS
As depicted below, each anchor element’s lease structure follows a similar pattern. Moving from a bottom-up perspective
(operations to ownership): (i) KD Operations operates each Anchor Element, (ii) KD Operations leases each Anchor Element
from the County, (iii) the County leases each Anchor Element from KD Ownership, and (iv) KD Ownership is responsible for
paying each Anchor Element’s portion of the Kino District Financing. At each level of an Anchor Element’s lease stack, material
financial obligations persist regardless of the timing of cash flow generation. In the face of uneven periodic cash flows, the
combination of unintended cash flow gaps and simultaneous payment obligations pose an embedded risk to keeping current
with Kino District Financing payments.
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THE STAGGERED PAYMENT STRUCTURE SOLUTION
To significantly reduce the opportunity for timing risks to develop, Knott Development employs staggered payment terms
between each component of an Anchor Element’s lease stack:

1.

Anchor Element rent payments of 100% of
net cash flow are paid by KD Operations to
the County monthly;

2.

County payments of base rent (portion of
Kino District Financing), secondary rent
(portion of Sub-Ground Lease rent) and
additional rent (Knott Development’s share of
Anchor Element cash flow) are paid to KD
Ownership quarterly; and

3.

KD Ownership payments of Sub-Ground
lease rent (portion of Kino District Financing,
Sub-Ground Lease rent and Knott
Development’s share of Anchor Element net
cash flow) are made semi-annually to Knott
Development.

4. Knott Development payments on the Kino
District Financing are made semi-annually.
The staggered payment timing mechanism results
in monthly Operations Lease rent obligations
satisfying quarterly Ownership Lease payment
requirements which meet semi-annual SubGround Lease obligations and Kino District
Financing requirements. - creating a timing buffer
to ameliorate the risk of simultaneous payments
that could cause a payment deficiency on the
Kino District Financing at any level of the Kino
District public private partnership.

The benefits of Knott Development’s staggered payment structure are further enhanced by the Kino District governance
committee structure (as more fully described in the Development Governance section of this Business Plan) . Because the
Operations Committee meets on a quarterly basis, the timing gaps existing between Operations Leases, Ownership Leases,
Sub-Ground Leases and the Kino District Financing provides an opportunity for Knott Development, the County and issuespecific facility management teams to identify, assess and take the remedial actions necessary to cure short term financial
problems and craft long-term solutions to avoid repetitive economic pitfalls. In this manner, the Risk Mitigation Structure links
multiple facets of Kino District operations and financial performance to avoid systemic financial risk to both Knott Development
and the County as a part of our public private partnership.
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DELAYED DEBT SERVICE
LAYER 4

Within the Risk Mitigation Structure, Knott Development employs a delayed debt service feature. This aspect of the Kino
District Financing not only separates Kino District from other multi-facility, sequenced developments, but enhances the viability
of all anchor elements and, moreover, the entirety of Kino District. In essence, it achieves a fiscal head start for Kino District and
the remaining facets of the Risk Mitigation Structure.
For example, under the Existing Phasing Plan, payments on the Kino District Financing do not commence until mid-2025. Prior
to that point, the Iceplex and Field House open in mid-2023 and the Arena in the first calendar quarter of 2025. In lockstep with
the opening of these facilities, the adjacent portions of Kino District Commercial commence operations. From the standpoint of
the Iceplex and Field House, the economic prospects for these anchor elements, and Kino District as a whole, materially benefit
from a 24 month period of debt service-free operations - generating programming revenue while simultaneously hosting over
100 tournaments, driving approximately 300,000 travel tournament guests to the site and creating over $100 million of site and
regional spending. This intervening period’s activity levels likewise assist Arena operations. With verifiable site traffic metrics,
Arena management will be better able to achieve advanced booking of touring productions seeking viable sites. The absence of
debt service obligations combined with significant Iceplex and Field House activity serves to prime the Facility Debt Service
Reserves, but also generates heightened local and tourist interest in Kino District, solidifying the project for comprehensive
anchor element, site and regional success.
Alternatively, under the Staggered Phasing Plan, the Kino District Financing obligations have a split start based on the
completion of all anchor elements within each respective portion of the staggered phasing. Pursuant to the Staggered Phasing
Plan, the Iceplex and Field House open in Q3-2023 and the Arena in mid-2026. This phasing permits Kino District the same
initial fiscal, site and economic development benefits that prevail under the Existing Phasing Plan. Payment obligations for this
portion of the Staggered Phasing Plan commence in Q3-2026. Pursuant to the Staggered Phasing Plan, completion of the
Stadium and the Parking Garage are to be determined by Knott Development and the County. As such, the Kino District
Financing obligations associated with these anchor elements will be delayed until the last of the facilities to reach completion.

ADMINISTRATIVE RISK MITIGATION
LAYER 5

Due to the multi-level lease structure of Knott Development’s public private partnership with the County, there exist multiple and
staggered payment timing regimes between facility subleases, facility leases and payments on the Kino District Financing. As a
result, if not handled in a consistent manner, administrative interruption poses a risk to efficient servicing of the Kino District
Financing. To reduce the multi-party and multi-level administrative risk associated with transmitting and collecting payments
throughout the lease and debt servicing structure, Knott Development employs a single payment administration methodology.
TRUSTEE-BASED ADMINISTRATION
Pursuant to the terms of the Kino District Financing, CTL Capital utilizes a securitization trustee, Wells Fargo Corporate Trust,
to manage all payments of debt service (the “Securitization Trustee”). While the Securitization Trustee is retained by CTL
Capital, its collection, payment, reconciliation and reporting administrative services under the Kino District Financing are likewise
available to Knott Development for efficient management of the Kino District lease payment structure.
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Upon the closing of the Kino District Financing and the execution of the Ownership Leases and Operations Leases, Knott
Development and the County will enter into a trust administration agreement for the Securitization Trustee to manage the
receipt and processing of all cash flows related to each anchor element within Kino District.

OPERATIONS LEASE PAYMENT ADMINISTRATION
Pursuant to the terms of each Operations Lease with the County, monthly operational net cash flow from each Anchor Element
is paid by KD Operations to the Securitization Trustee. Upon receipt, the Securitization Trustee allocates each Anchor Element’s
payment to an independent account maintained on behalf of the County. The Securitization Trustee provides the County and
Knott Development with monthly reports per Anchor Element reflecting the net cash flow payments received from KD
Operations and the payment of Operations Lease Rent to the County.

OWNERSHIP LEASE PAYMENT ADMINISTRATION
Pursuant to the terms of each Ownership Lease with KD Ownership, the Securitization Trustee aggregates monthly Operations
Lease payments received by the County. On a quarterly basis, and using the cash flow paid to the County by KD Operations,
the Securitization Trustee pays Ownership Lease rent to KD Ownership. The payments are made to an account maintained by
the Securitization Trustee on behalf of KD Ownership. The Securitization Trustee provides the County and Knott Development
with monthly reports of the aggregation of Operations Lease payments that will be used to make quarterly Ownership Lease
Payments. In addition, the Securitization Trustee issues quarterly reports to Knott Development and the County of all Anchor
Element payments made in respect of Ownership Lease requirements.

KINO DISTRICT FINANCING PAYMENT ADMINISTRATION
Following the payment of quarterly rent by the County to KD Ownership, the Securitization Trustee aggregates the payments to
eventually make Kino District Financing payments. On a semi-annual basis, the Securitization Trustee distributes from the KD
Ownership account account maintained for each Anchor Element the current Kino District Financing payment. Kino District
Financing payments are reflected in the Securitization Trustee’s reports to Knott Development and the County.

RISK MITIGATION EFFECTS
Based on the isolation of all collection, payment, reconciliation and reporting administrative functions with the Securitization
Trustee, all payments required under any Operations Lease and Ownership Lease (as well as payments made on the Kino
District Financing) are efficiently managed and tracked. With detailed monthly reporting provided by the Securitization Trustee
to Knott Development and the County, any insufficient cash flows (whether in the aggregate or per Anchor Element) are
identified and reported on a timing basis that precedes required payments on the Kino District Financing. As a result of this
single level administration, Knott Development and the County are able to proactively and efficiently monitor and address any
operational and financial issues that could cause an interruption of scheduled Kino District Financing payments. Or, as necessary,
quickly utilize the accumulated debt service reserves to maintain Kino District Financing payment consistency.
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RESERVE-BASED RISK MITIGATION
LAYER 6

As direct protection for timely payment of the Kino District Financing, Knott Development and the County will implement a
per-facility debt service reserve structure as a buffer to risks posed by unforeseen reduced cash flows. Knott Development and
the County anticipate reserving a significant portion of their net cash flows received from each Anchor Element (each a “Facility
Debt Service Reserve”). Although subject to final analysis and agreement during the Determination Phase (as more fully
described in the Development Phasing section of this Business Plan), the Facility Debt Service Reserve for each Anchor Elelment
is presently modeled, on an overly conservative basis, as 75% of Knott Development’s net cash flow and 100% of the County’s net
cash flow. The purpose of each Facility Debt Service Reserve is to provide a method for each Anchor Element to self-support its
respective portion of the Kino District Financing. Given the substantial level of reserves per Anchor Element, the resulting
reserve base materially protects the County and Knott Development from payment default. In fact, within each annual period
during the Kino District Financing’s amortization, the ratio of combined Facility Debt Reserves to current debt service payment
obligations is, on its own, at least 2.0. In a majority of payment periods, it is in excess of 3.0. In both cases, exclusive of the Primary
Debt Service Reserve.

Kino District Financing Payments

Total Debt Service Reserves

400,000,000
360,000,000
320,000,000
280,000,000
240,000,000
200,000,000
160,000,000
120,000,000
80,000,000
40,000,000
2023

2031

2039

2047

2055
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FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE - ICEPLEX
Under the Iceplex’s Operations Lease and Ownership Lease, Knott Development and the County will be required to reserve a
portion of their shared excess cash flow generated from Iceplex operations. This reserve is net of all payment obligations within
the Iceplex lease structure, including payments on the Kino District Financing. Pursuant to current modeling, the County is
anticipated to reserve, subject to final adjustment during the Determination Phase, 100% of its net lease cash flow for use as an
Iceplex-specific debt service reserve (the “County Iceplex Reserve”). In a corresponding fashion, Knott Development is
anticipated to reserve, under the same subject-to-adjustment analysis, 75% of its net cash flow for use as an Iceplex-specific debt
service reserve (the “Developer Iceplex Reserve”). Together, the County Iceplex Reserve and the Developer Iceplex Reserve
generate, under this conservative model, an aggregate reserve of approximately $119.35 million during the term of the Kino
District Financing. The combined reserve exists to address any unexpected net cash flow deficiency which impairs the Iceplex’s
ability to fund its portion of the semiannual Kino District Financing. Under the reserve terms, any deficient amount is split
between the County (by drawing from the County Iceplex Reserve) and Knott Development (by drawing from the Developer
Iceplex Reserve) on a basis where the County Iceplex Reserve contributes 55% of the deficiency and the Developer Iceplex
Reserve contributes 45% - a prorated split of the Iceplex’s financial need based on the net cash flow sharing arrangement
between the parties.

Annual Iceplex debt service reserve account accruals appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE - FIELD HOUSE
Under the Field House’s Operations Lease and Ownership Lease, Knott Development and the County will be required to
reserve a portion of their shared excess cash flow generated from Field House operations. This reserve is net of all payment
obligations within the Field House lease structure, including payments on the Kino District Financing. Pursuant to current
modeling, the County is anticipated to reserve, subject to final adjustment during the Determination Phase, 100% of its net cash
flow for use as a Field House-specific debt service reserve (the “County Field House Reserve”). In a similar manner, Knott
Development is anticipated to reserve, under the same subject-to-adjustment analysis, 75% of its net cash flow for use as a Field
House-specific debt service reserve (the “Developer Field House Reserve”). Together, the County Field House Reserve and the
Developer Field House Reserve generate, under this conservative model, an aggregate reserve of approximately $70.26 million
during the term of the Kino District Financing. The combined reserve exists to address any unexpected net cash flow deficiency
which impairs the Field House’s ability to fund its portion of the semiannual Kino District Financing. Under the reserve terms, any
deficient amount is split between the County (by drawing from the County Field House Reserve) and Knott Development (by
drawing from the Developer Field House Reserve) on a basis where the County Filed House Reserve contributes 55% of the
deficiency and the Developer Field House Reserve contributes 45% - a prorated split of the Field House’s financial need based
on the net cash flow sharing arrangement between the parties.
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Annual Field House debt service reserve account accruals appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE - ARENA
Under the Arena Operations Lease and Ownership Lease, Knott Development and the County will be required to reserve a
portion of their shared excess cash flow generated from Arena operations. This reserve is net of all payment obligations within
the Arena lease structure, including payments on the Kino District Financing. Pursuant to current modeling, the County is
anticipated to reserve, subject to final adjustment during the Determination Phase, 100% of its net cash flow for use as an Arenaspecific debt service reserve (the “County Arena Reserve”). In a corresponding manner, Knott Development is anticipated to
reserve, under the same subject-to-adjustment analysis, 75% of its net cash flow for use as an Arena-specific debt service reserve
(the “Developer Arena Reserve”). Together, the County Arena Reserve and the Developer Arena Reserve generate, under this
conservative model, an aggregate reserve of approximately $13.76 million during the term of the Kino District Financing. The
combined reserve exists to address any unexpected net cash flow deficiency which impairs the Arena’s ability to fund its portion
of the semiannual Kino District Financing. Under the reserve terms, any deficient amount is split between the County (by
drawing from the County Arena Reserve) and Knott Development (by drawing from the Developer Arena Reserve) on a basis
where the County Arena Reserve contributes 55% of the deficiency and the Developer Arena Reserve contributes 45% - a
prorated split of the Arena’s financial need based on the net cash flow sharing arrangement between the parties.

Annual Arena debt service reserve account accruals appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan
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FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE - STADIUM
Under the Stadium Operations Lease and Ownership Lease, Knott Development and the County will be required to reserve a
portion of their shared excess cash flow generated from Stadium operations. This reserve is net of all payment obligations within
the Stadium lease structure, including payments on the Kino District Financing. Pursuant current modeling, the County is
anticipated to reserve, subject to final adjustment during the Determination Phase, 100% of its net cash flow for use as a
Stadium-specific debt service reserve (the “County Stadium Reserve”). In similar fashion, Knott Development is anticipated to
reserve, under the same subject-to-adjustment analysis, 75% of its net cash flow for use as a Stadium-specific debt service
reserve (the “Developer Stadium Reserve”). Together, the County Stadium Reserve and the Developer Stadium Reserve
generate, under this conservative model, an aggregate reserve of approximately $13.76 million during the term of the Kino
District Financing. The combined reserve exists to address any unexpected net cash flow deficiency which impairs the Stadium’s
ability to fund its portion of the semiannual Kino District Financing. Under the reserve terms, any deficient amount is split
between the County (by drawing from the County Stadium Reserve) and Knott Development (by drawing from the Developer
Stadium Reserve) on a basis where the County Stadium Reserve contributes 55% of the deficiency and the Developer Stadium
Reserve contributes 45% - a prorated split of the Stadium’s financial need based on the net cash flow sharing arrangement
between the parties.

Annual Stadium debt service reserve account accruals appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE - PARKING GARAGE
Under both the Garage Operations Lease and Ownership Lease, Knott Development and the County will be required to
reserve a portion of their shared excess cash flow generated from Parking Garage operations. This reserve is net of all payment
obligations within the Parking Garage lease structure, including payments on the Kino District Financing. Pursuant to current
modeling, the County is anticipated to reserve, subject to final adjustment during the Determination Phase, 100% of its net cash
flow for use as a Parking Garage-specific debt service reserve (the “County Garage Reserve”). In a corresponding manner, Knott
Development is anticipated to reserve, under the same subject-to-adjustment analysis, 75% of its net cash flow for use as a
Parking Garage-specific debt service reserve (the “Developer Garage Reserve”). Together, the County Garage Reserve and the
Developer Garage Reserve generate, under this conservative model, an aggregate reserve of approximately $76.7 million during
the term of the Kino District Financing. The combined reserve exists to address any unexpected net cash flow deficiency which
impairs the Parking Garage’s ability to fund its portion of the semiannual Kino District Financing. Under the reserve terms, any
deficient amount is split between the County (by drawing from the County Garage Reserve) and Knott Development (by
drawing from the Developer Garage Reserve) on a basis where the County Garage Reserve contributes 55% of the deficiency
and the Developer Garage Reserve contributes 45% - prorated split of the Parking Garage’s financial need based on the net cash
flow sharing arrangement between the parties.
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Annual Parking Garage debt service reserve account accruals appear in the Financial Appendix accompanying this Business Plan

CROSS-APPLICATION OF FACILITY DEBT SERVICE RESERVES
LAYER 7

Depending on the unique circumstance, it is theoretically possible that one of the Facility Debt Service Reserves for a particular
Anchor Element proves insufficient to supplement an Anchor Element’s ability to service its portion of the Kino District
Financing. Because these instances are even remotely possible, the Facility Debt Service Reserve structure requires an additional
layer of risk mollification to round out the capabilities and blended benefits of the entire Risk Mitigation Structure.

RISK MOLLIFICATION - INSUFFICIENT ANCHOR ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
To the extent an Anchor Element suffers an unexpected and/or prolonged revenue interruption resulting in deficient net cash
flow to meet its Operations Lease payment obligations, depending on the nature and duration of the financial disruption, it is
theoretically possible that the applicable Facility Debt Service Reserve runs dry. Layer 7 of the Risk Mitigation Structure employs
the use of all Facility Debt Service Reserves to address this issue. To do so, the Risk Mitigation Structure requires the use of
Facility Debt Service Reserves from the other Anchor Elements to address the attendant financial issue.
For example, if the Iceplex suffered a revenue interruption and, consequently, KD Operations unable to meet its payment
obligations to the County under the Operations Lease, the County Iceplex Reserve and the Developer Iceplex Reserve would
be triggered to fill the void. If, however, the Iceplex revenue interruption ultimately erodes either, or both, of the County Iceplex
Reserve and/or the Developer Iceplex Reserve, Knott Development (in the case of the depletion of the Developer Iceplex
Reserve) or the County (in the case of the depletion of the County Iceplex Reserve), as applicable, is required under the Facility
Debt Service Reserve structure to draw from the the Facility Debt Service Reserves it maintains for other Anchor Elements. In
this manner, payments on the Kino District Financing, irrespective of the Iceplex’s financial malaise, remain current. Furthermore,
this effective cross-collateralization, provides Knott Development and the County, with the assistance of the Operations
Committee, with additional time through which to develop a remedial action plan. The net effect is a further mollification of
attendant per-Anchor Element financial risk and the substantive avoidance of external funding required of Knott Development
or the County.
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RISK MOLLIFICATION - DISPARATE RESERVE ACCRUALS
The ability to utilize Facility Debt Service Reserves between Anchor Elements also proves useful in remedying disparate funding
levels of the reserves maintained for each Anchor Element. The Arena and Stadium exemplify the utility of this risk mitigation
feature.
Both the Arena and the Stadium are expected to be subject to triple net management leases beneath the Operations Lease.
The result is that the tenant is not only responsible for all facility operational and maintenance expenses, but receives the vast
majority of facility net cash flow - the normal construct of a triple net management lease and the appropriate management
format for these type of facilities. These aspects of a triple net lease mean that Arena and Stadium net cash flow distributable to
KD Operations and, ultimately the County under the Operations Lease is less than the net cash flow distributable from other
Anchor Elements. The lower level of distributable net cash flow means, correspondingly, that funding of the Arena’s and the
Stadium’s Facility Debt Service Reserves is proportionately lower as well. This naturally occurring, lower rate of reserve accrual
within these Facility Debt Service Reserves presents a potential risk associated with amount of time these Facility Debt Service
Reserves can, during any potential financial difficulty, cover the portion of the Kino District Financing ascribed to the Arena and
the Stadium.
This risk is mollified through the use of reserve cross-application and based on the inherent net cash flow production differences
between, on the one hand, the combination of all other Anchor Elements and, on the other hand, the Arena and Stadium. The
Iceplex, Field House and Parking Garage produce substantially greater amounts of net cash flow to Knott Development and the
County than do the Arena and Stadium. Moreover, the debt service from the Kino District Financing ascribed to, on an
individual basis, the Iceplex, Field House and Parking Garage is materially less than the debt service attributable to the Arena and
Stadium. As a result, the debt service needs of all other Anchor Elements are far less than the debt service needs of the Arena
and Stadium.
Due to the excess reserve capacity generated by other Anchor Elements, the risk that the Arena or Stadium-specific Facility
Debt Service Reserves run dry due to their smaller size is mollified. If such an event occurred, the substantial excess reserves
associated with all other Anchor Elements could be used to make payment on the Arena’s or Stadium’s portion of the Kino
District Financing for a substantial period of time. The additional layer of risk mitigation provided by this “cross-collateralization”
affords Knott Development and the County sufficient time within which to work with the Operations Committee to craft
remedial plans to solve any unexpected financial deficiency experienced by the Arena or the Stadium and avoids the prospect of
external funding by Knott Development or the County.

EMBEDDED DEBT SERVICE RESERVE
LAYER 8

PRIMARY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE
While the Facility Debt Service Reserve mechanism proves robust, admittedly it is operations based and subject to potential
reduction from anticipated levels due to Anchor Element financial performance. Therefore, a penultimate financial backstop is
required to mitigate the possibility, no matter how remote, that at any given point the Facility Debt Service Reserve system is
insufficient to supplement semiannual payments under the Kino District Financing. As a result, Knott Development has
embedded a $50 million primary debt service reserve within the Kino District Financing (the “Primary Debt Service Reserve”).
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The Primary Debt Reserve is not eligible for draw against development costs. Instead, it solely serves as a last resort defense
against any combination of Anchor Element cash flow and/or Facility Debt Service Reserve deficiency that would otherwise
cause a payment default under the Kino District Financing.
ADDITIONS TO PRIMARY DEBT SERVICE RESERVE
As discussed in the Development Phasing and Construction section of this Business Plan, during the Predevelopment Phase
Knott Development expects to reduce the currently-embedded development and construction contingencies. As Knott
Development moves through the Predevelopment Phase and reaches the Determination Phase with the County, to the extent
that Knott Development reduces contingencies in any amount, the County and Knott Development will determine whether the
contingency savings should be added to the Primary Debt Reserve, or if the construction contingency savings should be used to
materially reduce the Kino District Financing, or if a hybrid approach should be used. To the extent the County and Knott
Development choose the later, a reduction in the overall Kino District Financing will lessen the annual Anchor Element debt
service and extends the application of all Facility Debt Service Reserves and the Primary Debt Service Reserve.

DISCRETE RISK MITIGATION
LAYER 9

Although staggered payment timing mechanics and Facility Debt Service Reserves guard against risks caused by unanticipated
operational and financial risks, there remain substantial risks unique to the operation of Kino District’s Anchor Elements. For
instance, pandemic-oriented operations limitations and shutdowns as well as various restrictions or impediments to travel,
including material weather-induced limitations. These types of events create the risk of interrupted Anchor Element cash flows
and likewise pose a risk to the deterioration to Facility Debt Service Reserves. As a result, a buffer to protect the core financial
disruption remedies provided by Knott Development is required.
PARAMETRIC CONTRACTS
Due to Knott Development’s experience within the structured finance market, its principals have expertise with various forms of
structured contracts designed to ameliorate discrete, complex and esoteric financial risks. Among these, parametric contracts are
applicable to esoteric risks that can impact existing financial performance defenses. Similar to catastrophe bonds, parametric
contracts exist as a customized “insurance” product to protect against specific financial liabilities generated by custom risk profiles
chosen by the purchaser. In the case of Kino District, Knott Development is able to obtain paramedic contracts covering customdefined risks chosen by Knott Development and the County that are associated with one Anchor Element or all. Parametric
contracts differ from traditional municipal bond insurance in that they are not written to cover an entire loan. Instead, they focus
on a specific period of debt service to be paid in the event of the covered catastrophic event. Due to the existence of all other
components of the Risk Mitigation Structure, Knott Development believes, following discussions with primary issuers of
parametric contracts, that the economic efficiency associated with a parametric contract sitting behind the Primary Debt Reserve
would be economically feasible and a valuable addition to the Risk Mitigation Structure.
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DEVELOPMENT GOVERNANCE

DEVELOPMENT GOVERNANCE
In order to achieve both Knott Development’s and the County’s goals within the Kino District public private partnership, Knott
Development and its team are uniquely focused on the governance and coordination of all aspects of Kino District. Our goal is
to comprehensively address the governance of Kino District’s varied, discrete and interrelated elements in the context of
successfully integrating Kino District within the existing Kino South Complex and the Kino North Complex. To do so, Knott
Development will utilize a committee-based governance structure. Each committee group is designed to address a specific
aspect of the development, construction, operation and community impacting aspects of Kino District. In order to avoid an
impediment to the efficient execution of the Kino District master plan, Knott Development’s committee structure provides
overlapping and successive elements. These are designed to promote the County’s and external stakeholder access to
information, the ability to provide substantive input and participate in decision-making for the benefit of Kino District, its
surrounding communities and the Southern Arizona region.

OVERVIEW OF GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
KINO DISTRICT GOVERNANCE COMMITTEES
Knott Development, under its Kino District management subsidiary, will create six overlapping and successive governance
bodies comprised of the following committees/groups:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kino District Development and Construction Committee (the “Development Committee”)
Kino District Architect Contractor Meeting Group (the “OAC Group”)
Kino District Operations Committee (the “Operations Committee”)
Kino District Capital Planning Committee (the “Capex Committee”)
Kino District Economic Development Committee (the “Economic Development Committee”)
Kino District Community Engagement Committee (the “Community Engagement Committee”)

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE OVERVIEW
The Development Committee will focus on the coordination and execution of the development and construction of the Kino
District facilities and ancillary amenities as set forth in the Kino District site plan. This effort will be conducted in conjunction with
the operation of the existing Kino South Complex. The Development Committee will be comprised of Knott Development and
County staff as well as key site stakeholders.
OAC GROUP OVERVIEW
The OAC Group will be comprised of a subset of the County representatives serving on the Development Committee. The
members of the OAC Group will serve as the County’s representatives at monthly Owner Architect Meetings (“OAC
Meetings”). OAC Meetings serve as the monthly venue within which the entire development and construction team provides a
detailed review of each Kino District facility’s construction progress. The OAC Group will represent the Development
Committee at OAC Meetings, providing insight to concerns, recommendations and solutions to construction issues affecting
the Kino South Complex. The OAC Group also provides an efficient vehicle to update all County members of the
Development Committee.
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OPERATIONS COMMITTEE OVERVIEW
The Operations Committee will review and coordinate the logistics, scheduling, event management and facility performance of
Kino District in conjunction with the Kino South Complex. The Operations Committee will commence its oversight and review
functions as elements of Kino District are completed and become operational. The Operations Committee will be comprised of
key stakeholders integral to the operations of Kino District and the Kino South Complex.
CAPEX COMMITTEE OVERVIEW
The Capex Committee will oversee and review the long-term capital planning needs of Kino District. The committee will be
comprised of Kino District facility management (both anchor and support facilities), Knott Development and County staff. The
Capex Committee will work with Knott Development and its facilities assessment consultant, Sightlines, to assess, plan and
execute significant system replacement and other capital expenditure initiatives. Aside from addressing the capital planning
aspects of Kino District, the Capex Committee’s function includes maintaining Kino District in a manner that promotes a
seamless transition of the facilities to County ownership at the conclusion of the Master Ground Lease.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE OVERVIEW
The Economic Development Committee will review, assess and plan adjustments to Kino District events contributing towards
local and regional economic development activity. The committee will be comprised of applicable Kino District facility
management, Knott Development, County staff and additional representatives from the Southern Arizona region selected by
Knott Development. The Economic Development Committee will evaluate the continuing economic development functions of
and initiatives within Kino District, alone, and in combination with events at the Kino South Complex and the Kino North
Complex.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE OVERVIEW
The Community Engagement Committee will facilitate and evaluate Kino District’s impact on surrounding communities. This
task will be performed by evaluating Knott Development’s outreach efforts to other areas of the County and the City. A
continuing evaluation of programs developed within Kino District by Knott Development to foster community engagement will
be central to the committee’s work.

KINO DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Development Committee will comprised of the following stakeholders and will be chaired by Mr. Knott in his capacity as
Knott Development’s managing principal:
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Knott Development Representatives
• Knott Development
• Hensel Phelps Construction
• JLG Architects
• Kino District Iceplex Management
• Kino District Field House Management
• Kino District Arena Management
• Kino District Stadium Management
• Kino District Parking Management

County Designated Representatives
• Kino Stadium Director
• Project Management, Office Manager
• Deputy County Administrator for Public Works

Kino District’s site plan has been designed to provide a facility composition, campus layout and on-site amenity elements
conducive to hosting large-scale, multipart athletic tournaments with national sponsors. As a result, and due to the combined
impact of tournament and large-scale events hosted by Kino South Complex and Kino North Complex as well as Knott
Development’s coordination agreement with the primary adjacent landowner, certain Development Committee meetings will
also be attended by the following stakeholders and others identified and selected by Knott Development:
4D Properties
MyHockey Tournaments

Tucson Junior Roadrunners
3Step Sports

Tucson Adult Hockey League
Zona Volleyball

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Development Committee will meet on a monthly basis following the MDPA’s execution, with the first meeting occurring
within 15 days of the Development Agreement’s execution.
The first meeting of the Development Committee will address the then-current Kino District site plan in order to provide
detailed information regarding the elements to be set forth in Knott Development’s development package submission. In
tandem with the presentation of the development package elements, Knott Development will seek comments, suggestions and
feedback from Development Committee members regarding the overall site plan and its implementation based on
Development Committee members’ discreet field and scope expertise.
Following its initial meeting, the Development Committee’s meetings will focus on the execution and implementation of the Kino
District development plan. Work will encompass review and input regarding the master plan and civil design plans, including
infrastructure and offsite improvement matters. At each subsequent meeting, Knott Development and selected members of its
development team will provide documentary and visual updates to solicit Development Committee member comments and
input.
As Knott Development progresses to site preparation activities, the Development Committee will provide comment and input
regarding site work phasing and Knott Development’s civil construction plan. Prior to the initial Development Committee
meeting at which site preparation work plans will be reviewed, Knott Development and its applicable development team
members will meet with Stadium District representatives to begin the process of developing a coordination plan to avoid
unreasonably interrupting, interfering or conflicting with Kino South Complex events and activities. Knott Development and its
applicable development team members will provide the coordination plan to the Development Committee for its review and
input prior to the commencement of site preparation work. For the duration of Kino District site preparation activities, Knott
Development will provide updates to the Development Committee regarding the status, amendments to phasing or any other
material matters related to its civil construction work.
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Upon completion of the initial design set for each Kino District facility, Knott Development will present the plans to the
Development Committee for review and input, provided, however, that Knott Development may incorporate specific features
within a facility’s design set to which Knott Development is bound by contractual agreements with facility tenants and/or anchor
programs. As Knott Development and its design team update facility design plans in preparation for permit approvals, Knott
Development will provide the Development Committee with such updated design sets for review and comment.
As Knott Development finalizes its detailed facility construction phasing plans and schedule, it will provide the Development
Committee with detailed schedule information for its review. Prior to the initial Development Committee meeting at which
construction phasing schedules will be reviewed, Knott Development and its applicable development team members will meet
with Stadium District representatives to develop a coordination plan to avoid unreasonably interrupting, interfering or conflicting
with Kino South Complex events and activities. Knott Development and its applicable development team members will provide
the coordination plan to the Development Committee for its review and input prior to the commencement of facility
construction work. For the duration of Kino District facility construction activities, Knott Development will provide updates to the
Development Committee regarding the status, amendments to any other material matters related to its facility construction
work. In between Development Committee meetings, Knott Development will communicate directly with Stadium District
representatives with any interim updates or modifications to the construction phasing schedule that could directly or indirectly
impact Kino South Complex activities.
The Development Committee will conclude its work and disband following final completion of the construction of all Kino
District facilities. Subsequently, should Knott Development require any future facility or site plan change to Kino District, it will
coordinate such activities with the Stadium District, County Project Management and County Real Estate.

KINO DISTRICT OWNER ARCHITECT CONTRACTOR MEETING GROUP
GROUP COMPOSITION
The OAC Meeting Group will be initially comprised of the Project Manager from the County’s Project Management division
with additional County representatives from the Development Committee added at later dates in the County’s discretion.
GROUP ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The OAC Meeting Group will attend monthly OAC Meetings conducted by Knott Development and Hensel Phelps
Construction (“Hensel Phelps”). During OAC Meetings, group members will be invited to present/raise construction-related
matters to which the Development Committee has addressed and/or has sought, clarification from Knott Development and/or
Knott Development’s team members. The OAC Meeting Group will provide the Development Committee with an efficient
method of accessing OAC Meetings and the ability to gather additional and specific construction-related information from
Knott Development’s entire construction and development team without over-capacitating the intended function of OAC
Meetings. Knott Development will provide members of the OAC Meeting Group (and the Development Committee) with
OAC Meeting agendas, working papers and other materials provided to all other OAC Meeting attendees in order to provide
the Development Committee with both transparent communications regarding OAC Meeting matters and to provide an
opportunity to present OAC Meeting Group members with questions and topics of discussion for OAC Meeting Group
members to raise at OAC Meetings on behalf of the Development Committee.
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KINO DISTRICT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
GROUP COMPOSITION
The Operations Committee will comprised of the following stakeholders and will be chaired by Mr. Knott in his capacity as Knott
Development’s managing principal:
Knott Development Representatives
• Knott Development
• Kino District Iceplex Management
• Kino District Field House Management
• Kino District Arena Management
• Kino District Stadium Management
• Kino District Parking Management

County Designated Representatives
• Kino Stadium Director (or designee)

Because Kino District’s development and operations plan relies heavily on anchor athletic programs and national tournament
sponsors as a part of each facility’s financial success and continuing operations, certain Operations Committee meetings will also
be attended by the following stakeholders as requested by Knott Development:
Tucson Junior Roadrunners

Tucson Adult Hockey League

MyHockey Tournaments

Zona Volleyball

3Step Sports

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Upon commencement of Iceplex construction, the Operations Committee will have its initial meeting to review the operations
and scheduling plan proposed by Iceplex management. As construction begins on each other Kino District facility, the
Operations Committee will conduct an initial, facility-specific meeting in addition to its quarterly meeting schedule. Once all
facility elements of Kino District have commenced construction activities, the Operations Committee will return to its normal
quarterly meeting schedule.
Aside from facility-specific initial meetings, once Iceplex construction has begun, the Operations Committee will meet at the
end of each calendar quarter. At each quarterly meeting, the Operations Committee will review and provide input to Iceplex,
Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage management teams and their respective operating plans and daily/event
scheduled (as applicable and reasonable) are composed.
In addition to management plan reviews, the Operations Committee will review the past quarter’s facility management schedules
and event coordination, examine scheduling gaps, identify current Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage
utilization rates and review the performance of the Commercial and Hospitality components. Combined with usage-related
reports, the Operations Committee will examine and discuss financial reports provided by each Kino District facility to identify
revenue, expenses, maintenance or other areas of financial concern to ensure a quick identification and efficient remedial action is
being taken by facility management teams.
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Jointly with the logistics-oriented review of Kino District facilities and amenities, the Operations Committee will review the
coordination of Kino District’s facilities and event management with those of Kino South Complex. The Operations Committee
will provide input to both Kino District and Kino South Complex regarding adjustments to coordination efforts, remedial actions
required to foster a seamless event hosting and resident/tourist experience and other general or specific action items for all
management teams to address.
During each quarterly meeting, the Operations Committee will review the upcoming two months of daily and event schedules
for Kino District and Kino South Complex. The goal of this review is to identify logistical challenges resulting from simultaneous
events and to adjust operations plans where necessary to accommodate daily and special event customers. Moreover, to the
extent that past coordination or performance issues have been raised, the Operations Committee will provide guidance and
recommendations to facility-impacted management teams in an attempt to address and mollify the identified issues.
With respect to long-term planning, the Operations Committee will review the succeeding six months of events scheduled at
each Kino District and Kino South Complex facility. Similarly, the Operations Committee will evaluate open blocks of facility
schedule time to monitor and address any seemingly systemic management or event-related issues.
Finally, once per calendar year, the Operations Committee will receive a report from each Kino District and Kino South Complex
facility (or the Kino South Complex, itself) detailing usage and performance metrics (financial and otherwise) associated with
facility anchor programming and local users. Each facility report will also include a preliminary list of event terminations and
replacements and significant unfilled schedule blocks.

KINO DISTRICT CAPEX COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Capex Committee will comprised of the following stakeholders and will be chaired by Mr. Knott in his capacity as Knott
Development’s managing principal:
Knott Development Representatives
• Knott Development
• Kino District Iceplex Management
• Kino District Field House Management
• Kino District Arena Management
• Kino District Stadium Management
• Kino District Parking Management

County Designated Representatives
• Project Management Office Manager (or designee)

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Although Knott Development believes in detailed facility capital planning, because Kino District will be turned over to the
County at the expiration of the Master Ground Lease, long-term monitoring, assessment and planning for facility capital
expenditures is paramount. As a result, Knott Development is partnering with Sightlines, a leading facility condition assessment
and indexing consultant, to provide independent assessments of Kino District’s capital asset management and replacement
program. Sightlines will develop a facilities condition assessment and index that will be updated on a periodic basis (the “Capex
Plan”). During periodic updates (usually every five years), the Capex Plan will be updated to take into account current
maintenance schedules, equipment repair/failure (even if under warranty) and bringing current previously anticipated capital
system replacement financial projections.
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The Capex Committee will meet on a semi-annual basis. Its first meeting will occur following the completion of the Iceplex
where the Initial Capex Plan will be presented. As Kino District’s remaining facilities individually reach final completion, each
completed facility will be added to the Capex Plan for the Capex Committee’s review at the next succeeding meeting.

KINO DISTRICT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Economic Development Committee will comprised of the following stakeholders and will be chaired by Mr. Knott in his
capacity as Knott Development’s managing principal:
Knott Development Representatives
• Knott Development
• Visit Tucson Representative
• Sun Corridor Representative
• City Economic Development Representative
• Southern Arizona Leadership Council Representative

County Designated Representatives
• Project Management Office Planner
• Economic Development Representative
• Attractions & Tourism Representative

Because the economic development opportunities driven by Kino District is tied directly to activities maintained at its anchor
facilities, activities maintained at the Kino South Complex and the Kino North Complex as well as events held at the Arena and
Stadium, Knott Development may invite the following or other local participants to Economic Development Committee
meetings to review current Kino District economic development results and initiatives or to seek additional guidance on how to
augment the economic development benefits stemming from Kino District for the benefit of the Southern Arizona region :
Tucson Junior Roadrunners

Tucson Adult Hockey League

Zona Volleyball

MyHockey Tournaments

3Step Sports

Hospitality Management

Commercial Management

Restaurant Industry Groups

Local Business Organizations

Tucson International Airport

CPLC Representatives

Iceplex Management

Field House Management

Arena Management

Stadium Management

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Economic Development Committee will meet on a quarterly basis following the completion of the Iceplex and the Field
House. The committee will review Kino District events and operations contributing to the economic development initiatives and
goals of the County, City and the Southern Arizona region. As part of its meetings, the Economic Development Committee will
review information and data available from the Operations Committee to further examine facility and site engagement metrics
as well as general tournament, hotel occupancy, tournament participant and retail/dining data generated by Kino District. In
addition, the Economic Development Committee will solicit data from Visit Tucson, Sun Corridor, the County and the City
regarding the impact of Kino District on the overall local and regional tourism and business markets.
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Knott Development will utilize data available from point of sale software integration platforms used within Kino District to
provide the Economic Development Committee with a baseline set of financial metrics to analyze the financial impact of Kino
District. Knott Development will likewise use its industry relationships to obtain relevant market data regarding Kino District
event-related spending outside of Kino District. When these sources are combined with, for example, economic impact and job
creation data, the Economic Development Committee will maintain a consistent understanding of the aggregate impact of Kino
District on the local and regional economy.
Data and trend reports provided to the Economic Development Committee will be utilized to establish short and long-term
plans to be provided and recommended to the Operations Committee for its consideration in assisting Knott Development and
Kino District facility management in establishing and meeting the region’s economic development goals. In this manner, Kino
District will avoid internal economic stagnation and will ameliorate any unintended negative economic impact to the local and
regional economies that could otherwise occur without a monitoring and modification strategy.

KINO DISTRICT COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE COMPOSITION
The Community Engagement Committee will comprised of the following stakeholders and will be chaired by Mr. Knott in his
capacity as Knott Development’s managing principal:
Knott Development Representatives
• Knott Development
• Athletics Inclusion Foundation Representative
• CPLC Representative
• City Representative
• Local Neighborhood Leaders

County Designated Representatives
• Community & Workforce Development Representative
• Health Department Representative
• Community/Neighborhood Representatives

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Community Engagement Committee will facilitate and evaluate the community-related activities and engagement of Knott
Development as well as Iceplex and Field House management and, to the extent applicable, Arena and Stadium management.
The committee’s oversight and guidance extends to the community outreach initiatives in which Knott Development will engage
following the execution of the Development Agreement with the County, specialized programming established at the Iceplex
and the Field House, and guidance regarding underserved community-specific programming in which the Athletics Inclusion
Foundation will assist anchor programs resident at the Iceplex and Field House. The Community Engagement Committee will
meet on a quarterly basis, beginning with a meeting within 30 days following the execution of the Development Agreement.
With respect to nearby residential communities, at each committee meeting, Knott Development will provide a report consisting
of the past quarter’s community outreach activities and its perception of those engagements. Representatives of the
communities with whom Knott Development engaged during the reporting period will be invited to attend the meeting and
provide their feedback regarding Knott Development’s engagement, as well as their suggestions for further engagement and
initiatives that both Knott Development and the Community Engagement Committee should consider. As a result of the direct
community feedback, Knott Development will work with committee representatives to refine, expand, modify or otherwise alter
its community outreach efforts to better and more reasonably meet local community’s needs.
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On a semi-annual basis, the Community Engagement Committee will receive a report from Iceplex and Field House
management regarding their respective community-oriented programming. The committee will provide its input and guidance
on the programming initiatives and any suggested modifications or enhancements to such programming.
On a semi-annual basis, the Community Engagement Committee will receive a report from the Athletics Inclusion Foundation
regarding its support initiatives for underserved children to participate in programming offered at the Iceplex and Field House.
The committee will provide its input and guidance on the funding initiatives and any additional local constituencies committee
members believe could be assisted by the Athletics Inclusion Foundation.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS BY GOVERNANCE COMMITTEES
Review of the performance of Kino District and Knott Development will be performed through the various governance
committees. The committee structure provides a natural mechanism for review and oversight, direct engagement between the
County and Knott Development (as well as anchor element management teams) and a proactive method for identifying,
addressing and remedying lapses within the performance metrics set forth below.
KINO DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
Metrics related to the development and construction of Kino District will be reviewed by the Development Committee and will
include various measurable aspects of the development and construction process, including, adherence to the master
development schedules, master development budget management, and master construction budget management as well as
other metrics requested by County-designated members of the Development Committee. Performance metrics will be
reviewed on a quarterly basis during the development and construction period of all Kino District elements.
OPERATIONS-RELATED METRICS
Performance metrics related to the operation of Kino District and its elements shall be reviewed by the Operations Committee
on a quarterly basis. Reviews will focus on core operational aspects of each anchor element (Iceplex, Field House, Arena,
Stadium and Parking Garage) as well as economic data obtained by Knott Development from Kino District Commercial and
Kino District Hospitality. Among the performance metrics to be reviewed by the Operations Committee will be the economic
performance of each anchor element (profitability, cash flow, management of debt service, maintenance and growth of debt
service reserves, facility usage, facility employment) and coordination by Knott Development with Kino South Complex and
Kino North Complex as it relates to the operation of Kino District in conjunction with County-operated facilities.

CAPEX-RELATED METRICS
The Capex Committee will perform an annual review of the Capex Plan for each anchor element within Kino District (Iceplex,
Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking Garage) and shall make recommendations as to any items within each respective
Capex Plan that require adjustment based on the current performance of anchor element capital assets and systems. The Capex
Committee will provide Knott Development with a review of Knott Development’s and Sightlines’ construction of the thencurrent facilities condition assessment and facilities condition index and recommendations regarding any amendments thereto
and forward planning actions that require adjustment. The Capex Committee will also include additional capital asset metrics as
reasonably determined by the County-designated members of the Capex Committee.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-RELATED METRICS
Performance metrics related to Kino District’s contributions to the local and regional economy shall be reviewed on a quarterly
basis by the Economic Development Committee. Reviews will focus on sales and use taxes generated directly within Kino
District, employment metrics directly related to Kino District anchor elements (Iceplex, Field House, Arena, Stadium and Parking
Garage) as well as those related to Kino District Commercial and Kino District Hospitality. Reviews will also focus on the number
of tournaments, tournament guests, hotel room nights generated by Kino District tournaments as well as events hosted at the
Arena and Stadium. In addition, Knott Development shall prepare updated projections as to the long-term economic
development effects of Kino District on the local and regional economy. Reviews will include additional community
engagement-related metrics as reasonably determined by County-designated members of the Economic Development
Committee.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT-RELATED METRICS
Performance metrics related to Knott Development’s community engagement activities and results will be reviewed by the
Community Engagement Committee. These reviews, performed on a quarterly basis, will include both Knott Development’s
community-related engagement as well as the activities, community investments and support provided by the Athletics Inclusion
Foundation. The review will extend to those community-related support activities in which Iceplex and Field House management
teams create within their anchor elements. Reviews will include additional community engagement-related metrics as reasonably
determined by County-designated members of the Community Engagement Committee.

IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES
To the extent that a deficiency associated with Knott Development’s or Kino District’s performance within any committee review
is identified (except metrics related to development and construction which will be addressed and remedied within the OAC
Meeting Group, at OAC Meetings and within the Development Committee, itself), Knott Development shall lead the process
of remedying the identified deficiency, presenting the identifying committee with corrective plan within 90 days of the review in
which the deficiency was identified. The remediation plan shall be presented to the applicable committee at its next quarterly
meeting, shall be subject to review and discussion by the applicable committee and with a final remediation plan delivered to the
applicable committee within 30 days. Following the implementation of a remedial performance metric plan, Knott Development
shall continue to address and remedy any continuing performance metric issues until such matters are resolved.

ANNUAL REPORT
By the end of the first calendar quarter of each year, beginning in 2024, Knott Development will prepare a report summarizing
the operational, financial, economic development and community engagement performance of Kino District, including the
results of all quarterly reviews by each committee. Included in the annual report shall be a summary of any performance metric
deficiencies identified, the remedial plan adopted by Knott Development and the results of implementing any remedial
performance metric plan. The annual report shall also provide a projection of Kino District’s expected performance within each of
these categories as well as discussion and analysis of past and projected performance as determined by Knott Development. The
annual report shall be reviewed by each governance committee with a final report issued to the committees by the end of the
second calendar quarter. Concurrently with the delivery of the final report to each committee, Knott Development will provide a
copy of the report to the County Administrator for delivery to the Board of Supervisors.
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DEVELOPMENT TEAM

KINO DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT TEAM

KNOTT DEVELOPMENT | MASTER DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
Knott Development is a comprehensive facility and infrastructure development firm serving the municipal, state, higher
education and corporate markets. With its unique understanding of the development, construction, accounting, legal and
financing aspects of credit-rated real estate development, combined with a nationally recognized team, Knott Development
customizes individual projects based on each client’s distinct development and economic requirements.
Knott Development is comprised of development management and financing professionals who, together, have over 50 years of
combined real estate and capital project development management and financing experience within the public private
partnership, higher education, municipal, sports, commercial, and retail markets. With over $1 billion in development and capital
projects, $1.5 billion in real estate-related financing and development management experience, $250 million in public private
partnership developments and $5 billion of complex, structured, institutional and investment fund financings, Knott Development
is well-suited to lead its team in the development of Kino District.

CTL CAPITAL | DEVELOPMENT FINANCING
CTL Capital is a market leader in the structured finance market, providing net lease financings for public/private projects
supported by lease securitizations, asset securitizations and private placements. CTL Capital’s principals have a demonstrated
track record as pioneers in credit tenant lease financing, having played a leading role in the creation of the credit tenant lease
financial market. CTL Capital has completed over $20 billion in net lease financings which have been secured by leases covering
nearly 40 million square feet in over 30 states and throughout six countries.

GOULSTON & STORRS | LEGAL COUNSEL
Goulston & Storrs’ Public Private Partnership Group is an interdisciplinary team of creative, experienced lawyers, many of whom
have previously served in government, who provide both public and private sector clients with legal and strategic advice on
complex public private projects and initiatives.
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PHILLIPS REALTY CAPITAL | FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Phillips Realty Capital is a premier Mid-Atlantic commercial real estate finance company that has been actively involved in
providing financial advisory services to quality development sponsors since 1933. Based in Washington, DC, Phillips Realty
Capital has evolved into a leading capital solutions provider for commercial real estate owners, annually completing over $1
billion in transactions.

LOCAL PARTNER
HENSEL PHELPS CONSTRUCTION | DESIGN BUILDER
Since its humble beginning in 1937, Hensel Phelps has grown as a family of hard-working individuals into a world-class builder.
Exploring new markets and partnerships, investing in diversity and our communities, and forging new opportunities, we are
dedicated to serving our people, our neighbors, our partners and all those who aspire to build a better future. Hensel Phelps is
committed to continuing our legacy - not only through brick and mortar landmarks, but through the integrity of our team
members. Through the years, these core values have represented our company as well as each individual that make our projects
possible: Ownership, Integrity, Builder, Diversity and Community. These values, paired with our ambitious vision and drive to
succeed, are what define Hensel Phelps and will ensure our continued growth and excellence for generations to come. With a
portfolio of over $30 billion design-build deliveries, Hensel Phelps plans, builds and manages commercial, sports and
entertainment and speciality projects nationwide, including $3.6 billion in athletic facilities and $18 billion in parking structures.

JLG ARCHITECTS | ATHLETIC FACILITIES DESIGN
JLG is one of the largest and most awarded dedicated sports architecture studios in the country, delivering collaborative
solutions that balance athletics, entertainment, revenue opportunities, budget flexibility and operational efficiencies. With over
100 active multi-sport venues in design or construction across the country and hundreds more in its portfolio, JLG is known for
the flattest ice, the smoothest turf, and the coolest fan experience in the industry. JLG delivers the entire game-day product inhouse, from high performance and life cycle cost investigations to technology and security integrations to branding and
community engagement.
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LOCAL PARTNER
DFDG ARCHITECTURE | PARKING GARAGE DESIGN
Through their client-first approach, DFDG adapts solutions by drawing from their expertise in parking structure design, projects
involving multiple stakeholders, and proven ability to successfully partner with other architects, contractors and developers.

LOCAL PARTNER
THE PLANNING CENTER | MASTER PLANNING & LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Since our inception, over 30 years ago, The Planning Center has enjoyed a reputation as one of the premiere consulting firms in
Arizona and has provided planning solutions for large-scale projects at local, regional and state levels. Our team has established a
trademark for excellence in land planning, community visioning and urban design. We recognize that the present is the key to the
future. Thus, our philosophy prioritizes culture, sustainability and environment. We integrate a sense of place along with character
and identity to create state-of-the-art plans and implementation tools. Our experience extends to in excess of 60 master planned
developments, including leading the master planning effort for the Kino Sports Park, authoring the Kino Planned Area
development and working with Kino District-adjacent developers on a complimentary development plan.

LOCAL PARTNER
HAYDON BUILDING CORP. | CIVIL SITE SUBCONTRACTOR
Haydon Building Corp. is a full-service general building contractor, with exceptional heavy civil general contracting skills. Their inhouse landscaping division, Earthscapes, has the ability to self-perform most of the major civil scopes and provide technical
guidance during reconstruction. Our portfolio includes heavy civil work of roadways, bridges, water, sewer, water treatment, site
development, flood control, earthwork and concrete.
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LOCAL PARTNER
BARKER CONTRACTING | SOLAR SUBCONTRACTOR
Barker Contracting has established itself as an innovative and dynamic company built upon integrity, with a deep commitment to
quality services. Barker Contracting manages the construction of solar projects for both large companies and investors looking to
build a better environment for tomorrow. Our experienced and knowledgable team has worked with the world’s leading
innovators to build half-MW or larger, fixed tilt, single axis and dual axis solar arrays.

LOCAL PARTNER
DIBBLE ENGINEERING | CIVIL ENGINEER
Dibble Engineering provides civil engineering services from concept to closeout, including land development, flood control,
infrastructure rehabilitation, survey, transportation, water and structures. Our sense of purpose drives out commitment to serving
our employees, clients, partners and communities. We believe in making a difference because our set of values keep us focused
on what’s most important to us, growth that is fueled by our clients’ success, achieving greatness by investing in our people,
giving our communities, earning trust and loyalty, building our reputation together and always acting with professionalism.

OBERNEL ENGINEERING | MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Since its inception in 1992, Obernel has completed over 350 athletic and event center facilities and has tremendous experience in
providing the appropriate energy efficient heating, ventilation, air conditioning, plumbing and fire protection designs. Obernel
has completed over 250 projects with JLG Architects over the last 28 years, including 50 athletic facilities.
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HEYER ENGINEERING | STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
Over the past 37 years, Heyer Engineering has completed more than 12,000 projects in 40 different states. We utilize a variety of
engineering computer programs to aid in the efficient and accurate design of our projects. These programs include finite
element analysis, design of steel, concrete, pre-stressed concrete and timber components, footings, seismic and 3D analysis.
Heyer Engineering has completed over $650 million of sports and entertainment facilities across seven states.

B32 ENGINEERING GROUP | ICE SYSTEMS DESIGN
B32 Engineering Group specializes in the planning, consultation, design and construction administration of the ice system for ice
arena facilities. An essential part of any ice system, we provide full design services and consultation on waste heat recovery
systems to maximize the ice system’s energy recovery potential. As a nationally recognized leader in the ice rink industry, B32 has
completed over 250 ice rink projects ranging from community facilities, outdoor skating surfaces, curling facilities, Division I
college facilities and NHL facilities.

LOCAL PARTNER
KITTELSON & ASSOCIATES | TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER & ROADWAY DESIGN
Specializing in transportation engineering and planning, Kittelson brings expertise in roadway in roadway and multimodal facility
planning and final design, traffic operations and safety, traffic signal design and lighting design. Recent projects include Tucson
Marketplace/Bridges Development, Tucson Premium Outlets, Broadway/Euclid Avenue to Country Club and Ina Road at
Oracle Road Pima County.
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LOCAL PARTNER
NINYO & MOORE | GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN
Ninyo & Moore, a minority-owned firm, provides exceptional geotechnical engineering, engineering geology, environmental
engineering, hazardous materials, construction inspection and testing, geophysical, forensic engineering and industrial hygiene
services to the public and private sectors. Ninyo & Moore has provided their services to private corporations, public agencies and
professional consultants on more than 9,500 projects in Arizona and 1,050 projects in Pima County.

LOCAL PARTNER
PHOENIX COMMERCIAL ADVISORS | COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKER
Phoenix Commercial Advisors was formed in 1994 on a platform of retail-only real estate, with specialists providing real estate
brokerage services to restaurants, retailers, developers, landlords and investors throughout Arizona. Over the past 25 years, we
have competed more retail leases and sales than any other Arizona firm. Since inception, Phoenix Commercial Advisors has
represented clients in leasing and selling over 36 million square feet of retail space and have sole over $1.5 billion of retail
investments. Today, we exclusively represent more than 110 retailers and restaurants in Arizona.

MCNEILL HOTEL COMPANY | HOTEL DEVELOPER & OPERATOR
McNeill Hotel Company is a Germantown, Tennessee-based hotel development and management firm. The company’s current
portfolio includes 27 properties across the United States, focusing on select service hotels with a growth strategy based on a mix
of new hotel development, meaningful acquisitions and third party management agreements.
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BRICK STREET CAPITAL | HOTEL DEVELOPER & OPERATOR
Brick Street Capital is a vertically integrated, best-in-class developer, builder and manager of real estate assets comprised of
industry veterans with over 50 years of cumulative real estate, finance and investment experience. Brick Street Capital utilizes the
breadth of its in-house analysis, financing and construction capabilities, as well as its extensive network of partners to fulfill it
mission of creating value. The company’s business model is unique in its ability to own, operate and develop hotels, retail,
multifamily and senior housing.

LOCAL PARTNER
CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA | COMMUNITY OUTREACH, ENGAGEMENT & INCLUSION PARTNER
Chicanos Por La Causa believes that all people, without discrimination, should have the power to live a life of dignity. Our
programs work to help individuals and families achieve self-sufficiency by providing accessible healthcare, affordable housing, a
quality education, access to meaningful work and political representation. CPLC was founded in 1969 to confront discrimination
against Mexican-American students in Phoenix as part of the larger movement led by Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta and others.
Today, CPLC has grown to defend the rights of people of all backgrounds, regardless of ethnicity, race, age, gender, orientation,
or immigration status, while maintaining a special competence in meeting the needs of the Latino and Spanish-speaking
population. CPLC provides direct services impacting almost 380,000 lives annually in Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico and Texas.

ATHLETICS INCLUSION FOUNDATION | KINO DISTRICT FOUNDATION
The Athletics Inclusion Foundation’s mandate is to provide financial support for economically disadvantaged, visually-impaired,
indigenous and minority youth as well as displaced teenagers and children within the foster care system to participate in Kino
District programming. Support recipients will receive grants covering the costs associated with program fees, team fees,
uniforms, practice sessions and equipment. The Athletics Inclusion Foundation’s community engagement and support will also
extend to children with disabilities and those with developmental disorders who could benefit from the creation of customized
programming within Kino District Iceplex and Kino District Field House.
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LOCAL PARTNER
4-D PROPERTIES | DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION PARTNER
4-D Properties is a locally-based, commercial and real estate business that has operated in Tucson for over 45 years. The firm is a
third generation, family-owned business with close ties to the local community and expertise in acquisition, development and
management of commercial real estate assets.

EDGE SPORTS GROUP | ICEPLEX AND FIELD HOUSE FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Edge Sports Group works with communities, schools and organizations to create a sustainable year round athletic ecosystem that
combines our experience and expertise in programming, operations, marketing and advertising. Edge Sports Group has
completed over 630,000 square feet of playing surface and tenant space encompassing over $120 million of development
projects that serve over 4.3 million visitors.

MY HOCKEY TOURNAMENTS | ICEPLEX NATIONAL TOURNAMENT SPONSOR
MYHockey Tournaments has been the premier Tier II youth ice hockey tournament organization in North America for over 20
years. MYHockey also operates the MYHockey Rankings website which is the preeminent ranking service which ranks every
North American youth hockey team and which is used by USA Hockey to determine at-large bids and seedings for national
championship events. MY Hockey Tournaments currently operates approximately 70 tournaments per season in 16 cities across
12 states.

3 STEP SPORTS | FIELD HOUSE NATIONAL TOURNAMENT SPONSOR
3Step Sports is the largest youth sport event operator in the United States, managing over 800 events across 35 states in seven
sports. 3Step Sports is designed to give every athlete, parent and coach involved the premier sport experience. We deliver a
professional, inspiring and authentic experience every step along the athlete journey -encompassing club team competition,
national media, content platforms, team apparel and nationally recognized tournaments. Simply put: We Run Sports.
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LOCAL PARTNER
TUCSON JUNIOR ROADRUNNERS | ICEPLEX ANCHOR TENANT
The Tucson Junior Roadrunners was founded in 2011 as the only youth hockey program in Southern Arizona and is committed to
bringing the best hockey experience to kids ages 4-18. As of the 2019/2020 season, the Junior Roadrunners serves more than
230 skaters coached by a dedicated group of approximately 40 coaches. Per 2019 figures released by USA Hockey, Tucson is
ranked second among all NHL/AHL markets in total growth percentage over the past five years.

LOCAL PARTNER
TUCSON ADULT HOCKEY LEAGUE | ICEPLEX ANCHOR TENANT
The mission of the Tucson Adult Hockey league is to provide an adult ice hockey league in Tucson. As part of our mission, we are
committed to providing players a safe, fun and competitive place to plat hockey with a focus on sportsmanship.

LOCAL PARTNER
ZONA VOLLEYBALL CLUB | FIELD HOUSE ANCHOR TENANT
Zona Volleyball Club offers volleyball training and competitive opportunities to athletes in grades 4-12. Because athletes choose
to play volleyball outside of the school season for many reasons, Zona Volleyball offers junior level teams that vary in time
commitment, financial commitment and intensity. Regardless of the team, Zona Volleyball’s mission is to promote and encourage
the growth and development of volleyball in the Tucson area.
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